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CHAPTER I 

The Lisper 

IT wasn't a nice night that served 
as a prologue to the first act of a 
series of baffling mysteries revolv-

ing about the man who lisped. A 
clammy mist of the sort called Scotch 

mantled Manhattan's towers and 
stooped to drape my brownstone house 
on East Fifty-Fourth Street. 

I find, looking back, that not the 
least amazing feature about the thing 
was that I was in on a multiple murder 
case literally before I knew it—a fea-
ture which the gods of coincidence will 
have to explain, for I cannot. Inciden-

The Super-Detective Tackles the Puzzling 
12 



THE GHOST 

tally, what promises to be rather amus-
ing to the reader of this memoir is the 
chance to cotton to certain clues before 
I did. For, you see, I didn't know they 
were clues when I first saw them, and 
I'm wondering if the reader will have 
any better success. 

I was in my second floor study. Joe 
Harper was with me. Joe Harper, I 

might add, is always with me and has 
been ever since that night some years 
ago when he appropriated my guest 
room as a good place to have a hang-
over. 

If you've spent much time on Broad-
way, you'll remember Joe—checkered 
suit, piped vest, snap-brim hat which 
is always offensively green regardless 

Prob lem of the L isp ing M a n M u r d e r s ! 
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The Ghost O p e n s His Bag of Tricks to 

of what fashion prescribes. Joe, lean 
and wolfish, with black-beetle eyes con-
nected with an agile brain, thin lips 
and thin nose, the sort of chin that 
would break a fist. 

If you were a hick on Broadway, 
maybe the pitchman who tried to sell 
you a lifetime fountain pen for two bits 
was Joe Harper. Or if you liked the 
ponies, maybe Joe was the bookmaker 
you wanted to shoot after the race. Or 
if you were a glamour girl in your 
home town, trying to crash Broadway, 
you might have met Joe sitting behind 
the desk in a booking agency. Any-
way, it's certain that Joe knew you be-
fore you knew Joe. He'd make your 
business his, and he'd have done pretty 
well for himself at the same time. 

As I said, Joe Harper was in the 
study with me. His lean legs bridged 
the gap between a leather lounge chair 
and the top of my desk. His green hat 
rested on a plane determined by the 
tips of his close-set ears and the bridge 
of his nose. Except for the hat I might 
have thought him asleep. He almost 
never goes to bed with his hat on. 

I was working, getting down on 
paper the complicated moves of a trick 
with giant cards which had brought me 
considerable fame when I was travel-
ing with vaudeville circuits. It was an 
invention of my own, and if I could put 
it down on paper comprehensively I 
intended to pass it on to my students 
at the School of Magic. Since the work-
ing of it was considerably easier than 
the explanation of the method, I had 
got no farther than the title: "The 
George Chance Card Monte," when Joe 
Harper spoke to me, his parted lips 
scarcely moving. 

"It was a swell day for a funeral." 

I GAVE him an amused glance and 
caught the glint of his beady eyes 

watching me like little black beetles 
from the shadowy nook formed by the 
brim of his hat. Experience told me 

I was about to be touched. I have met 
some artistic chiselers in my life, but 
Joe Harper is the only one who has a 
thousand different approaches to ask-
ing for a loan. 

"Oh, you went to a funeral today," 
I said, being conversational. "An old 
friend?" 

"Max Gerrich," he said. "Just a ham 
actor. I didn't know him very well. He 
tried everything from male juveniles to 
heavies. Ended up doing walking parts 
with a split-week company. His funeral 
was the only thing he ever had the lead 
in. Incidentally, he bumped himself 
off." 

Joe's voice was crisp and a little 
nasal, not an unpleasant sound against 
the mushy stirring of cars and pedes-
trians in the damp street outside. 

"What for?" I asked. 
It has been said that the reasons for 

suicide can all be included under two 
heads, money and love, but there are 
many variations, and I was interested 
in the subject. 

Joe shrugged. "Dunno, but his in-
terment marked the first time you 
could have stuck up an S. R. O. sign 
in the same block with Max. Funny, 
too, because he must have had a little 
money once. And now what? Scat-
tered flowers and sand in his face—" 

"And," I cut in, knowing where the 
touch was coming, "he couldn't take 
his money with him, could he?" 

"That's it." Joe took his feet off my 
desk, pushing up his hat, regarded me 
unblinkingly for a moment. "George, 
you and I got the same philosophy 
about money. Enjoy it, is my motto." 

"Enjoy somebody else's is your 
motto," I corrected. "How much?" 

Joe looked offended, but not much. 
"This isn't a touch. This is a chance 
to make some money, George. After 
funerals, I always get hunches. I 
think I could take a hundred bucks and 
run it up to a grand tonight at 
Snooky's. We can split the take." 

14 



Baffle Criminals and Bring Them to Book! 

I took my wallet from a drawer in 
the desk and counted out five twenties. 
"Aha 1" said Joe Harper. And raked the 
bills into his palpi, rolled them, stuck 
them into the tight slit of his trouser 
pocket. 

It was then that the glass insert on 
the top of my desk glowed and I knew 
I was about to have a visitor. 

Through the medium of mirrors 
arranged for a periscopic effect, I am 

thick shoulder. 
"Who's the guy in the iron hat?" he 

asked. "AH he needs is a bunch of 
orchids to look like a stage door god-
father." 

"The guy," I said, is "Taylor Owens, 
active in several civic organizations 
and at the present time chairman of a 
benefit party entertainment program. 
He wants me to put on an act for the 
show. Let him in as you go out." 

able to see, from my desk on the second 
floor, whoever approaches the front 
door. On this glass screen, which is an 
integral part of my desk top, I could 
see a man of medium height, dressed in 
a pearl gray top coat, gray gloves, a 
black derby hat. A system of electric 
eyes on either side of the door turns 
on the light illuminating the periscope. 

Joe Harper placed a forefinger 
bluntly on the reflection of the visitor's 

Joe said okey and hurried off. How 
long he would be out depended entirely 
upon how long it took Snooky to re-
lieve him of my hundred dollars. 

THIS was the second visit from 
Taylor Owens in the past week. 

He had a nearly round head with a few 
black hairs brushed tightly across from 
ear to ear. His nose was a sore look-
ing shade of rose and potato-shaped. 

Joe pivoted as he heard a voice 
say—"Thtick up your handthl" 

(Chapter XVII) 
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He had a square pair of jaws and he 
used them for clamping the bit of a 
short pot-bowled pipe. I let him in and 
he sat down in the chair Joe Harper 
had been warming, his knees close to-
gether and his derby in his lap. 

"Well, well, well/' my visitor said in 
a descending scale. 

He looked pleased to find an ash tray 
handy, gently tapped fluffy gray ash 
from his pipe, began reloading the hot 
briar immediately from a striped silk 
roll pouch. 

"The party," he declared, "is all 
arranged for tomorrow night. Can we 
definitely count on you to perform?" 

I nodded and watched Taylor Owens 
grope for a match. He stopped grop-
ing for a match and groped for a pencil 
which he found. On a white card he 
wrote: "The World's Best Magic by 
Mr. George Chance.'* And so I was 
included on the benefit party program. 

"You slice your baloney thick 
enough," I told him. 

Taylor Owens smiled all over his 
face. 

"Not at all," he said. "The magician 
who has baffled our best psychologists 
and entertained the crowned heads of 
Europe has to be the world's greatest." 

He returned pencil and card to 
pocket, remembered he was looking for 
a match. 

"But," he warned, holding up a fore-
finger shaped like a wiener sausage, 
"you'll not fool me, Mr. Chance." 

I sighed. "Of course not," and I 
lighted a match and extended it toward 
his pipe. 

"Thanks," Taylor Owens said, bend-
ing forward. 

When his pipe was near the flame, I 
thumb-palmed the match. The disap-
pearance of the match pushed Taylor 
Owens' blue eyes a little farther out 
from their sockets. He stood up and 
said he'd be damned and tried to see on 
all sides of me at once. When I ap-
parently reproduced the match fully 
lighted from my vest pocket, he 
laughed, cautiously took the match 
from my fingers. 

"Elastic," he said between puffs, and 
sat down again. 

"Think so? By the way, you neg-
lected to tell me who's backing this 
benefit." 

"Union of Civic Clubs," he said. 
"Know the president, Leonard Van 
Sickle? He's probably been bothering 
you about the details of your part in 
the performance. He's a glutton for 
details. Nothing ever escapes him. If 
he ever committed murder, he'd never 
be caught because he'd never leave a 
clue." 

I remembered seeing Leonard Van 
Sickle's name and picture in the 
papers. He was a manufacturer who 
had recently been forced into retire-
ment by some sort of a merger which 
had been brought about by financial 
difficulties in his own company. 

I told Taylor Owens I had heard the 
name. 

"A good egg in small doses," Owens 
said. 

He took a chubby grip on the brim 
of his hat and stood up. I saw him 
downstairs to the door where the cloud 
of his pipe smoke mingled with the 
cold, clinging mist. I closed the door. 
Three steps up the stair, and the phone 
rang. I decided to take it on the living 
room extension. 

"Mithter George Chanth?" An un-
familiar lisping voice asked. 

CHAPTER II 

The Man Died Laughing 

HITH ith Leonard 
Van Thickle," said 
the voice, pleasant 
in spite of the lisp. 

I was surprised. I 
couldn't quite asso-
ciate the robust man 
I had seen in the 
news photos with 
the lisping voice. 

Van Sickle had appeared tall, well-
made, young-looking for his middle 



BECAUSE George Chance, whose first memoir we are privileged to publish herein, 
is such an essentially modest man, we feel impelled to say a few words about him 

on our own account. Writ ing about himself, he has naturally been prevented by his 
modesty from doing full justice to his great attainments in the twin fields which he has 
combined and made his own—criminology and magic. We hope he will pardon us, 
therefore, if we do a little blowing on his own horn. 

George Chance, Magician, might never say that he is tops in his profession, but 
there's nothing to prevent our saying it for him. There's nothing to prevent our telling 
you, for example, that he has excelled the late Harry Houdini in the technique of 
escape. 

We do not hesitate to state that in employing his magical talents in his crime-fight-
ing role of THE GHOST, he has done more in the service of the Law than any other 
man of his generation. Small wonder that criminals quiver at the prospect of tangling 
with THE GHOST—master of the science of criminology, remorseless crime-tracker 
and criminal catcher! When THE G H O S T walks, the underworld stirs into deadly life 
to combat him. 

We suggest that you remember these things when you read this and future memoirs 
of George Chance. We suggest that you keep in mind that this modest, kindly, hu-
morous magician is a far bigger man than he makes himself out to be. He won't say so 
himself. That's why we're saying it for him. —THE EDITOR. 
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age. So this was Leonard Van Sickle, 
I thought—the man Taylor Owens had 
humorously said would never be 
caught if he committed a crime. The 
voice went on. 

"I understhand from Mithter 
Owenth that you will perform for the 
benefit party tomorrow night. I wanted 
to athk a thpecial favor." 

"No harm asking. Go ahead." I 
smiled. This Van Sickle's chuckle 
was catching. 

"Could you play a trick on me? I 
have a childith ambition to get up on 
the thtage with you and have you 
pull thomething out of my pocket." 

I couldn't help laughing. Of course 
I agreed—it would be very convincing 
to pull a serving of hot* mush out of 
Van Sickle's mouth. 

Still chuckling, the man thanked me 
profusely and hung up. 

I returned to my work in the study. 
A little later, Joe Harper returned. He 
didn't stop at the study to say good-
night, so I said a mental good-bye to 
my hundred dollars. Had he won, Joe 
would have come in with champagne 
under his arm. 

Soon his snores sounded from what 
I had once called a guest room. I went 
to my own bed. If Joe's Broadway 
conscience was clear enough for sleep, 
so was mine. 

I had been asleep for about an hour 
and a half when the extension phone on 
my night stand burred softly. I reached 
for it without opening my eyes and 
got the right end of the phone to my 
ear. 

"George Chance speaking," I said. 
The gruff voice of Police Commis-

sioner Edward Standish came from the 
receiver. 

"Calling the Ghost," Standish said 
in a low voice. "You alone, George?" 

I told Standish I was. 
"I'm speaking from the private wire 

in my apartment. I've got something 
you might be interested in." 

I swung my legs over the edge of the 
bed and sat up. 

"Shoot, Ned," I told him. 
"Maybe you've heard of Leonard 

Van Sickle—" 
I was startled. Who wouldn't be? 
"Yes," I said. What about him?" 
"The guy killed himself about forty 

minutes ago! Opened a window in the 
Cronner Hotel and went for a walk— 
twenty stories straight down. Under-
neath him was a lot of hard ground." 

Standish cleared his throat, some-
thing which usually indicated he was 
about to hang up. 

"Wait, Ned!" I cried. 
I got my mind back over the un-

believable short interval which had 
passed between the present moment 
and my talk with the chuckling Van 
Sickle on the phone. 

"Ned, I don't get this," I said. "I 
was talking with him only a little while 
ago—he was in the best of spirits—" 

"He's with the best of spirits now, 
I hope," Standish remarked dryly. 

"You're-sure—" 

THE commissioner grunted. 

"Twenty-five years with the police 
department I've been, George Chance. 
And by now if I don't know a dead 
man when I see one, it's me who 
should pull a grave over my head and 
find out what it's like. And there's a 
payoff to this, George. We can't find 
the man's false teeth. They weren't in 
his mouth, they weren't on the side-
walk where he landed, they weren't in 
his clothes, and they're not in his 
apartment." And with that, Standish 
hung up. 

I slowly replaced the phone. Stand-
ish, whom I knew well enough to call 
by his nickname "Ned" couldn't be 
mistaken about a corpse when he saw 
one. If Standish said you were dead, 
you could go right ahead and order the 
flowers. The point I didn't get was the 
suicide verdict. Nobody in a suicide 
mood calls up a magician and laugh-
ingly tells him to play a trick on him. 

"Matter, George?" 
I looked up quickly, shuddered at the 
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sight of Joe Harper in a purple bath-
robe. 

"Leonard Van Sickle knocked him-
self off," I said. 

Joe yawned. "Guys do that. Aint 
I just semi-fresh from the funeral of 
a 'sooey'?" 

"They don't laugh an hour or so be-
fore they do it," I said, taking off my 
pajamas and reaching for my clothes. 
"Or at least I don't remember your 
mentioning it in the case of Max Ger-
rich." 

"I knew something was wrong," Joe 
said. "I got the jumps like a bow-
legged lady before a burleycue try-out. 
Was that Standish?" 

I nodded. "Standish is worried. A 
set of missing false teeth bother him. 
Standish thinks he might fumble some-
thing big." 

"And the Ghost never fumbles," Joe 
said. "Not yet." He went over to look 
for cigarettes in my pants. "The Ghost 
taking a hand, George?" 

"That's why Standish called," I told 
him. "Let's have the pants." 

Joe tossed me the pants only after 
he had helped himself to cigarettes. 
Three was a dour smile on his thin lips. 

"You need them, George. You'll also 
need a bullet proof vest and an armored 
bath tub when some of the tough boys 
I know discover that the Ghost and 
George Chance are the same guy." 

"That's impossible," I said. 
The shoulders under the purple 

bathrobe rose and fell. 
"Things get discovered. Look at 

America." 
* * * * * 

rHE Ghost is George Chance. It 
looks odd on paper. It's a secret 

I have never before disclosed. Some-
times I've chuckled inwardly about it, 
and then again my double identity has 
been like a two-ton safe suspended by 
a thread over my head. There is rea-
son for the latter. The Ghost's en-
emies in the underworld are too nu-
merous for comfort. But it is my own 

doing. You can't create a wraith-like 
manhunter, materializing out of the 
darkness to become a tangible foe, 
laughing ghoulishly at frantic efforts 
of discovered criminals to escape, and 
expect the underworld to take kindly 
to him. 

All things considered, it's only 
natural that the Ghost should have be-
come the focal point for so much sin-
cere hatred on the part of the criminal 
gentry. My only consolation is that 
George Chance, so far as he knows, has 
no enemies at all. 

Now then, to understand fully how 
the Ghost has managed to spank public 
enemies who would have welcomed a 
clash with the police, you should know 
a little more about George Chance. 

I was born in the show business. My 
father was an animal trainer and my 
mother a trapeze performer in a circus. 
Both my parents were generous to a 
fault, so that when I found myself an 
orphan at an early age, it was entirely 
dependent upon my own ability 
whether or not I was to eat regularly 
in the days to come. 

Thanks to early circus training, I am 
a fair tumbler and contortionist. I 
learned much of the secrets of makeup 
from a clown named Ricki. To the 
grave-eyed man with the long black 
burnsides who traveled with the show 
under the name of Don Avigne, I am 
indebted for knowledge that has made 
the knife one of the deadliest of 
weapons in my hands. 

Then there was Professor Gabby, 
who taught me principles of ventrilo-
quism which are today responsible for 
the hundreds of voices of the Ghost. 

But most important of all, while I 
was hanging around the circus, I won 
the confidence of Marko, the Magician. 
His sideshow sorcery caught and held 
my fascination. Marko was a German. 
Incidentally, I got the sorrowful word 
recently that he died in a German con-
centration camp. 

I will never forget the day he called 
me into his dressing tent and gave me 
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a half-size set of multiplying billiard 
balls. 

"You haff goot hands for tricks unt 
gimmicks, George, mine poy," he told 
me. "Learn to use these unt some day 
you vill know magic. Unt der vorld 
vill know you." 

I still have the billiard balls Marko 
gave me, and the supple fingers they 
developed. To me, they're the founda-
tion of my reputation as a magician 
which has spread around the world. 
Magic was the ladder that helped me 
climb from the circus to vaudeville and 
from there to my own revues. Magic 
made me a fortune so that I finally re-
tired from the stage to establish the 
New York School of Magic where am-
ateurs, bitten by the unending craze to 
create illusions, are taught. 

I first met Commissioner Standish 
in person when I was performing magic 
at a policeman's benefit party. I could 
tell him truthfully that I had always 
followed his work with more than 
average interest, since criminology 
and magic have one thing in common— 
both depend on keen judgment of hu-
man nature and more than rudimen-
tary knowledge of psychology. 

STANDISH and I took to each 
other at once, and my comments 

on criminology aroused his interest 
sufficiently for him to invite me to take 
a hand in a murder investigation. 
When I exposed the real criminal by 
means of spirit-slate trick that has 
been known to conjurers for years, he 
said: "I'll take a second helping." 

"What do you mean?" I asked. 
"I mean that when I need you again, 

I'll certainly call on you," he answered 
soberly. 

We looked at each other. I think 
the idea was born simultaneously in 
our brains. 

"I'll study up on it," I said. 
In the days and weeks that followed, 

I found one concept more and more 
dominating my thoughts—Magic and 
Crime-Detection, how to merge the 

two and make them one. And so, not 
all at once, but gradually, slowly—but 
surely—the idea of the Ghost took 
form. 

Not until then did I take Standish 
into my confidence. 

"Ned, do you know that the late 
Robert-Houdin, the father of modern 
magic from whom the great magician, 
Harry Houdini,took his name, was sent 
by the French government to Algeria 
to put down the marabouts? Do you 
know that Robert-Houdin filled the 
natives with so much terror that they 
decided not to rise against the 
French?" 

"I've heard something like that," 
Standish replied. "But why burden 
my policeman's mind with such queer 
data? Give me something that will 
work on some of our modern trouble-
makers right here in New York, and I'll 
say you're talking." 

"That's what I'm doing," I said. 
"What do you mean?" 
I told him. 
Standish couldn't quite grasp it at 

first. 
"It won't work," he objected. "You'll 

be getting yourself knocked off. You're 
a great magician and you've acquired 
a pretty thorough theoretical knowl-
edge of criminology. But that's not 
the same as being a cop, with a cop's 
training. You're a pretty rotten shot 
with a pistol. And what do you know 
of police procedure?" 

"Almost nothing," I admitted, "yet 
to my mind the very fact that I would 
be unhampered by orthodox police 
methods might be an asset. All I'd ask 
of you and the Department is a fair 
amount of co-operation." 

For a moment, enthusiasm for the 
idea flamed in the commissioner's eyes 
and then gradually died. 

"Suppose it works," he said. "Sup-
pose you catch one member of a crimi-
nal gang. Don't you suppose the mem-
bers who go free are going to put the 
finger on you? It'll be an added ex-
pense on my budget, ordering flowers 
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for your funeral." 
I shook my head. 
"I've thought all that out," I said. 

"Suppose, Ned, I had the per/ect ali-
bi?" I grasped his arm. "Suppose it was 
possible for me to do what all criminals 
dream of doing! Suppose George 
Chance were to be apparently minding 
his own affairs and at the same time 
be out chasing gunmen!" 

STANDISH threw back his head 
and laughed. 

"I've seen you do impossible things, 
George, but nothing like that. Nobody 
—positively nobody—can be in two 
places at the same time." 
, It was my turn to laugh but I only 

chuckled. 
"I can," I said. "Ned, if you saw my 

last stage revue, you've seen me in two 
places at once." 

"What are you trying to tell me?" 
he demanded. 

"Remember the climaxing illusion? 
I am handcuffed in a mail sack. At the 
crack of a gun, the mail sack falls limp 

and empty to the stage. And at the 
same time I appear, running out of the 
lobby of the theatre and into the audi-
ence?" 

"Yes, I've seen that one," Standish 
said. 

"Well, Ned, there's only one way 
that trick could be accomplished." 

Comprehension dawned on Stand-
ish's face. He leaned forward in his 
chair, his mouth slightly agape. 

"You've got a double?" he almost 
whispered. 

I nodded. "An identical double. 
Now then, suppose my double were to 
live the life of George Chance while 
the real George Chance, suitably dis-
guised, is out playing cops and robbers, 
annoying criminals with his magic, 
possibly handing over a few murderers 
to the police!" 

Standish's eyes held a gleam now; 
he rubbed his hands. 

"A Dr. Jekyll and a Mr. Hyde, eh?" 
"Never cared much for Hyde," I 

said. "Make it George Chance and his 
ghost, if you've got to be dramatic 
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about it." 
So much for the history of George 

Chance and the origin ol the Ghost. 
Now to get on with the case of the lisp-
ing man. 

As soon as I had dressed, after hear-
ing the commissioner's news about 
Van Sickle's suicide, I went down into 
the basement of my^ house. I have a 
workshop down there where many new 
tricks and magical devices are devel-
oped. Glenn Saunders was there, 
working on a piece of apparatus for 
use in that clever trick which consists 
of dropping a ball-bearing through a 
plate of glass without breaking the 
glass. 

Glenn' Saunders usually works at 
night, entering my house under the 
cover of darkness. You would under-
stand why if you saw him. For, by a 
curious quirk of nature helped a little 
by plastic surgery, Glenn Saunders is 
the identical double of George Chance. 

His height measures up to my own 
six feet-one inch. He has the same 
broad shoulders and lean waist. His 
face reflects my own—blue eyes, ruddy 
gold hair waving back from a fairly 
broad forehead, thin nose and mouth, 
prominent cheek bones. He apes every 
move I make, and does it so well that 
sometimes when I look at him I could 
almost be in doubt as to who is who. 
Ever since the birth of the Ghost, he 
has acted as my double in exchange 
for all that I can teach him about magic 
as an art and a business. It is a con-
siderable sacrifice for a man to shuck 
his own identity, but Saunders thinks 
it is worth it. 

FOR me it is an immeasurable ad-
vantage. I can withdraw from my 

usual haunts, adopt a new identity for 
the purpose of stepping into the under-
world, while Glenn Saunders literally 
wears the shoes of George Chance. 
Glenn Saunders is to the Ghost what 
every criminal dreams about—a per-
fect alibi. 

When I went into the shop, Glenn 

Saunders laid aside his tools, picked up 
a cold briar pipe and lighted the re-
maining heel of tobacco in it. 

"Nice night," he remarked, his voice 
a natural echo of my own. 

"Nice for, murder," I said. "Glenn, 
you're performing for a benefit party 
tomorrow evening. The Ghost is go-
ing for a walk." 

Glenn smiled one-sidedly. 
"What's up this time?" 
"A suicide," I explained. "A suicide 

that couldn't have happened." 
I walked over to the bench and took 

the pipe out of Saunders' mouth. 
"From now on until further instruc-

tions, Glenn, you're George Chance. 
And I don't smoke a pipe." 

"No pipe," Glenn said. "Only your 
cigars and cigarettes." 

"My pajamas you'll find thrown over 
my bed. Get in them and get some 
shut-eye. Tell Joe Harper I'll prob-
ably need him." 

Glenn nodded. 
"Right, chief." 
And my double and I parted. 

CHAPTER III 

The Ghost Walks 

'N A SMALL base-
ment room brilliant-
ly lighted, I began 
altering my features. 
I always use as few 
makeup materials as 
possible, for I have 
found that a simple 
makeup is less likely 
to be detected and is 

nearly always just as effective as a 
complicated one. 

To create the character of the Ghost, 
I take small wire ovals and put them 
into my nose, tilting the tip and elon-
gating the nostrils. For the somewhat 
ghastly effect proper to a ghost-char-
acter, I darken the inside of each nos-
tril. Simple, eh—yet one must know 
how. 
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Brown eyeshadow goes on to darken 
my eye pits. Pallor comes out of a 
powder box. I highlight my naturally 
prominent cheek bones. Over my own 
teeth I place shells the color of old 

, ivory. 
After that, I have only to affect a 

fixed vacuity of expression and my face 
becomes something very much like a 
skull. 

Yet—and this is important because it 
gives me freedom to get around with-
out attracting undue attention—if I al-
low my eyes their usual animation and 
keep my lips closed over the yellow 
teeth, the Ghost is serviceably hidden 
beneath the exterior of an ordinary 
man who is merely a little less attrac-
tive than the average. 

This done, I returned my makeup 
materials to a case the size of a tobacco 
tin. From a closet I removed a black 
suit—black because the color appar-
ently reduces the width of my shoul-
ders and decreases my height. The 

suit has other virtues in the way of 
secret pockets and clever holders of 
magical gimmicks I find useful—even 
more useful than the small fiat auto-
matic I carry or the nasty little throw-
ing knife. 

Before I went out, I put on a black 
felt crusher hat and took a look at my-
self in the mirror. The possibility of 
recognition as George Chance no 
longer existed. I looked like the ghost 
I had chosen to be—a rather husky, 
happy ghost, however—for the time 
being. 

As soon as I got outside my door I 
"turned off the Ghost." I took a walk 
to Fifth Avenue, where I signaled a 
cab. The driver took no interest in me 
except as a potential fare, nor did I ex-
pect him to. The cab let me out in 
front of the Cronner Hotel where it 
towers above Central Park, and in one 
of the apartments of which Leonard 
Van Sickle had once lived and breathed 
—and lisped to me over the telephone. 

Merry White 
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The efficiency of the New York po-
lice system was pretty well evidenced. 
The only things outside the hotel to 
indicate that this was the site of a re-
cent tragedy was a hotel employee dili-
gently engaged in mopping at an ugly 
stain on the sidewalk, and a uniformed 
cop talking about the weather to the 
doorman. 

I walked into the lobby. Nobody 
noticed me. There's a lot of obscur-
ity in a black suit. 

SINCE suite a while had passed 
since I had talked with Standish, 

I wasn't surprised to find that all the 
bustle attending sudden death was 
over. Evidently the homicide boys 
and my friend Robert Demarest from 
the medical examiner's office had con-
cluded their job. It may seem that 
there was no particular point in my 
visiting the scene of the crime before 
seeing Standish. But I always prefer, 
when possible, to start at the beginning 
of a mystery maze instead of plunging 
into the middle of it. 

Almost at once I ran into something 
queer. When I reached the door of 
the Van Sickle suite, there was no po-
lice guard in the hall. The point is 
this: Standish, even though he had not 
said so, suspected murder. Otherwise 
he wouldn't have asked me to take a 
hand in the game. Well, where there 
had been murder, there should have 
been a policeman. 

I tried the door, found that it was 
unlocked, pushed it open part way. 

Something was wrong. I could not 
push the door all the way open. And 
the reason for that was pretty much of 
a shock—the body of a man blocked it. 

I stepped over it, into darkness that 
was total, and closed the door behind 
me. My idea of getting in on the be-
ginning of this thing was already 
pretty well shot. Here I was, already 
in the middle of it. 

I knelt beside the man on the floor, 
using my fingers for eyes. 

My hands traveled lightly over the 

body on the floor—the body of a man 
wearing close-woven suiting, a man 
with a sizeable paunch. My fingers 
met a bullet-studded belt and an empty 
holster, passed upward over a rising 
and falling chest to touch the cold, 
smooth surface of a shield. 

I understood now why the door was 
unguarded. This man was a policeman 
and he had been slugged. 

I stood up, looked through darkness. 
Coming from what must have been an-
other room was a faint twinkle of light 
—the guarded rays of a flashlight. No 
sound came, however—footsteps were 
muffled by a rug. 

I moved closer. It was a man's hand 
that held the light. A shadowy figure 
was kneeling in front of a desk. False 
drawers of the desk were open, reveal-
ing the door of a steel safety deposit 
box. The man was just closing the 
door. The light went out. I heard fur-
tive movements. 

I was invisible in the darkness be-
cause of my black outfit. I flattened 
myself against the wall, lowered my 
head to the lapel of my open coat. My 
left hand whisked upward from a vest 
pocket, fingers closed over a small rub-
ber balloon. As the man moved cau-
tiously about the extensive suite, I put 
the nipple to my mouth and quickly in-
flated the balloon under the cover of 
my coat. A twist of the valve and the 
balloon held its air. 

THE prowler entered the room in 
which I was waiting for him. I 

could hear his quiet breathing. Then 
his needle of light jumped about the 
room, paused on the prostrate form of 
the cop. I saw the prowler's hand in 
reflected rays from the light. There 
was a peculiar bluish tattoo mark en-
circling his wrist like the coils of a 
small snake. 

The light began moving in my direc-
tion, as though some sixth sense told 
the man hidden eyes were watching. 

I pulled the balloon from under my 
coat. 
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If you have seen spiritual material-
izations as accomplished by magicians 
on a black stage, my balloon stunt may 
be disillusioning. The balloon I had 
inflated had a ghastly skull face 
painted on it with luminous paint. 

The prowler saw the glow skull face, 
uttered a gasp, dropped his light. In 
utter darkness I could hear his shallow, 
frightened breathing as I advanced 
slowly toward him, keeping the balloon 
at arm's length to the right. I dislike 
being shot at. 

"S-stop," the man's whisper ordered. 
"Stay where you are. I've got a gun. 
Stop, I tell you!" 

His whisper mounted to something 
close to a hysterical cry. I judged it 
time to give the balloon a flick that car-
ried it through the air toward him. 
At the same time, I called up my pow-
ers of ventriloquism and gave the 
prowler the benefit of a derisive, ghoul-
ish laugh. 

His reaction was the expected one— 
he fired. 

It was a good shot. The balloon 
burst, the sound of its bursting lost in 
the roar of gunfire so that the glowing 
head must have seemed to have van-
ished in mid-air. But the man's gun-
fire had pinned a ruddy sign of his ex-
act location and I made for it, slipped 
in behind him, clicked my knife from 
my sleeve. 

The knife is good steel and I let him 
have the tip of it in the quivering mus-
cles of his back. At the same time I 
uttered the rollicking, macabre chuckle 
which generally heralds the entrance 
of the Ghost. It is a rather horrible 
sound, and I never blame any of its 
victims for being frightened by it. 

"Drop your gun." 
My voice was flat, dead, unemo-

tional. 
The plunk of the weapon to the car-

pet sounded. 
"Over to the door," I ordered. 

"You'll turn on the lights and then turn 
around slowly. No tricks. The knife 
is a key for unlocking hell for you if 

you try anything." 
The man obeyed, moving slowly, 

avoiding the unconscious cop. I heard 
the whisper of his fingers along the 
wall as they sought the light switch. 
Then there was light and I backed a 
step so that the man could turn around. 
By this time the muscles of my face 
had once again frozen into that death's-
head expression which makes those 
who see it think they are smelling their 
own graves in advance. 

The man's piggy eyes were some 
time taking me in. Then his dry, pallid 
lips whispered. 

"What are you?" 
He asked "what," not "who." They 

usually do at first. 
Then his wits returned to him; the 

play of his thoughts showed in his 
face; memory of gossip in the under-
world made him guess at the truth— 

"My God," he muttered, "you're—" 
"Yes," I said softly— 
"The Ghost. . ." he whispered, and 

I could hardly hear him. 

CHAPTER IV 

Crime Strikes Twice 

F MEDIUM height, 
the man wore gray. 
His face was as ordi-
nary and uninterest-
ing as a bowl of cold 
porridge. In a crowd 
of s ix men you'd 
have lost him. He 
wasn't dark and yet 
not blond. His small, 

furtive eyes varied between green and 
brown. He was just a guy with a ser-
pent tattooed on his wrist. 

I flipped my knife from the right 
hand to the left—an easy gesture for a 
magician—and stepped in close to him. 
I set the point of the knife at his throat, 
and his prominent Adam's apple went 
up and then down in his attempt to 
swallow his terror. 

"Wh-what are you going to do?" 
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I let him wonder about1 the answer 
to that one and how close he was to 
becoming a ghost himself. My right 
hand went through his pockets. Ex-
cept for a few bills held together with 
a dollar sign money clip, there was 
nothing in his trouser pockets. But 
the inner pocket of his coat yielded the 
loot from the dead man's safe—a sheaf 
of bond certificates which I took no 
time to examine, and a chamois skin 
bag containing what might have been 
unset gems. 

I pocketed these. Ned Standish 
would eventually get them. 

I nodded toward a comfortable look-
ing chair with a chrome-trimmed 
smoking stand beside it. 

"Sit down," I ordered. 
Watching me with his piggish eyes, 

the man backed to the chair. He sat 
down as though he had a couple of 
over-ripe eggs in his hip pockets. 
Nervously, he fumbled with an orna-
ment topping the smoking stand. And 
his fingering called my attention to 
something that lay on the smoking 
stand. 

From where I stood, it looked like a 
dime that was a little the worse for 
wear. I went over to the stand, my 
knife still jutting threateningly in my 
left hand. I picked up the round disk 
and flipped it from fingertips to palm. 
It was a spiral of inflexible wire, like a 
coiled watch spring except inflexible, 
as I said, and the wire was round and 
the color of gun metal. 

"What's this?" I showed the man 
the coil. 

"You got me." His voice was husky, 
maybe naturally that way, maybe be-
cause he was scared half-witted. 

"I know I got you," I said, "but—" 
The door of the room opened. I 

sprang backwards, twisted around, try-
ing to see the intruder and the man 
with the tattooed wrist at the same 
time. I got only a glimpse of the per-
son at the door, a woman, when the 
man with the tattooed wrist decided he 
could beat me to his gun which still 

lay on the floor where he had dropped 
it. I could see by the direction of his 
glance and the way he was gripping the 
arms of the chair exactly what was in 
his mind. 

I warned him, but he was already in . 
motion. As he stooped for the gun, my 
fingers slid down the length of my 
knife to the tip. I threw the knife, 
pinned his arm to the floor, the knife 
passing through the cuff of his gray 
coat as he reached for the gun. 

W T O BLOODSHED, no noise. Fear 
and the knife held the man in a 

crouching position on the floor. My 
right hand brushed the bottom of my 
coat, came up with my automatic de-
livered from a smooth acting gimmick-
clip which had originally been designed 
to hold a magician's handkerchief-
dying tube. 

I bowed slightly to the woman in the 
doorway. 

"Won't you come in? And close the 
door, please." 

She was calm enough, but that was 
because I had "turned off the Ghost." 
She was an attractive, rounded woman, 
red-haired, with soft brown eyes. My 
first glance said she was thirty, my sec-
ond that she was forty. But attractive 
and less fluttered, I believe, than any-
one else could have possibly been un-
der similar circumstances. 

She looked at the man with the tat-
tooed wrist. 

"Hugo!" she said. 
"I see you know each other," I said. 

"You'll have to pardon Hugo's rather 
odd position on the floor." 

I went over to him, retrieved my 
knife, retained it in my left hand while 
my right put my gun in my pocket. 
Hugo straightened and backed shakily 
to his chair. 

The woman in the doorway was 
looking in wide-eyed wonder at the cop 
groaning on the floor in front of the 
door. And then her brown-eyed gaze 
moved to me. 

"Who are you?" she asked. 
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"On the contrary," I said, "who are 
you?" 

"I happen to be a friend of Mr. Van 
Sickle." 

"Who is dead," I said; "who jumped 
out of his window. And there seems 
to be some slight reason to believe that 
he was urged." 

The announcement made no visible 
impression upon the woman. Her 
rounded face was an admirable picture 
of studied calm. 

"And after suicide or murder," I 
went on, with a glance at Hugo, "a lit-
tle robbery—" 

"Mrs. Kurtzner," said the man with 
the tattooed wrist, "this guy just 
cracked Van Sickle's safe. I don't 
know what he got. I had an appoint-
ment with Van Sickle and when I 
came in—" 

"You socked the cop," I concluded 
for him. "Tell me, when you go to a 
business appointment, do you gener-
ally club the first person who opens the 
door?" 

"He socked the copper," said the 
man, meaning me. "I didn't even 
know there was a cop here nor v/hat he 
was here for." 

MRS. KURTZNER took a deci-
sive step to the telephone which 

rested on a small table at the left of 
the door. The woman apparently had 
courage and understood the advantage 
of a receiver off the hook when there 
was a man with a gun in the room. Her 
soft brown eyes were fixed on my face 
as though she wanted to remember me. 

"Send the police up to Mr. Van 
Sickle's suite," she said. "Burglars." 

"The police, madam," I said, indicat-
ing the cop on the floor "are at your 
feet." 

I went to the door. 
"He's trying to escape," Mrs. Kurtz-

ner said calmly into the phone. "He's 
wearing a black suit and a black hat. 
His face is dead white and queer look-
ing." 

For Mrs. Kurtzner's entertainment, 

and also to return my knife to its place 
in my sleeve, I turned my head slightly 
and "swallowed" the knife. I was ap-
plauded with a faint gasp from the 
lady. She dropped the phone in place, 
turned a little pale under her rouge. I 
saw her lips frame the words: "The 
Ghost . . .," although no sound came 
from them. 

"Yes," I admitted. "Good night to 
you." 

I stepped out into the hall. 
I passed the elevator shaft and 

glanced at the indicator. A car was on 
the way up. It was not in my plans to 
meet the police as yet. I walked to the 
end of the hall to the red-lighted door-
way opening on the fireproof inner 
stairway. I went up the steps instead 
of down. 

The Sky Room on top of the hotel is 
a cafe. It was a swank place George 
Chance had visited often enough. I 
found the cafe crowded, which was 
only to be expected at midnight. I 
kept my hat and slid into a table not 
far from the lavatory door. It had been 
my intention to go to the lavatory at 
once so as to switch disguises in pri-
vate, but the plan had to be re-
vised upon my seeing a fat man in eve-
ning clothes reel into the lavatory. So 
I took the table and waited. 

One of the waiters approached, asked 
if he couldn't take my hat. I said he 
couldn't, and told him to bring some 
beer. 

"We have some imported Braumier 
Pilsner special for this evening only," 
he said. "We are getting some very 
nice compliments on it." 

I told him to bring whatever could 
be brought the quickest. He eyed me 
strangely. I watched the lavatory 
door, lighted a cigarette. It was only 
a short time before the alarm would 
spread throughout the hotel. 

My friendship with the commis-
sioner makes everything okey in case 
the cops pick me up, but an arrest, even 
though temporary, would mean ques-
tions embarrassing to both Standish 
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and me. Also, the pinch would be 
bound to make the papers, and the 
Ghost's prestige in the underworld 
would be damaged. A good deal of the 
Ghost's terror-inspiring reputation in 
the underworld springs not alone from 
the fact that its members do not know 
who he actually is but because they be-
lieve the police do not know either. 

MY BEER came. I left it un-
touched. The band was break-

ing into one of Raymond Scott's hectic 
bits, and while the bodies of the danc-
ers on the floor were getting keyed up 
to the torrid tempo, my own pulse was 
beginning to get a bit jumpy—not from 
the music but because the fat man still 
occupied the wash room. 

I got up and went to the lavatory 
door, opened it. 

The fat man was bending over a 
wash basin, tie and collar off. He 
was scrubbing his moon-like face, his 
pointed ears which reminded me of 
Mercury's wings, and even splattering 
cold water on the top of his nearly bald 
head. 

I was amused, but not at that. Once 
again fate was reaching out for me and 
taking me by the hand. Certainly in 
no previous case had circumstances 
combined so often to save me time and 
trouble in gathering in the threads. 
But I am jumping ahead too fast, 

"You're supposed to take your bath 
before you come to a joint like this, 
mister," I said. 

He looked around at me, gripping 
the edge of the wash basin with soapy 
hands. I had thought that possibly I 
might have been mistaken, but he was 
the man I had taken him for at first 
sight—Theo Quinn, president of the 
concern which had absorbed Van Sic-
kle's manufacturing plant after fortune 
had taken a slap at Van Sickle. 

Looking at me, he got soap in his 
eye, which was my fault, according to 
the reasoning process of his drink-
numbed brain. 

"To hell wishu!" he said. 

I backed out and left the door open. 
Quinn continued his washing. 

Then, in the foyer outside the plate 
glass and chrome doors of the Sky 
Room, I saw a police detective—a man 
named Hullick. He was just coming 
out of the elevator. 

I turned my back on the door 
through which Detective Hullick had 
to pass, and headed for the stairway. 

CHAPTER V 

Blocked 

N ANOTHER min-
ute I knew exactly 
how a b a s e b a l l 
p l a y e r feels when 
he's caught between 
bases. I hadn't gone 
down more than a 
flight of stairs when 
I h e a r d someone 
coming up toward 

me. 
"It was the Ghost," a woman's voice 

was saying. "No doubt of it!" 
"Then you were a sap to inform the 

police, Lulu. We've got to block him 
off before the cops do." 

"The call was already in before I 
knew it," the woman justified herself 
querulously. The voice was that of 
Mrs. Kurtzner, I didn't recognize the 
voice of the man who was with her. It 
wasn't Hugo. 

They were hunting the hotel for me, 
for some reason then obscure, and it 
looked as though Fate had pointed out 
a short cut toward the achievement of 
their purpose. 

There was only one thing to do. I 
bounded back up three steps to the 
landing I had just left, pushed open a 
door, went into the hotel corridor. 
No safety zone there. The cool-nerved 
Lulu Kurtzner and her scratchy-voiced 
pal would certainly look in on every 
floor on the way down. I headed for 
the door of the first room on my right, 
knocked on the panel as though the 
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hotel was on fire. 
"Telegram for Mr. Reed!" I called 

out, and pounded the door again. 
If the door didn't open in another in-

stant, I knew that Mrs. Kurtzner would 
spot me. 

The door opened. A seedy, inoffen-
sive looking man who might have been 
a birdseed salesman from St. Louis or 
a cartoonist's conception of tax-bur-
dened John Public, blinked out at me 
with sleepy eyes. 

"You've made a mistake," he said. 
I shoved the door open and showed 

him my gun. 
"Don't rub it in," I said. "I acknowl-

edge the fact I've made a mistake. 
Sorry about this, old man." 

I slammed the door behind me just 
as Mrs. Kurtzner and her fellow 
searcher came into the corridor. 

Wide-eyed with astonishment, his 
trembling body setting up waves in the 
pink stripes of his pajamas, my Mr. 
Public stared into the muzzle of my 
gun. 

The smartest thing for me to do at 
the moment would have been to tap the 
little man on the head with the gun 
barrel, but I couldn't do it. 

When coincidence is unkind enough 
to throw some innocent bystander into 
the game of cops and criminals, I think 
the bystander ought to be spared a 
lump on the head. So I planted my 
left hand on Mr. Public's meager chest, 
shoved him into the bathroom and shut 
the door. I was counting on the im-
pression my gun had made to last long 
enough to keep him there while I 
switched disguises. 

I removed the wire ovals that dis-
torted the shape of my nose and the 
yellow shells of my teeth. A piece of 
cloth quickly took care of the makeup 
material on my face. I got a pair of 
metal "plumpers" from my makeup kit 
and put them into my cheeks. This 
added apparent pounds to my thin face. 
A few touches with a lining pencil at 
the outer ends of my eyelids created 
crow-foot wrinkles. 

THAT black suit of mine is a work 
of ingenious tailoring. All I had 

to do was remove it, snap out the silken 
lining with its pockets and holders for 
magical apparatus, turn the suit inside 
out, replace the lining, and dress again. 
I was then wearing a suit of gray her-
ringbone. 

The Ghost's black crusher hat stands 
any amount of abuse. I rolled it up 
and stuck it into a secret pouch at the 
tail of my coat. Shoulders hunched a 
little, some white powder worked in my 
hair at the temples, added ten years to 
my age. 

This took a little time, but the meek 
little man in the bathroom had offered 
no word of protest. I opened the door 
of his room and stepped into the hall. 
Between me and the stairway stood 
Mrs. Lulu Kurtzner. 

With her was a tall man in evening 
clothes. His face was one nobody 
could forget in a hurry—deeply tanned 
skin, a thin hooked nose, a knife scar 
on his chin, rivet-clinching lips, cruel 
slots of eyes. He and the Kurtzner 
woman were talking in low tones. 

I don't think a faint heart ever de-
ceives a fair lady, so instead of show-
ing only my back to Mrs. Kurtzner by 
going to the elevator, I walked straight 
toward her, headed for the stairway. 
The plan would have worked without a 
hitch, but I had reckoned without my 
Mr. Public. 

As I reached the steps, a door in the 
corridor behind me was wrenched open 
violently. I ducked down the stairs. I 
couldn't see what happened but I could 
form a mental picture of it—the meek 
Mr. Public's trembling in the corridor 
of the hotel, catching sight of the cou-
ple near the stairway, running to them, 
telling them about the invader of his 
privacy. 

Mrs. Kurtzner and her boy friend 
would need nothing more, in spite of 
my disguise. They would put two and 
two together and cotton to the fact that 
it must have been the Ghost who had 
passed them. I ran down the stairs. 
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I never saw the man whose room I 
had appropriated again, but I will al-
ways remember him for having pre-
pared what promised to be a hot fire for 
me to land in as soon as I had jumped 
out of the frying pan. 

Whether I got out of the hotel with-
out any further difficulty depended a 
whole lot on how fast I could descend 
the stairs and how lucky Mrs. Kurtz-
ner's friend in evening clothes was in 
catching an elevator. 

It turned out that I didn't get any 
sort of a break. When I reached the 
lobby, the man with the scarred chin 
and hooked nose was waiting for me. 

He had taken the elevator which 
must have descended without a stop. 
He was watching me even before I 
spotted him standing between two ele-
vator shafts. 

The lobby was quite crowded. At 
the three visible exits, police lounged 
near the doors, evidently on the look-
out for the man Mrs. Kurtzner had 
described over the phone. 

BUT there was a bright spot among 
all these spots of unpleasant 

promise. Leaning against one of the 
marble pillars that supported the lobby 
ceiling was the familiar figure of Joe 
Harper, green hat far down over his 
dark eyes, one of my cigarettes dang-
ling from his lips. 

I gave him a sign perceptible to him 
alone—the letter "G" formed by the 
fingers of my left hand in the symbol 
employed by deaf mutes. Nothing es-
capes those black beetle eyes of his. 
He tilted his cigarette in token that he 
had caught it, otherwise betraying no 
recognition. 

Extremely important, this care we 
always exercised in concealing any 
connection. For, if the friends of 
George Chance were proved to be the 
friends of the Ghost also, it is obvious 
how easy it would be for the Ghost's 
underworld enemies to deduce the con-
nection between the Ghost and George 
Chance. 

Joe Harper had tailed me. I had 
half expected that. I never know when, 
as the Ghost, I am going to need the 
man. And his shrewd eyes and his 
brain that bulges with facts about 
Manhattan and Manhattan's crooks, 
are valued accessories. 

True at the present time I couldn't 
see exactly how he was going to be 
useful. I couldn't see how the man 
with the scarred chin could start any-
thing with the police around. Yet 
there was a certain tenseness in the air. 
I knew Joe Harper sensed it. Back 
turned toward me, he headed for the 
nearest exit. I knew he intended I 
should follow him. 

I started for the same door and the 
man with the scarred chin moved to-
ward me. He wasn't looking at me, 
but that very fact, coupled with the 
fact of his simultaneous movement 
with me, assured me that he was try-
ing to head me off. 

CHAPTER VI 

Death at My Elbow 

REATH bated, out 
of the corner of 
my eye, I saw the 
man with the scarred 
chin cut around in 
front of a semi-cir-
cular lounge backed 
up against the same 
post against which 
Joe Harper had been 

leaning. But I also noticed something 
else. I had been mistaken about there 
being only one bright spot; there were 
two. 

A girl was sitting on the lounge— 
a girl masked from the waist to the 
crown of her head by a wide open 
newspaper—and something about that 
girl was delightfully familiar. 

The man with the scarred chin 
passed her. She lowered the paper 
half a foot. I recognized her black hat j 
and her curiously beautiful green eyes. 
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The girl was Merry White, the fem-
inine attraction in my magical shows 
and in the private life of George 
Chance. 

If you have seen any of the George 
Chance magical acts at any of the bene-
fit parties in and around New York, 
you will remember Merry White— 
tiny, black-haired, green-eyed, with a 
roguish smile that wins the heart of 
even the coolest audience. She has a 
ten thousand watt personality plus the 
sweetest face and the most graceful 
figure. But perhaps I am a bit pre-
judiced. After all, someday she is to be 
Mrs. George Chance. 

Obviously she had come to the hotel 
with Harper. She is continually mix-
ing with the affairs of the Ghost, fre-
quently throwing him helpful hints 
with only a vague idea of their full 
significance. She has been both a big 
help and a big worry. Having little 
conception of the meaning of fear, she's 
a dark-haired angel stepping in where 
a fool would fear to tread, her abrupt, 
impulsive actions utterly unpredict-
able. 

It's a very difficult thing for even a 
perfect stranger to pass Merry White 
without giving her a couple of second 
glances, but that's what I did. The 
man with the scarred chin kept to his 
course and I kept to mine. And at the 
cigar stand he deliberately bumped 
into me. He was lean and light-look-
ing, but height added weight to his 
body. I was thrown off balance. 

"I beg your pardon!" he said, catch-
ing at me with his left hand. "How 
perfectly careless of me. Wasn't watch-
ing where I was going." 

"That's all right," I told him. 
I noticed he was standing consider-

ably closer to me than was necessary 
and that his right hand was in the 
pocket of his jacket. 

His left hand began dusting mythical 
lint from the shoulder of my coat. 
Whether it was intentional or a mere 
coincidence, I noticed that the two of 
us were pretty well surrounded at the 

moment by a group of Broadway night 
hawks who had dropped in for a time 
at one of the several supper clubs in 
the hotel'. 

The man with the scar crowded 
closer and I felt the nudge of the gun 
in his pocket. 

He spoke in low but distinct tones: 
"Silencer on this baby. Knock you 

off pretty damned quick. The grill and 
make it snappy—Ghost!" 

AT the moment I was more 
chagrined that alarmed. It was 

the first time the Ghost had ever been 
spotted unless he had wanted to be 
spotted. My eyes flicked across the 
lobby. Toward the north side a neon 
arrow pointed to the entrance of the 
grill and tap room. I looked into the 
man's hard inscrutable face. His hawk's 
nose was close to my face. His pincer 
lips formed a tight straight line. The 
scar on his chin was like a second 
mouth. 

I had an uncomfortable moment of 
wondering whether or not he would 
shoot. The pop of a silenced gun at-
tracts more attention than the average 
man supposses. And within twenty 
feet of us were police on the lookout 
for me. 

For all of that, if I ever saw the will 
to kill in a man's eyes, I saw it now. 
I silently debated whether I should 
reach for my knife and let him have the 
length of it in his abdomen—I could 
have done that quickly enough—but I 
decided that it was what Joe Harper 
would have called bad percentage. 
The thrust of the knife would have 
caused a reflex-pull of his trigger-
finger. 

If the situation seemed tight, it was 
a lot tighter exactly two seconds later. 
I heard the crisp click of high heels on 
the marble flooring. Merry White, the 
short skirt of her black suit switch-
ing, her green eyes snapping with 
something that bordered between gen-
uine fury and pure devilment, came 
toward us. She is unpredictable! 
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Robert Demarest 

She sleaked her way between two 
top-hatters who were arguing about 
the virtues of a recent Broadway 
comedy. She gave friend Scar-Chin 
an elbow jab in the ribs and let loose 
a stinging left-handed slap to the side 
of my jaw. 

At the same time, she cried: 
"Here he is, officer! Help! This 

way!" 
Two cops came from the doorway, 

saw Merry White hanging onto my 
arm as though afraid I would make a 
break for it- One of the cops wedged 
in between Scar-Chin and myself, and 
that was a great comfort. 

"What's the matter, lady?" the cop 
wanted to know. "This man bother-
ing you?" 

Merry looked at me, stamped her 
foot. Her eyes blazed. 

"He's a masher. Just an old hotel 
lobby masher! Didn't you see him try-
ing to make a date with me? And 
when he pinched me—" 

The hand of the law seized me 
roughly. The voice of the law was 

heavy with outrage. 
"Annoyin' this lady, was you?" 
I was hauled roughly to the door. 
Merry's heels clittered after us. She 

grasped the cop's coat tail just as we 
reached the street. He turned, still 
holding onto me. 

"Ooh!" Merry uttered a prolonged, 
hurt cry—it was a masterpiece of sin-
cerity. 

Her small gloved hand went up to 
her mouth. Her head downcast, her 
eyes rolling upward, I could feel my 
cop becoming slightly less useful. 

"I've made a dreadful mistake!" 
She looked at me as though she was 

seeing me for the first time. 
"That isn't the man at all. He was 

a little like him, but not much. He 
was wearing black, I remember. A 
black hat and suit—" 

The cop let go of me. 
"Where, lady?" he demanded testily. 

"When was all this?" 
"Why not ten minutes ago. Right 

here in the lobby!" 
She turned her eyes on me, gave me 
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that sweetest smile. 
"Please forgive me. I wouldn't 

have caused you all this trouble for 
anything." 

"Mistakes happen in the best of 
families," I said with a smile, and 
sauntered toward the curb. 

"Dames," the cop said in disgust. 
Joe Harper had just c a l l e d a 

cab. When he saw me coming, he 
started to get into the cab and was 
slow about it, giving me a chance to 
catch up with him. But such is the 
peculiar relationship between the 
Ghost and the friends of George 
Chance that Joe and I had to put on a 
little act. 

I tapped Joe on the shoulder as he 
was about to get into the taxi. "Beg 
your pardon," I said gravely, "but this 
is my cab." 

Joe faced me, that smoldering cigar-
ette still dangling from his lips. 

"Like hell it is," he said. "Where 
do you get that stuff?" 

The doorman from the hotel came 
toward us, evidently to act as inter-
mediator in what appeared to be an 
incipient brawl. I gave Joe a push in 
the chest and sent him back three 
paces. He took one step forward, 
swung wildly at my head, missing by 
a foot. I ducked into the taxi and 
shoved a five dollar bill under the 
driver's nose. 

"Get going," I ordered. 

CHAPTER VII 

In Secret Council 

AST Fifty-fifth Street, 
not far from my 
house on Fi fty-
fourth, has an old 
church with two lean 
spires that sway 
when a high wind 
sweeps across the 
city. In its shadow 
is a square brick 

house formerly used as a rectory. The 

brick house is always vacant, always 
displays a FOR RENT sign on the 
front door. The rental, in fact, is kept 
prohibitively high. And the owner of 
the rectory is George Chance. 

The place has a bad reputation with 
small boys in the neighborhood. Its 
windows are always shuttered and it 
is somehow squat and evil looking in 
the shadows of the steeples that might 
be the home of Poe's ghouls. The place 
is said to be haunted, and I would 
never be the one to deny it. You see, 
I haunt it. It is the headquarters of 
the Ghost. 

I left the taxi a block away and 
walked to the Ghost's haunted rectory. 
It was about three o'clock in the morn-
ing. Darkness lay heavy upon the 
street. There was silence, too, except 
for the swift swish of tires on the wet 
pavement of Madison Avenue not far 
away. 

I turned into the narrow way be-
tween the walls of the church and the 
walls of the rectory. The walk led to a 
small court at the rear of my hideout. 
I mounted three steps to the back door, 
unlocked it, stepped into darkness, 
closed the door behind me. I went 
down basement steps unlocked another 
door and closed it before turning on a 
light. 

This basement is no spider's lair. 
No bones are lying in the corners and 
there are no chains for ghostly clank-
ing. The basement of the house con-
tains several liveable rooms and it is 
home to the Ghost when he is working 
at his unique job of haunting crim-
inals into the electric chair. 

I went into a living room furnished 
with modern simplicity. At a small 
bar, I mixed a quart shaker of pink 
ladies, drank one, stretched my spine 
on the studio couch, loosened tie and 
collar. Facial muscles relaxed, I sup-
pose I looked a little more like George 
Chance—a fat-cheeked George Chance. 
I took from my pocket the oddest as-
sort of clues I think I have ever run 
across. 
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There was first of all the sheaf of 
bond certificates the man Mrs. Kurt-
zner had called Hugo had swiped from 
Van Sickle's small safe. These were 
bonds on the Deistel International 
Corporation, a concern I had never 
heard of. 

Opening the certificates, I found 
that each bore the registered name of 
the owner—Fabian Deeming, a man as 
unknown to me as the company itself. 
There were ten such bonds of two 
thousand dollars each. 

Sort of a springless spring. 
The spiral, the teeth, or the bonds— 

one or perhaps all of these had been 
of vital importance to the man with the 
scarred chin. Otherwise, there would 
have been no reason for him to try 
that stick-up in the hotel lobby. I 
could take it that one of these three 
things was what criminologists call 
"the essential clue." I put the spiral 
on the table with the teeth and bonds. 

That was the entire lot of crazy 
pieces that might, when properly fitted 

I TOSSED them onto the cocktail 
table beside the couch and took 

out the chamois skin bag which I sup-
posed contained jewels. 

When I opened the bag I got the 
surprise of my life. It contained 
twenty-eight human teeth. 

Bonds and teeth—a queer combina-
tion. 

Then there was that curious spiral of 
inflexible steel wire, a little more puz-
zling than the teeth themselves. I 
turned it over in my hand and made 
nothing of it. It was about the most 
purposeless thing I had evern seen. 

together, give a complete picture. Or 
they might each represent a piece from 
a separate puzzle. I'd seen crimes 
without clues. This one had too many. 

Thus far three of my friends were 
already involved in the Van Sickle 
affair. I now reached for the phone 
and called up Tim Terry. 

Tim is my oldest friend and certainly 
the smallest. Nearing middle age, he 
still isn't tall enough to see over the 
average table. The midget, for such 
he is, had been my friend in the old cir-
cus days, and now that he had retired 
we kept in constant touch with each 
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other. He is one of the six persons who 
know that George Chance and the 
Ghost are one. And Tiny Tim of the 
circus is one of the cleverest of the 
Ghost's agents. 

I told Tim where I was and asked 
him to come over in spite of the hour. 
Merry White and Joe Harper would 
probably drop in, and the four of us 
would go over the details of what had 
happened. I hadn't any of the police 
angles on the Van Sickle case, but 
those could wait until tomorrow. I 
wanted Robert Demarest to have com-
pleted his medical examination of the 
corpse before I got any of the police 
opinions. 

Shortly after I had talked to Tim 
Terry, I heard the opening of the back 
door of the old house. Only the six 
who share the Ghost's secret with me 
have keys to the house, and a moment 
later I heard Merry White's light step 
on the stair. She came in, wearing the 
same smart black suit she had worn 
when I had last seen her in the lobby 
of the hotel. 

SHE stood in the door, a queer little 
smile on her lips. 

"Wasn't I good tonight, darlin'?" 
she asked. 

"You were perfect," I said. 
I got over to the door fast, took her 

in my arms, and kissed her. One arm 
around her I led her back to the bar 
and poured her a cocktail. We went 
over to the studio couch and sat down. 

"Whose idea was it?" I asked her. 
"You and Joe looked as though you 
were about two jumps ahead of me." 

She shook her head, sipped her drink. 
"About two blocks behind. Joe knew 

where you were going and took one of 
your cars. He picked me up and we 
went over to the Cronner together. 
Joe said: 'George will sure as taxes get 
himself in a jam. I got that kind of a 
hunch.' And then when he saw the 
man with the scarred chin in the lobby, 
he thought his hunch was a sure bet." 

"I see. Who was the man?" 

"Scar-puss?" Merry put down her 
drink. The boxey shoulders of her 
jacket shrugged. "I don't know. But 
I could see he was out to do you no 
good. So I did what I did. Just an 
impulse. He was gunning you, wasn't 
he? I could see the lump in his pocket. 
I thought I was pretty good." 

"You were perfect," I said again. 
"Like always." 

I indicated the pile of stuff on the 
cocktail table. 

"Make anything out of that stuff?" 
I explained where I had obtained 

each of the objects. It was a waste of 
time, because when Joe Harper and 
Tim Terry came in a bit later I had to 
give them the whole story as well. 

"What's the curley-cue?" Merry 
asked, looking at the wire spiral. 

"I don't know. I don't think we can 
tie up any of that stuff yet. What I do 
know is that we're in for some trouble 
and maybe some brain exercise." 

Merry stared at the objects on the 
table. Her slim, fragile-looking fingers 
toyed with the curl of dark hair above 
her forehead. 

"It could be like this," she said. "The 
villain is a dentist. He pulls out peo-
ple's teeth. And when people find what 
a sissy lisp they have after the opera-
tion they go and jump out of hotel win-
dows. Check." 

She leaned back, cuddled into my 
arms. 

"How do you know Van Sickle 
lisped?" I asked curiously. 

"He would if he didn't have any 
teeth, wouldn't he?" 

"And those are his teeth, aren't 
they?" She added as an after thought. 

"Maybe," I said. "According to Ned 
Standish, Van Sickle had false teeth 
and they're missing. At least no teeth 
were found in his mouth, so the as-
sumption is he had false ones." 

We remained silent for a time, en-
joying just being together. 

JOE HARPER and Tim Terry came 
in finally. Tim, immaculately clad 
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in one of his tiny double-breasted suits, 
the largest of cigars grotesquely 
clenched in his babyish mouth, came 
gravely to me and shook hands. Joe 
Harper didn't say anything, but 
dumped his loose-jointed body into a 
chair which he hitched far enough for-
ward so that he could get his feet on 
the.cocktail table. 

I poured cocktails around, all the 
time giving out the details of my ac-
tions since the moment that I had con-
cluded my telephone conversation with 
Standish. 

When I had finished, Tim Terry 
bent double from the chair he was 
curled up in, put his glass on the floor. 

"Well," his child's voice piped, 
"what ever the answer is, I know my 
job. I'm to have another kiddy role. I 
get pushed aroundan a baby carriage in 
Central Park. Merry pretends to be 
my nurse. Cops chuck me under the 
chin—and the next cop who does that, 
damn it, will get his finger bit off, so 
help me." 

Merry dimpled at the midget. "Tim, 
if you knew how adorable you are in a 
little lacy bonnet." 

"Quiet, frail!" Tim shrilled. 
Merry laughed. Joe Harper grunted. 

He was staring at the heap of incom-
prehensible clues on the table. I asked 
him if he could make anything out of 
tfum 

"It's by me," he said. "All I know is 
you can thank Merry for putting over 
a fast one on a dangerous guy tonight. 
You'd have decorated the floor of the 
Cronner lobby if she hadn't done what 
she did. You know who that guy 
was?" 

"Who?" I asked. 
"Part of a business firm that went 

unnamed, but quite a few guys in Chi-
cago knew the telephone number of 
some years ago. I got that tonight at 
Snooky's, so I guess you got value re-
ceived for the money you gave me to-
night, huh? The guy was at Snooky's. 
Stappky pointed him out to me;" 

"Who is he?" I asked. "What does 

he do?" 
Joe Harper's lip-dangled cigarette 

spilled ashes on his vest. He flicked 
at the ash with his fingers. A tight 
scowl you can always take as a sign 
of nervous apprehension formed be-
tween his brows. 

"His name is Elmer Tanko," Joe 
said. "His business is murder." 

CHAPTER VIII 

Were These Men Dead? 

E R R Y W H I T E 
puckered her pretty 
mouth and uttered 

a prolonged whistle. 
"Such a nice man. 

George, why didn't I 
sock him one, too, 
when I was slapping 
faces?" 

"Don't interrupt, 
babe," Joe Harper said. "You see, it 
was this way. Up to the time of the 
St. Valentine's massacre, the tough 
boys did their own gun-slaying. Then 
up Chicago way, along came a couple 
of mugs named Tanko and Henning. 
Gus Henning was the other guy. They 
hung out their shingle, though not in 
public, and made themselves a nice 
piece of change murdering for money. 
You could get a D. A. knocked off for 
«t grand. That was about top price. 
Smaller fry came cheaper. Henning 
kicked off with a bursted appendix and 
Tanko was probably too touched by his 
pal's death to carry on." 

Merry looked at me, eyes wide open. 
"Darling, I believe I'm good for 

something after all. But what have 
you got, besides me, that Tanko might 
want?" 

I nodded at the clues on the table. 
"Take your choice," I said. 
"One thing," Tim put in, his baby 

face screwed into a puzzled knot, 
"there's a hook-up between the Kurtz-
ner woman and Tanko and the man 
with the tattooed wrist. Tanko knew 
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that something had been left in the 
Van Sickle suite that shouldn't have 
been. Mrs. Kurtzner didn't know that, 
otherwise she wouldn't have called the 
cops. Tanko did know it, and he was 
in favor of getting to the Ghost before 
the cops did. That's why he was hunt-
ing the Ghost. You've got something, 
George, that Tanko wants." 

"I know it," I said drily. "My life. 
And—one or all of these clues." 

I watched the little man a moment 
as he sucked great hmgfulls of smoke 
from his fat cigar. He had summed 
things up very Well and I said as much. 
Tim reddened with pleasure. Merry 
clapped her hands. Joe snorted. 

"Unless you just want to be melo-
dram about this," Joe said, "the tat-
tooed guy is Hugo Wayne. I know 
him, and he's dirty and cheap. He's a 
one-night-stand investment broker. Let 
me handle him, will you?" 

I put my finger on the stack of bonds. 
"Then these are probably what Hugo 
Wayne was after. Bonds belonging to 
Fabian Deeming. Ever hear of Deem-
ing?" 

"Complete stranger to me," said Joe. 
"Wonder what Van Sickle was doing 
with bonds belonging to another guy." 

I ^ O B O D Y had an answer to that. 
Nobody had any more answers 

to anything. There was an interval of 
silence in which Merry White bent 
over the human teeth on the table, a 
distasteful expression on her face. 

"They look good as new," she said, 
"except that one has been filled. I say 
they're Van Sickle's." 

"Hunch, Merry?" 
"Hunch." 
"All I know," I said, "is that when 

Van Sickle talked to me shortly before 
he jumped out of the window, he 
lisped." 

"And all I know," said Joe Harper, 
"is that he doesn't. Or didn't. I saw 
him at the Erlanger not long ago. I 
saw his teeth and heard him talking to 
the good-looking red-haired lady he 

was with." 
"Good-looking and red-haired fits 

Mrs. Kurtzner," I said. 
Joe reached for another cigarette, 

put it in his mouth, didn't light it for a 
moment. Behind his keen, dark eyes, 
his shrewd brain was grasping at some-
thing. 

"What's the matter, Joe?" I asked. 
He took out the unlighted cigarette, 
twisted it in his fingers. 

"I was just remembering—I went to 
a funeral today. A friend of mine, 
Max Gerrich. Max Gerrich killed him-
self. He was a financial flop and a ham 
actor. He killed himself by jumping 
in front of a midnight suburban train. 
He left a suicide note under a brick be-
side the track." 

"Did he lisp?" Merry White inter-
rupted. 

Joe gave her a look. 
"Did he lisp! Well, you take all the 

people from the Battery up to the 
Bronx, and you'd only find one person 
who'd ask a question like that. What's 
lisping got to do with it? Will you let 
me speak my piece? I was saying, at 
the funeral they didn't open the casket 
because old Max wasn't fit to be seen 
because of what this train did to him, 
and you have the nerve to ask if he 
lisped." 

Joe snorted again and continued 
more rapidly. 

"Max Gerrich couldn't have played 
a first class bloodhound to the best 
'Lisa that ever trouped, but his dic-
tion was strictly Barrymore. His big 
trouble was that he always wanted to 
re-write his parts. He thought an 
English-speaking audience should nev-
er be bothered with words of French 
or Latin derivation. He hated any-
thing in the world that wasn't Anglo-
Saxon." 

You may wonder why I didn't get 
impatient at this seemingly irrelevant 
matter Joe was spouting. That's be-
cause you don't know either Joe or my 
other aides well enough yet. When 
they talk, I listen. 
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"What I started to say before I got 
side-tracked," Joe went on, "was that 
when I got a little low on funds a 
while ago, I went to see Max Gerrich." 
Joe sent me a sidelong glance and 
lighted his cigarette. 

"Max owed me something, I guess. 
I put him in more bits than anybody 
else. When I was a percenter I used 
to put the sting on a lot of producers 
to give him a walking part in this or 
that show. Even after everybody 
knew he was finished, I stuck up for 
him." 

It was the others who were growing 
impatient, so I prodded Joe. 

"What are you getting at?" I de-
manded. 

"Yeah," Tim piped. "You were 
touching Max, so what?" 

f f W J ^ E L L , " Joe went on, "he said 
wW the damnedest thing, when I 

asked him for money. He said he 
didn't have any. He made the excuse 
that he was keeping up a big insurance 
policy that was keeping him strapped. 
I asked him what for, since he didn't 

have any immediate family. I said: 
'Max, you can't take it with you, can 
you?' And he said: 'Only if you're 
smart.'" 

"I still say, so what?" Tim said, im-
patiently. 

Joe Harper shoved fingers up under 
his hat and scratched his head. 

"Well, Boss," he said, "are you won-
dering the same thing I'm wondering." 

"Yes," I said softly. "Body and face 
turned into mince-meat by a train . . . 
'only if you're smart' . . . " 

"What in blazes are you two talking 
about?" Tiny Tim shrilled. 

"George and I are just wondering if 
Max Gerrich is dead, that's all," said 
Joe casually. 

I looked at Merry White. 
"Just why did you ask if Max Ger-

rich lisped?" 
She shrugged. "I just thought the 

question sounded profound and intelli-
gent." 

"Maybe it is," I said, "maybe it is.. 
I'm just beginning to ask myself an-
other question: is Leonard Van Sickle 
dead . . . ?" 

Commissioner Standish 
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glasses, and an appearance of sober 
dignity by virtue of a moustache. 
These items, plus a few added touches, 
sufficed to establish my identity as Dr.* 
Stacey, a role I frequently assumed, 
since it gave me access tp the Police 
Department without embarrassing 
Standish. 

It was early for Standish to be in his 
office, so I killed some time by walking 
around to the Centre Street entrance. 
I hesitated an instant when, going in 
the front door ahead of me, I- spotted 
my caller of the evening before, Taylor 
Owens. His black derby sat straight 
on his head and his purplish potato 
nose looked irritated by the fog of 
smoke from the stump pot-bowl pipe 
in his mouth. And of course ffe didn't 
know me from the King of Siam. I 
wondered what had ^fought him to 
Police Headquarters. 

Owens wandered about the corridor 
and I passed him to go directly to 
Standish's office, where his secretary 
immediately admitted me. 

Edward Standish is not an imposing 
looking man. You don't realize the 
full weight of his driving personality 
until you've known him for a while. 
Medium height, with a taste for sub-
dued clothes, heavy from the belt up-
wards, his is a typical cop's figure— 
hard, muscular* but spindle-shanked. 
He has pronounced chops, a black 
square of mustache, close-set hard gray 
eyes. In his early forties, he has rieVer-
the less grown gray in the service of 

the police department. 
Standish got out of his swivel chair 

to grf et me with a crushing hand clasp. 
Sitting beside his desk, slumped 

down, heavy eyelids drooping over 
protruding eyeballs, was my friend, 
Robert Demarest, medical examiner, 
as gloomy and saturnine an individual 
as ever came out of a morgue alive. 

"Did you find Van Sickle's teeth 
lodged in his liver or something, Bob?" 
I asked. 

Demarest gave me a glum look. 
"Don't be funny," he mumbled. "It 

ill becomes a ghost. The man didn't 
have any teeth, false or otherwise. And 
how he expected to maintain vite by 
gumming his food I don't know. In-
vestigation proved his teeth had been 
extracted. We've checked with his 
dentist and the dentist doesn't know 
why it was done." 

"Then I take it that Van Sickle's 
dentist didn't do the extracting," I said. 

"What's more," said Demarest, "the 
condition of the gums of the cadaver 
indicate that he had never worn plates. 
His gums hadn't yet been conditioned 
for plktes." 

I TOOK out the chamois bag of 
tfeeth and passed them over to the 

medical examiner. 
"What's this?" he asked. "The fam-

ily jewels?" 
"That," I said, "is probably what a 

lad named Hugo Wayne thought. He 
took them out of Van Sickle's safe last 
night together with a pack of bonds. 
He slugged one of your cops on the 
head, Ned." 

Standish nodded. "We're looking 
for Wayne this morning. And not 
finding him." 

Demarest opened the bag of teeth 
and looked at them. He cursed. 

"Another anatomical clue, huh? One 
of Ned's bright boys brought me a pic-
kled appendix he had found in Van Sic-
kle's suite. Wondered what it was. 
This Van Sickle must have had a hor-
ror of letting his accessory parts go out 

EXT morning early, 
a cab dropp&l me off 
in Broome Street at 
the side of Police 
Headquarters Build-
ing. I was not my-
self. I had borrowed 
a look of wisdom by 
means of a pair of 
impressive Oxford 

CHAPTER IX 

Details of the Crime 
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of his possession." 
"Ned," I said, "is the body definitely 

Van Sickle's? Could it be somebody 
else's?" 

"George," Standish said, "that 
sounds like a crazy question. I'm forced 
to admit, however, that after a man 
falls as far as Van Sickle fell, the corpse 
is apt to have a kind of anonymous look 
about it. The face was beyond recog-
nition." 

"It was Van Sickle," Demarest said 
testily, sifting the teeth back into the 

showed him the bonds Hugo Wayne 
had removed from Van Sickle's safe, 
asked him if he knew the owner, Fa-
bian Deeming. Standish didn't, but he 
put a man out to find Deeming at once. 
I turned the bonds over to the police. 

The inflexible spiral of wire brought 
no enlightening comment from either 
of the men. Demarest said it looked 
like "something out of or off some-
thing" and I returned the clue to my 
pocket. 

Standish showed me the suicide note 

bag. "I examined the contents of his 
stomach, I checked with what Van 
Sickle had eaten at the hotel. They 
agreed. Also, the body had on Van 
Sickle's clothes and the man jumped 
out of Van Sickle's window. If you 
think that adds up to somebody other 
than Van Sickle, then I suggest that it 
must have been two other fellows." 

"Ignore him," Standish said to me 
with a grin. "What did you do last 
night?" 

I gave him the whole story. I 

which had checked with other samples 
of Van Sickle's handwriting. It read: 

Dear Lucretia: This is good-bye to you and 
the world. I am the complete failure. What 
was once my business is now the sole prop-
erty of Mr. Theo Quinn. My personal prop-
erty, I hope, will settle my hotel bill 

I have provided that a portion of my life 
insurance shall be paid you in memory of 
our friendship, which is the only thing I 
leave regretfully. 

Leonard Van Sickle 

"I presume Lucretia is Lulu KurtZ-

Joe Harper 

41 
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ner," I said immediately. 
"We've already talked with her," 

Standish said. "She seems on the up-
and-up. Damned attractive woman. 
I'm inclined to think that her associa-
tion with Elmer Tanko is nothing more 
than an innocent hotel acquaintance-
ship. She made an extremely favor-
able impression en me. I'm glad that 
Leonard Van Sickle took care of that 
detail." 

E THOUGHT of every de-
tail," Demarest growled. "He 

was a plain crank. Inside the breast 
pocket of his coat, he had a special 
pocket tailored in there, just the right 
size to hold kitchen matches. Appar-
ently didn't care for book-matches." 

"Just a minute," I objected sharply. 
"If Van Sickle just did the Dutch and 
provided for Mrs. Kurtzner, then 
everything is rosy. But somehow I 
got the impression that this was mur-
der. You helped to give me that im-
pression, Ned. So suppose you tell me 
what first gave you the impression that 
it wasn't suicide." 

"It was suicide," Demarest snapped. 
"Maybe Van Sickle was pushed out of 
the window, but you can't call it any-
thing but suicide. There's no proof 
of anything else. This note was writ-
ten by Van Sickle and nobody else. 
The body is Van Sickle's and nobody 
else's. Those teeth George has ap-
propriated were probably Van Sic-
kle's—" 

Standish interrupted. "Answering 
George's question, it's this business of 
teeth that gave the suicide a shady 
touch—missing teeth. At first we 
thought Van Sickle had false teeth. If 
so, why remove them to jump out of a 
window unless he was crazy enough to 
think he'd have use for them again. If 
he removed them, where did he hide 
them? And now that we knew his 
teeth had been extracted recently by a 
dentist who remains a mystery, why 
such concern about his health if he was 
going to kill himself?" 

"Correct," I said. "It was not sui-
cide, in spite of the suicide note and 
the fact that Van Sickle wrote it. Ned, 
I want to test the craziest piece of co-
incidence that was ever left like a foun-
dling on a detective's very doorstep. 
Do something for me." 

"What is it?" 
"An old actor named Max Gerrich 

jumped in front of a suburban train a 
day or two ago. He left a suicide note. 
I want that note." 

Standish belled his secretary and 
sent him to the files for the note. Dem-
arest eyed me sleepily. 

"George, you're crazy," he told me. 
"Do you know how many people volun-
tarily shuffle off the old mortal coil in 
this little town of Gotham every week? 
Now if you try and connect all those 
suicides, make murders out of them, 
you're just crazy. But if you want to 
know about Gerrich, I'll tell you as 
much as I could gather from an M.E.'s 
viewpoint. The chances are remote 
that he ever know Van Sickle existed. 
He was so heavily in debt that the only 
thing that would get him out and clear 
his name was suicide. He had life in-
surance. So did Van Sickle. But so do 
a lot of other men who commit suicide. 
His body was an unrecognizable mess. 
So was Van Sickle's. But so are the 
bodies of many other suicides. What 
do you want to do—establish the fact 
that nobody commits suicide in this 
town anymore, that they're all mur-
dered instead?" 

HADLEY, the commissioner's sec-
retary, came in with the Gerrich 

suicide note at that moment and saved 
me the job of answering Demarest's 
tirade. I did not know it yet, but I held 
part of the answer in my hand. 

I compared the Gerrich suicide note 
with the one Van Sickle had written. 
It took only a glance to show that there 
was no similarity whatever. I coupled 
this with what Standish had told me— 
that the writing was similar to other 
samples of Gerrich's script. 
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So far, nothing. 
But I re-read the note and something 

caught me. 

Life for me is a ghastly travesty. Why con-
tinue it? But a few minutes from now, I, 
Max Gerrich, answer my last exit cue. 

"Anything there, George?" Standish 
asked. 

"Nothing," said Demarest. 
He has a habit of answering ques-

tions that are not addressed to him. 
He was about to say more but some-
thing in my face must have stopped 
him. 

"Yes," I said slowly, "there is some-
thing there. I believe if that body was 
Max Gerrich's body, Max Gerrich was 
murdered. . . ." 

Standish and Demarest stared at me, 
wordless. At last Standish said: 

"Are you intimating that Gerrich 
didn't write that note—that his hand-
writing was imitated?" 

"No," I said. "Gerrich wrote the 
note all right—I'm willing to take the 
word of the experts on that. It's the 
wording of the note that has suddenly 
struck me as significant. Max Gerrich, 
I happen to know, had a peculiar dis-
like for words originating in the Latin 
languages. That dislike was intense, 
probably springing from certain Teu-
tonic prejudices ingrained in Gerrich. 

"Now, I maintain, such being the 
case, that Gerrich, if he had been con-
templating suicide, would never have 
used the word 'travesty* in his suicide 
note. The word is French. He would 
have used in preference to it the word 
'farce.' Maybe not even 'farce,' since 
that word, too, is of French origin, al-
though he may not have known that. 

"Secondly, he would not have used 
the word 'continue.' He would most 
likely have said 'go on.' I say Max 
Gerrich would not have used those two 
words—" 

"But the handwriting, man—the 
handwriting!" Standish cried. "You 
yourself admit that Max Gerrich wrote 
that note—" 

"Wrote it, yes," I said, "but it was 
dictated." 

There was a second of silence. Then 
Standish sat way back in his chair and 
emitted a long whistle. . . . 

CHAPTER X 

The Shamus from Boston 

HAKING h a n d s , I 
got up to go. 

"This case has got 
more angles than a 
cubist d r a w i n g," 
Standish said. "We'll 
get hold of Hugo 
Wayne and this Fa-
bian Deeming. We'll 
try to find out who 

pulled Van Sickle's teeth. We'll nail 
this hot rod, Elmer Tanko. And we'll 
see how far that gets us. So long, 
George." 

But I was not destined to take my 
leave yet. Hadley entered and an-
nounced that a Mr. Taylor Owens and 
a Mr. Ken Vickers were waiting to see 
the commissioner in regard to the Van 
Sickle business. Standish looked at me 
and I nodded, resuming my seat. 

Standish, apparently, had been ex-
pecting the callers. Vickers, he quickly 
told me, was a private sleuth who 
worked out of the home office of the 
Boston life insurance firm of which 
Taylor ©wens was the local repre-
sentative. Owens had called Standish 
on the phone, asking permission to 
bring Vickers over and introduce him. 
When I had seen Owens loitering in 
the hall, he had evidently been waiting 
for this Boston gum shoe. 

Hadley showed the two men in. 
Vickers was one of these personalities 
who is hell-bent on being dynamic. He 
pumped my hand and Standish's, re-
garded Demarest a little as though he 
was just being introduced to a corpse. 
He told us who he was in the explosive 
manner of a young man who is work-
ing his way through college selling 
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magazines. In the end, it was Vickers 
who introduced Mr. Taylor Owens, in-
stead of the other way around. 

Owens was his cordial self. While 
Vickers was making his speech, Owens 
sat next to me, his gray suede shoes 
close together, his derby resting on his 
knees. 

"Associated with the police, Dr. 
Stacey?" he asked me. I replied that I 
was connected with the medical exami-
ner's office in an advisory capacity, but 
I don't think he paid any attention to 
what I was saying, for at the moment 
he was attending to the business of 
scraping soggy, sizzling dottle from the 
bowl of his stubby pipe. 

Vickers explained that the insurance 
company had sent him to look into the 
Van Sickle suicide, because Van Sic-
kle's death was costing the company 
half a million dollars. 

"Whether it figures suicide or mur-
der, your company still has to pay up, 
doesn't it?" Demarest dourly remarked. 

Vickers nodded energetically. "Ab-
solutely. Pay without question. But 
not go on paying any more such claims 
without question. You grasp the fine 
distinction. We don't want it to be-
come a habit. And this is the second 
large suicide claim we've had to pay 
in the past week." 

I looked at Demarest and smiled. 
"You're referring to the claim cover-

ing the death of Max Gerrich, aren't 
you?" I asked. 

"Yes, that's right—" Vickers let his 
sentence hang and twisted around in 
his chair to eye me shrewdly. 

"On the police force, Dr. Stacey?" 
he asked. 

He clipped his words much closer 
than any Bostonian I had ever met be-
fore. 

f f W ^ R . STACEY is one of my and 
JLW Dr. Demarest's most valued 

advisors, though in no way connected 
officially with the force. If there's any-
thing smelly about this suicide busi-
ness, Vickers, I can assure you of his 

full and complete cooperation." 
"Fine," Vickers said. "That's fine. 

Commissioner, could you have dinner 
with me at Charles' Restaurant at 
seven sharp? Some important matters 
I'd like to go over with you in regard 
to Van Sickle's financial set-up. We 
could go into the matter here, but the 
man who knows the most about the 
subject is not available until evening. 
Dr. Demarest, will you join us?" 

"Too many people die, I don't have 
time to eat," the saturnine M. E. said. 

Vickers looked at me. "Medical 
opinions are always valued. How about 
you, Doctor?" 

I told Vickers I would be there. 
A little later, from a drugstore pay 

station, I telephoned Joe Harper. He 
was just getting out of bed. I told him 
to get on the tail of Hugo Wayne to 
see if he could find out anything about 
the bonds taken from Van Sickle's safe 
and also something about the identity 
of the mysterious Mr. Fabian Deem-
ing. And then I called Tim Terry, 
asked him if he wouldn't put on knee 
pants, get over to the Cronner Hotel 
with Merry White and keep an eye on 
Mrs. Kurtzner. 

Somehow, I couldn't feature Lucre-
tia Kurtzner as a lily white lady. I've 
always been prejudiced against Lucre-
tias. One of the poisoning Borgias had 
that name. 

In my identity of Dr. Stacey, I vis-
ited a rental agency and rented, sight 
unseen, a small apartment on Amster-
dam Avenue, made note of the address, 
went from there straight to the office of 
the Herald, and inserted an ad. 

The ad announced that Dr. Stacey, at 
his Amsterdam address, would pay one 
hundred dollars to the dentist who had 
extracted the teeth of Mr. Leonard 
Van Sickle if the dentist would call in 
person after making an appointment on 
the phone. I gave a telephone num-
ber which is not listed in the directory 
but which rings the phone in the 
Ghost's own haunted rectory. 

By that time it was afternoon. I got 
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a bite of lunch at a drugstore soda foun-
tain, a setting which didn't exactly suit 
the dignity of Dr. Stacey's Oxford 
glasses but filled a vacancy in George 
Chance. 

After that, I took a taxi up Fifth 
Avenue to Thirty-Fourth, got out, 
walked half a block to the entrance of 
the Starret Building. Taylor Owens 
had his office there, and I wanted to 
see him about certain details in Van 
Sickle's life insurance policy. 

Owens' office was on the fourth floor, 
not a large place, but attractive be-
cause of an ornamental blonde who sat 
behind a desk and was, at the moment, 
occupied with filing her nails. I learned 
that Owens wasn't in, but was expected 
any moment. I sat down to wait. The 
phone rang, and the blonde answered. 
No, Mr. Owens wasn't in. She asked 
who was calling. 

A SHRILL, excited but masculine 
voice announced: 

"This is Jonathan Marvin." Marvin's 
voice was so loud that I could hear 
every word he uttered though I was 
ten feet from the girl. 

"Miss Rice," Marvin said, "I must 
get hold of Owens at once. It's a mat-
ter of the gravest importance, even of 
life and death." 

Miss Rice jotted Marvin's telephone 
number down on a pad, promised to 
get Mr. Owens as soon as she could. 
She hung up, looked at me, smiled 
slightly. 

"That man sounded as though he 
was dying at the very least." 

I returned her smile, with consider-
ably more warmth than I felt. The 
lady looked impressionable, and I now 
had a reason to impress her. Mr. Mar-
vin had sounded like a living case of 
jitters to me. 

"I couldn't help overhearing, Miss 
Rice," I said. "If it's really important, 
I don't mind telling you that when I 
came up here I was perfectly aware 
that Mr. Owens wasn't here. In fact, 
he was talking to a gentleman in the 

cigar store on the corner." 
Miss Rice looked slightly dazed. 
"But I can't see why you came here 

then," she said. 
Her cheeks flushed a little, because 

it was evident that she understood, or 
thought she did. 

I laughed slightly. "Did you ever 
look in a mirror, Miss Rice?" 

I stood up and stepped to her desk. 
The Oxford glasses robbed my eyes 
of the ardor they were faking and 
frightened the little blonde. She 
laughed uneasily, stood up, slipped 
around to the other side of the desk. 

"Really," she said, "I must go find 
Mr. Owens. This is really important." 

Miss Rice skipped to the door where 
she turned, gathered courage. 

"You better not let my boy friend 
hear about this. You ought to be 
ashamed of yourself, at your age!" 

And then she was gone and I heard 
the beat of her toes as she ran down 
the corridor toward the elevator 
shaft. 

I picked up the phone. A reflection 
of Dr. Stacey's dignified countenance 
reproached me from the nickeled rim 
of the phone transmitter. I did look 
a little too old to be chasing blondes! 

And then I called the number Miss 
Rice had written on the pad. Jona-
than Marvin's shrill voice exploded in 
my ear. 

"Owens? That you, Owens?" 
I had heard Owens' voice exactly 

four times and if what I knew about 
voice control and ventriloquism would 
not enable me to impersonate it, I felt 
that I would not be worth my salt. 

I said I was Owens and asked what 
was bothering Mr. Marvin. 

ISTEN," Marvin said, "you 
won't believe this, but it's 

God's truth. It's the damndest plot 
you ever heard of. And I'm in it, 
Owens. I'm not dishonest at heart, 
Owens. You know that. You know 
me—" 

"Yes," I said in Owens' voice. "I 
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know you. What are you getting at?" 
"In a moment of weakness, I fell for 

the scheme. It isn't right. It isn't 
legal. It makes me a criminal! And 
I can't go to the police. You've got to 
advise me!" 

"What, man?" The excited flow of 
words from Jonathan Marvin had in-
creased my blood pressure a little, too. 

"Owens, it's—" And Marvin inter-
rupted himself with a small, startled 
sound. Then, as though he were speak-
ing some distance from the phone, I 
heard him say: 

"It—it's impossible!" 
And the connection was broken. 

CHAPTER XI 

Poison 

DCATING the ad-
dress of Jonathan 
Marvin took a little 
time. When I had 
done that, I left 
Owens' office. The 
blonde Miss Rice, 
indignant and not 
looking the worse 
for the flush of color 

in her cheeks, stepped out of the ele-
vator as I entered it. She gave me one 
of those looks and a toss of her curls, 
and clicked off up the corridor. She 
hadn't found Taylor Owens where I 
had said I had seen him, which was 
natural enough, seeing that I had fed 
her pure fiction. 

I was three minutes waiting for a 
taxi to pick me up at the curb. Just 
as I got in the cab, settled back in the 
seat, I happened to look across the 
street. Coming out of the door of the 
building was the tall, gaunt figure of 
Elmer Tanko. 

He stepped hurriedly to the curb, 
and his shrewd, dark eyes met mine 
through the back window of the taxi 
cab. 

It was impossible for him to recog-
nize me as the man he had stuck up 

in the lobby of the Cronner Hotel on 
the night before. Yet that glance he 
threw at me, which might have been 
the purest coincidence, gave me an 
odd, uncomfortable feeling. For just 
a moment, I had the notion that some-
thing had gone wrong. I couldn't dis-
miss the premonition, because of some-
thing I had learned during my early 
life as a magician. 

At one of my first public perform-
ances, I was pulling the old cut-and-
restored rope trick, the version in 
which two pieces of rope are employed, 
the piece that is actually cut being 
jerked beneath the tails of the coat by 
an elastic pull. 

At this performance, I had just of-
fered the second piece of rope for ex-
amination as "proof" of the fact that 
my magic had healed the cut, when 
that curious, inexplicable premonition 
of danger came over me. And I dis-
missed it. That time I dismissed it, 
but never again. 

For when I turned my back to the 
audience in order to take up my wand 
for the next trick, howls of laughter 
sounded in the auditorium. And I dis-
covered that something had gone 
wrong with the elastic pull and several 
strands of cut rope dangled from the 
base of my spine, in full view of the 
audience! 

If you've ever had the experience 
of stooping over in a crowded street 
and thinking that you've heard a rip, 
you have a conception of how I felt 
when I found I had bungled the rope 
trick. I felt about the same when 
Tanko's eyes spotted me through the 
window of the cab. 

For just a moment, I had an impulse 
to have my driver stop, turn around, 
and if possible follow Tanko. But 
then I lost track of the gaunt killer 
in the crowd. Then, too, if this man 
Marvin was involved in some sort of a 
plot, it was probable that he merited 
attention before anything else. 

The plot in which Marvin had found 
himself must have had something to 
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do with insurance, otherwise why had 
he sought the advice of Taylor Owens? 
And some sort of an insurance swin-
dle, I believed, was back of the Van 
Sickle "suicide" and possibly the Max 
Gerrich affair; though up to this point 
in the case I had little to go on but 
hunches. 

JONATHAN MARVIN lived in a 
three story house which had been 

converted into small apartments. A 
glance at the row of mail boxes in the 
entry way and I knew where to look 
for the man. I walked up a flight and 
knocked on the door. The echo of my 
knocking whispered along the dingy 
corridor. - I knocked again, and still 
no answer. 

Fingers covered with a handker-
chief, I tried the knob of the door, 
found the place unlocked, opened the 
door, walked in. A man was sitting 
in a lounge chair, his white, shaggy 
head just visible over the back of the 
chair, his right arm dangling over the 
arm. On the little table beside him 
was a tall glass with an inch of liquor 
remaining in it. I closed the door 
quietly, not that there was any danger 
of waking the man in the chair, and 
went over to the table. 

The shaggy man's heavy-set figure 
had that crumpled attitude of the new-
ly dead. His face was livid, ghostly, 
even in the pale light that seeped 
through an unshaded portion of the 
window. 

Beside the liquor glass was a small 
bottle plainly labeled HYDROCYAN-
IC ACID. And had the man lived over 
ten minutes after drinking a highball 
of that stuff he had an unusual con-
stitution. The poison bottle was 
weighing down a piece of note paper 
on which was written in pen and ink: 
When a man takes his own life, it is cus-
tomary to leave some sort of an explanation. 
Here is mine. 
I have recently been placed in a position of 
great trust as the secretary of Arnold Smock. 
Mr. Smock, I found, was not only a man of 
wealth but a man who is careless with his 
money. 
Ail of his money matters were turned over 
to me. I took advantage of my position, 
embezzled certain of the funds entrusted to 
me, planning to make a killing on the stock 
market. Of course I lost. 
In order to repay Mr. Smock the fnll amount 
owed, this is the only thing I can do. The 
entire record of my fraud will be found 
clipped to life insurance policies in which 
Mr. Smock is named beneficiary. He will 
be repaid. 

Jonathan Marvin. 
[Turn page] 
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IT was a puzzler. The note con-
formed to the conversation I had 

had with Marvin over the phone, ex-
cept for one thing. Marvin had said 
that he had been involved in "the 
damndest plot you ever heard of." 
While embezzlement might be damned, 
there wasn't anything novel about it. 
And I knew perfectly well that this 
man had not committed suicide but 
had been murdered. 

But the proof? There was none. 
I could see what was coming. It was 
a set-up. Jonathan Marvin's records 
would show that somebody named Ar-
nold Smock had been swindled by 
Jonathan Marvin. Mr. Smock would 
turn out to be an individual whose 
past record was clean. And Mr. 
Smock would collect on Marvin's in-
surance policy. 

It was something you knew instinc-
tively to be crooked, yet you felt also 
that it's set-up was law-proof. The 
brain behind the scheme was a clever 
one. Even if Arnold Smock himself 
was Marvin's slayer, the chances were 
that he would walk off with the boodle. 

I intended to prevent that, but as 
yet I did not know how I could. 

I telephoned Police Headquarters, 
said I was Dr. Stacey and that I would 
like to speak to Commissioner Stand-
ish. I was put through to Ned's pri-
vate office at once. 

I gave him the story as briefly as 
possible. 

"Get a man on the tail of this Ar-
nold Smock," I said. "Watch Smock 
day and night. Don't put a restraint 
on the insurance company, but urge 
immediate payment. And when the 
check goes through and Smock cashes 
it, find out what he does with the 
money. I'll repeat that, find out what 
he does with the money! 

"If he keeps it, there's a chance he's 
the ringleader of the whole business. 
That being the case, we'll probably 
find ourselves up a dead-end street un-
less Smock can be broken down. But 
if he's just a hireling for the master 

brain, there's a chance that the route 
the money takes after it leaves 
Smock's hand will bring us to the man 
we're after." 

"Hang on," Standish said, "while I 
issue those orders." I waited and he 
came back on the wire. 

"We've got a trace on this bird, 
Fabian Deeming," he told me. "A 
man by that name reserved two pas-
sages for Europe on a ship leaving 
New York on the twentieth of this 
month. He paid for the tickets, had 
them sent to a post box at Grand Cen-
tral Annex. But the pay-off is that 
we can't get a description of him. He 
managed the whole deal by mail. His 
letter to the travel agent was mailed 
at Grand Central and it was written 
in a penciled print-script. Cash was 
enclosed in the envelope. The pas-
sengers were to be booked as Mr. and 
Mrs. Fabian Deeming. I've got a man 
watching the post box mentioned as 
the return address. There's an en-
velope in the box right now for Fabian 
Deeming and from the travel agent. 
It hasn't been claimed, yet, but when 
it is, we'll have Deeming by the neck." 

CHAPTER XII 

On Tanko's Trail 

OING out of Jona-
than Marvin's apart-
ment, I was an en-
tirely different per-
son than when I had 
entered it. Revers-
ing the suit I had 
worn in the identity 
of Dr. Stacey, I was 
now clad in sage 

green Shetland. My rather heavy mus-
tache was gone and in its stead I wore 
a Van Dyke beard and a mouse-tailed 
mustache. Additional pommade gave 
my eyebrows an upward curl at their 
outer extremity. In Marvin's medi-
cine cabinet I found cotton and ad-
hesive tape and with this made a bulky 
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dressing for an imaginary wound on 
my left cheek. Dr. Stacey's Oxford 
glasses I put away. 

Why all this precaution? Nothing 
explains it except that curious pre-
monition that something had gone hay-
wire and that Tanko might have had 
the X-ray eyes to pierce my disguise. 

Next, what had Elmer Tanko been 
doing in the building across from 
Owens' office? Nothing could keep 
me from trying to find an answer to 
that one, so I taxied back to Thirty-
Fourth street, entered the building 
across from the Starret, went immedi-
ately to the building superintendent. 

The superintendent was an accom-
modating man somewhere in his fifties. 
He regarded my bandaged face with 
only casual interest and I began at 
once to get what information I could 
out of him. I said I was looking for 
a friend of mine. 

"A tall man," I said, "deeply tanned, 
with shrewd dark eyes, a knife scar 
on his chin. A man with a nose that 
is both thin and hooked." 

"Mr. Avery?" the superintendent 
questioned. 

I nodded, hoping that his Mr. Avery 
was my Elmer Tanko. 

"Mr. Avery rented an office on the 
fifth floor," the superintendent told me. 
"A queer duck. Not very talkative." 

I laughed. "That's Avery, all right. 
Close as a clam. Mind telling me the 
number of his office?" 

"Number five-twenty," the superin-
tendent said. 

"Avery is queer," I went on, "until 
you get to know him. He knows a 
lot of queer people, too. Tell me, have 
any of his friends visited him re-
cently?" 

The building superintendent said he 
couldn't be sure they were friends or 
not, but he had noted a couple of men 
who had visited "Mr. Avery's" office. 
One, he had noted particularly, had a 
glass eye. The other man was squat 
and neckless, and not the sort of man 
you'd like to meet up a dark alley. 

I laughed again. 
"Avery," I commented, "knows the 

worst people. He writes about them. 
I guess I'll run up and see him." 

"Go right ahead," said the superin-
tendent. "Do you happen to know 
when Mr. Avery will move in his office 
equipment?" 

I DIDN'T know. I supposed, 
though, that all the office equip-

ment Mr. Avery needed was a silenced 
revolver and a few rounds of ammuni-
tion. 

"Probably something is holding him 
up," the superintendent speculated. 
"He's had his phone connected for two 
weeks. And he visits his office quite 
frequently. I hope you find him in." 

Fervently, I echoed the superintend-
ent's wish, but mentally added that it 
would be nice if I found Avery before 
he found me. 

I took an elevator up to the fifth 
floor, found the door of five-twenty 
locked. It's a pretty lucky thing that 
the Ghost has enlisted on the side of 
law and order, however, for he knows 
a bit about getting into places where 
he is not wanted. A skeleton key, 
smudged with lamp black and inserted 
in the lock, gave me the exact posi-
tion of the tumblers. Some manipula-
tion with a piece of strong wire, and 
the lock was picked. 

I went into a clean, barren room, 
where late afternoon sun streamed 
through a window. I went to the 
window and there found the only piece 
of "office equipment" that the place 
contained besides the telephone—a 
pair of French field glasses in a worn 
leather case. 

The window faced the Starret build-
ing, and looking out of it I could see 
the gold lettering on the window of 
Taylor Owens' office. I borrowed the 
field glasses, brought them into focus. 
Through the window, I could clearly 
see that Taylor Owens was occupied. 
He had his right arm about the blonde 
Miss Rice's shoulders. And the blonde 
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Miss Rice was crying into a handker-
chief large enough to belong to Owens 
himself. Probably she had committed 
the crime of filing her nails when she 
should have been filing reports, bring-
ing down the insurance man's wrath 
and subsequently his forgiveness. 

"Reach for the ceiling, mister!" 
The order in a low-pitched voice 

came from behind me. I turned slowly, 
the field glasses in my hands. Three 
feet this side of the door stood a man. 
He was squat as a toad. His head grew 
from hunched but powerful shoulders 
and the only indication of a neck that 
he had was a narrow collar which 
seemed to include his heavy chin. 

His right hand dwarfed the propor-
tions of the black automatic he held, 
but I couldn't say that it reduced the 
potential danger to me in any way. 

"Friend of Mr. Avery?" I asked, as 
pleasantly as you could ask anybody 
who looked like something off a branch 
of the toad family tree. 

"I said reach, didn't I? Put'em way 
up or I'll drill you, wise guy. We 
don't exactly give snoops the glad 
hand when they come in here." 

THE field glasses in my right hand, 
my left hand started slowly up-

ward, the left elbow out from the body. 
Naturally, my suit coat gaped on the 
left side, but something else happened, 
too. A black silk pouch, well known 
to magicians and attached to the left 
side of the lining of my coat and also 
to the top of my pants, opened, ready 
to receive anything I cared to vanish, 
from a palming coin to a small gold-
fish bowl. 

A flick of my right wrist, and I threw 
the field glasses into the pouch. Hard-
ly had I felt the jerk which signified 
that the glasses had disappeared, than 
the fingers of my right hand flicked 
downward to nip the knife in my right 
sleeve. 

All this was accomplished in less 
time than it would take you to wink 
an eye, and my gaze had not left the 

squat man's face. To him, it must have 
appeared as though a pair of field 
glasses changed into a knife. It was 
disconcerting, a bit bewildering to 
him. He squeezed the trigger of his 
gun instinctively and I still think the 
noise of the shot startled him more 
than it did me. 

Anyway, he was running backwards 
to the door when he fired. I heard 
the whine of the bullet, but didn't feel 
the impact of lead smashing bone. 

I let go with the knife in that fum-
bling moment when the squat man was 
trying to get through the door. I'd 
have pinned his left hand to the door 
except for the fact that his hand and 
the knife moved simultaneously and 
not in the right directions to meet. He 
went through the door and I was after 
him. A second to jerk the knife out 
of the wood work where it quivered 
like a living thing, a second to get 
out my own gun; and then I was in 
the hall, running after the squat man 
who was fronted with the hopelessness 
of an empty elevator shaft. 

But the squat man had got out of 
places in a hurry before. I called on 
him to stop as he darted around a cor-
ner in the hall, going toward the stair-
way. He didn't stop, and I fired at his 
stumpy legs. But when Ned Standish 
said that George Chance wasn't the 
world's best marksman, he hadn't 
exaggerated much. My shot was a 
clean miss and I had to go flat against 
a doorway as the toad-like man tried 
a shot from around the corner. 

Other office doors on the floor were 
popping open. People were coming 
out in the hall, complicating matters 
for me, but not for the squat man who 
threw his lead without any particular 
discrimination, and then plunged for 
the stairway. I followed. The guy was 
worth nailing. Any friend of Elmer 
Tanko was worth nailing. But I had 
to get him alive. Inside his fat head 
might not be too efficient a think tank, 
but it might contain the answer to half 
a dozen riddles that had popped up in 
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the past couple of hours. 

HOW the man's short, thick legs 
ever got him down the stairs as 

fast as they did, I don't know. And 
at every turn in the landing, he would 
try a shot at me. Between us we made 
a lot of gun noise and did very little 
else until the squat man reached the 
landing between the second and third 
floor. Then, as he turned after trying 
a shot at me, he saw a cop coming up 
the stairs toward him, gun drawn. 

He was blocked out. He tried to go 
over the banister for a short cut to the 
floor some twenty feet below. The cop 
had him covered, was shouting his 
warning. The squat man tried a shot 
at the cop, the cop retaliated, and when 
the squat man went over the banister, 
it was head first. 

S o m e w h e r e below, a woman 
screamed. Men pelted along the cor-
ridor. The cop who had shot the squat 
man turned around, went down the 
steps to the hall below. When I got 
there, there was a knot of people stand-
ing around the spot where the squat 
man evidently lay. I heard somebody 
say the man's neck was broken. Then 
I slipped out the front door of the 
building, avoiding the crowd and the 
copper's questions. 

More than the squat man's neck had 
been broken. An important link in the 
mystery chain had been broken as well. 

CHAPTER XIII 

I Play the Danger Game 

EN VICKERS had 
ordered a good din-
ner in the little pri-
vate alcove off the 
main dining room of 
Charles' Restaurant, 
but Dr. Stacey was 
not there. The pre-
monition that the Dr. 
Stacey identity was 

unhealthy for me persisted, and I 

turned up as a chesty, red-haired, en-
tirely ficticious Detective - Sergeant 
Hammill, who, according to Commis-
sioner Standish, was in charge of the 
Van Sickle suicide mystery. 

Ken Vickers, his blond skin almost 
transparently clean, shook hands with 
me, asked Ned Standish where Dr. 
Stacey was. Ned alibied the missing 
"doctor," and we were both introduced 
to Theo Quinn, the man who now 
owned all the Van Sickle manufactur-
ing interests. 

Theo Quinn, sober, was entirely the 
reverse of the fat, bald men whom I had 
seen taking an impromptu bath in the 
wash room of the Hotel Cronner Sky 
Room the night of the Van Sickle 
tragedy. He was grave, slow-speaking, 
though not entirely courteous toward 
Standish and me. It seemed that he 
had the not unusual conception that the 
police department is an inefficient, tax-
eating octopus paralyzed in at least 
seven of its tentacles. 

Taylor Owens was there. 
"No real reason why I should be 

here," he said to me, plastering at the 
countable hairs that crossed his cra-
nium. "All this business of crime and 
corruption is way over my head. But 
inasmuch as it's the insurance company 
I represent that is standing Vickers' 
expenses, I thought I might as well 
take advantage of the free meal. 

"I'm sorry I won't be able to linger 
over the coffee. Eat and run. I'm on 
an entertainment committee for this 
Union of Civic Clubs benefit party 
given tonight. Got to be there. Got 
George Chance the magician to donate 
part of the show. He's clever." 

Owens then told me about visiting 
George Chance's house, about how 
George Chance had vanished a match 
right under his nose, and then ex-
plained the trick to me, its author, as 
a "simple thing anybody could do with 
a piece of elastic." 

I smiled inwardly, and had to dis-
count my own skill by agreeing that a 
piece of elastic was probably back of 
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the match-vanish illusion. 
After dinner, we pushed back from 

the table and Ken Vickers discharged 
a fire-cracker volley of words at Theo 
Quinn. 

"About Leonard Van Sickle, Mr. 
Quinn—you're intimately acquainted 
with his financial resources. How come 
he hit the financial skids?" 

Theo Quinn pondered, savoring his 
cigar. 

"Purely a matter of bad luck. Leon-
ard Van Sickle was the most careful 
man I've ever known. Spent too much 
time fussing over minor details. But 
he was very astute in business." 

TAYLOR OWENS scraped a soggy 
heel of tobacco from his stumpy 

pipe and filled the pot bowl from a 
striped tobacco pouch. He borrowed a 
match from me, and I could scarcely re-
sist vanishing it before his pipe was go-
ing again. 

"Was Van Sickle resentful of you 
when you took over his business?" 
Vickers shot at Quinn. 

The fat man mused again. 
"Not any more than could be ex-

pected. The merger was more in the 
nature of a foreclosure for debts long 
due." Quinn's baby-smooth forehead 
crinkled a little. "Is this absolutely 
necessary, Mr. Vickers?" 

"Quite," Vickers said. He got half 
way to his feet, one of those surprising 
moves born of unrestrainable physical 
energy. "And Van Sickle retained ab-
solutely no hold on what had formerly 
been his property—nothing that would 
have made it easier for you if Van Sic-
kle had been out of the way?" 

It was a tactless question. Theo 
Quinn stood up. He eyed us all frig-
idly. 

"This is something I should have ex-
pected," he snapped. "It is also some-
thing I will not tolerate—an insinua-
tion that I might have something to 
do with Van Sickle's death. Gentle-
men, I am afraid my time is too valu-
able to be spent in the character of the 

wicked witch in a fairy tale com-
pounded by the police. Goodnight." 

He walked out on us. Vickers saw 
he had pulled a boner. He tried to alter 
our opinion of him by ordering after-
dinner cordials." 

"None for me, thanks," Taylor 
Owens said. "Maybe a bottle of beer. 
Braumier, if they've got it." 

It was while we were drinking that 
I saw the man with the glass eye. He 
came into the restaurant, disregarded 
the table designated by the head-
waiter, came to a small table not far 
from the door of our alcove. 

Now there must be thousands of 
men in New York who wear counter-
feit eyes. But this man had a certain 
furtive attitude that often marks the 
bum and the criminal alike. Also, I 
was conscious of the fact that he was 
paying us a lot of attention. I remem-
bered what the building superintendent 
had told me about the glass-eyed friend 
of the killer, Elmer Tanko. 

Was Glass-Eye looking for Dr. 
Stacey, whom premonition warned me 
had been marked by Elmer Tanko's 
gun-sight eyes? 

"Tell me, Vickers," Ned Standish 
said, "just who benefited from Van 
Sickle's death besides Mrs. Kurtzner 
to whom Van Sickle addressed his sui-
cide note." 

"A protege of Van Sickle's—a 
woman named Mrs. E. L. Long." Vick-
ers took out a notebook and revealed 
Mrs. Long's Hoboken address. 

Standish and I made a note of it. 
"I delivered the company's checks in 

person to both Mrs. Kurtzner and Mrs. 
Long. Mrs. Long ought to appreciate 
it. The house she lives in is a rat's 
nest." 

NOTHER thing," I put in, 
"what about this man Jonathan 

Marvin, who did the Dutch today? Is 
he insured with your company?" 

"Yes. To the tune of three hundred 
grand." 

Standish fiddled with the thin stem 
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of his half-filled wine glass. 
"The Marvin case is damned confus-

ing. In his suicide note, he mentioned 
gambling on the market. We've checked 
with every stock broker in town, and 
no one ever heard of Marvin. He was 
working as secretary for a Mr. Arnold 
Smock over in Brooklyn. Smock's an 
eccentric who raises pigeons. He just 
moved into a fancy house he's rented, 
seems to have had a little money. But 
when we told him about Marvin, 
showed him the suicide letter Marvin 
had written, Smock phoned his bank, 
discovered that they had never re-
ceived three hundred thousand which 
he had sent Marvin to deposit some 
before." 

"You mean," Taylor Owens gasped, 
"this Smock person sent his secretary 
with three hundred thousand dollars in 
cash? Incredible!" 

"But true," Standish insisted, "ac-
cording to what Smock says. And we 
found Marvin's insurance policies and 
the beneficiary had been recently 
changed to Arnold Smock, in an effort 
on the part of Marvin to clear up his 
name. It's all damned mid-Victorian 
and unconvincing. If a man has so lit-
tle conscience as to embezzle that 
amount of money, why commit suicide 
for the sole purpose of paying it back?" 

"I'm going to instruct the company 
to withhold Smock's check until fur-
ther investigation," Vickers said deci-
sively. 

Standish remembered my instruc-
tions and advised Vickers against do-

ing that, giving my reasons. Vickers 
agreed that they were sound. 

I was still watching the man with the 
glass eye. Whenever I'd glance at 
him, he'd be looking our way. I reached 
into my pocket and speculatively fin-
gered what I had there—something I 
had brought especially for the purpose 
—the Oxford glasses that characterized 
Dr. Stacey. 

Again that disconcerting premoni-
tion of danger came over me. Had the 
man with the counterfeit eye been sent 
there by Tanko to eliminate Dr. 
Stacey? If he had, I felt certain that 
in spite of the putty nose I was wear-
ing, in spite of the red toupee, if I were 
to put Oxford glasses astride my nose, 
Glass-Eye's interest in me would re-
ceive a powerful boost. 

And I was determined to find out. 
It was just a little bit like a man who 
suspects he is dying of an incurable dis-
ease and wants the truth from his 
physician. I wondered a little if I 
wasn't scheduled to die of an acute case 
of Oxford glasses. 

I got up and moved to the door of 
the alcove. No one was in the same 
line with me and the glass-eyed man. 
My right hand was within inches of the 
gimmick-holder that held my auto-
matic. If Glass-Eye thought he could 
get to his shoulder holster before I 
could get to my gun, he had the privi-
lege of trying. 

I raised my left hand to my coat 
pocket and took out the Oxford glasses. 

{Turn page] 
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CHAPTER XIV 

The Truth—But Not All 

LTHOUGH it was 
on my nose that I 
placed the O x f o r d 
glasses, I might also 
say that the glasses 
struck the furtive 
man at the lonely ta-
ble directly between 
the eyes. His mouth 
was open, a forkful 

of food six inches from it, but there 
was a perceptible pause before he con-
veyed his fork the rest of the way. And 
immediately, he looked away from me 
and away from the alcove where we 
had eaten. Up to now, he had been 
watching Ken Vickers* party closely. 
After the appearance of the Oxford 
glasses he studiously avoided looking 
our direction. 

I was a marked man, but I couldn't 
reproach my sixth sense for not warn-
ing me. I went over to Vickers and 
shook his hand, told him I'd have to be 
going. I said good-bye to Ned Stand-
ish and Taylor Owens. 

As I left the alcove, I slipped a mir-
ror ring over the middle finger of my 
left hand, turning the mirror setting 
inward. A mirror ring has its uses in 
magic and in detection. With it I can 
see what goes on behind me and at the 
same time appear to be ironing worried 
wrinkles out of my forehead. I knew, 
then, as I passed the one-eyed man's 
table, that he was prepared to tail me. 

At Charles' Restaurant, there's a 
private dining room reached by a little 
hall to the left of the main dining room. 
The place is used chiefly by luncheon 
clubs, and is seldom occupied at night. 
It wasn't in use tonight. I entered it, 
unobserved except by Glass-Eye. 

Inside, the place was dark except for 
what light filtered in through windows 
which opened on a little driveway for 
delivery trucks at the side of the build-
ing. In what light there was, I could 

make out tables draped with white 
cloth. Beside the door was a hat tree 
which I carried to the opposite side of 
one of the draped tables. 

I stripped off my coat, used a table 
cloth from another table to add bulk 
to the shoulders, hung the coat on the 
clothes tree, putting my hat on top of 
it. Anyone entering the room would 
have thought there was a man standing 
behind that table, his legs hidden by 
the table itself. 

From a large flat pocket in the lin-
ing of my trousers, I took out a flat 
pack of black silk. Folding the silk is 
no easy job, but unfolding it can be 
done with a flourish. Unfolded, it be-
comes a black domino suit with a mask-
hood which will cover me from head to 
ankle. In the darkness the black dom-
ino is as good as the legendary Invisi-
ble Cloak. 

In my black robe, with black rubber 
gloves on my hands, I waited for the 
glass-eyed man. Fingers of my right 
hand were about the handle of my 
knife, but the blade of the knife was 
pointing upwards. 

Evidently as soon as he found an op-
portunity to slip to the private room 
without being observed by any of the 
patrons or waiters, the glass-eyed man 
pushed open the door. I saw the glint 
of a gun. I saw him look right and 
left, as though he was prepared to find 
me hiding behind the door. And then 
he saw the impromptu dummy I had 
rigged up behind the table. 

I got a big laugh out of watching 
him pussy-foot toward the dummy. 
And then I closed in on him quickly. 
My left hand slapped across his mouth 
to gag him with the clammy palm of 
my rubber-gloved hand. My right 
let him have the butt of the knife han-
dle back of the ear. He went limp in 
my arms and I let him slide down to 
the floor. 

I got out of the black robe and 
gloves, wadded them up, and, after I 
had put on my coat, stuffed the robe 
up under my coat front. This gave me 
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a little paunch, but to fold the robe and 
return it to its original pocket would 
have taken longer than to stuff a magi-
cian's production cabinet with twenty 
silk handkerchiefs. 

I carried Glass-Eye to the nearest 
window opening on the truck drive, 
eased the window up, lifted him over 
the sill. He dropped like a sack of 
bones on the pavement. I followed, 
stooped, got his left arm across my 
shoulder, and made for the street. Out 
on the street I pulled a ventriloquist 
act, dug a drunk song from Tin Pan 
Alley's junk heap of memories, made 
the unconscious man appear to sing. I 
got a cab right away. 

When I got in with Glass-Eye, ven-
triloquism made Glass-Eye say in a 
mushy voice: 

"Where we goin', pal?" 
And I replied: "We're headed for 

bed, Johnny." Maybe I should have 
said my "dummy" Charley. 

Out of the cab half a block from the 
Ghost's haunted rectory, I lugged 
Glass-Eye the rest of the way, let my-
self in through the back door of the rec-
tory, went down to the basement. Joe 
Harper was sitting on the back of his 
neck, his heels cocked up on the coffee 
table, asleep. 

I stretched Glass-Eye out on the 
floor and when I looked around, Joe 
Harper was awake and watching me, 
although he had not altered his posi-
tion in the least. 

He looked at me and shook his head. 
"Haven't you got your roles a little 

mixed, Ghost? What's the idea of 
wearing Dr. Stacey's glasses?" 

I indicated the glass-eyed man on the 
floor. 

"This guy was sent to Charles' Res-
taurant by our pal Tanko to bump off 
a man who wore Oxford glasses—Dr. 
Stacey, specifically, but to this one-
eyed gent, just a man wearing Oxford 
cheaters. There wasn't anybody in the 
party with that kind of glasses on, so I 
obliged." 

The man on the floor groaned, moved 

slightly. I told Joe Harper he'd better 
go into the next room because the 
glass-eyed man was coming around. 
Joe helped himself to several cigarettes 
from my humidor and went into the ad-
joining room. 

I knelt down and frisked my captive, 
He had dropped his gun when I 
knocked him out. There was nothing 
important in his pockets. I went to a 
small cabinet that stood at one side of 
the room, took from it a hypodermic 
syringe and a bottle of scopolamine, or 
truth serum. My friend Dr. Demarest 
would have laughed at my technique, 
but as soon as the glass-eyed man be-
came conscious, I tested his heart and 
finding it okay gave him a shot of the 
drug. 

THE drug works differently on dif-
ferent people, but mostly the first 

effect is something like a stroke of apo-
plexy. That's how it was with Glass-
Eye, and that's why it was necessary 
for me to test his heart first, for I didn't 
want to kill him. 

He turned purple, had a slight con-
vulsion, and when he had relaxed a lit-
tle, his one good eye stared up at the 
ceiling and was almost as glassy as its 
counterfeit mate. I knew his con-
scious mind was subdued. I spoke to 
him in a gentle voice. 

"What's your name?" 
"Thomas Ivor," he a n s w e r e d 

hoarsely. 
"Tonight you were sent to Charles' 

restaurant. You had a gun. What 
were you going to do there?" 

"Stick up a gent. He had on glasses 
with a black ribbon. Nose pinching 
glasses. He wasn't there at first and 
then he was." 

"What were you supposed to do with 
the man?" I asked. 

"Stick him up. Avery said he had a 
little curly-cue of wire in his pocket. 
I was to get it and kill the man." 

I drew a long breath. 
"What was the curley-cue of wire? 

What was it for?" 
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"Don't know." 
"What was the man you call Avery 

going to do with it?*' 
"Don't know." 
"Did the curley-cue belong to 

Avery?" 
"Don't know. I wanted it. Avery 

isn't his real name. His real name is 
Tanko. He's some hot rod." 

"You work for Tanko?" 
"Yes. He the boss." 
"Who's Tanko's boss?" 
There was a long pause. I repeated 

the question. 
"A man," came the answer. 
"What man?" 
"Don't know." 
"What does he look like?" 
"Never saw him. He just telephones 

and Tanko talks to him." 
"Do you know what kind of a game 

Tanko and the boss are playing?" 
"They're after money. Big dough." 
"Whose dough?" 
"Don't know. I just do what I'm 

told. I'm a good guy to have. I do 
what I'm told." 

Before the man could come out of 
his trance, I sealed his eyes shut with 
tape and taped his lips. I called Joe 
Harper into the room. 

"As soon as this guy can navigate, 
get handcuffs out of my drawer and 
lock him to you. Get one of my cars, 
take him over to the other side of town, 
handcuff him to a police call box. Tele-
phone Commissioner Standish and tell 
him where to have his cops pick the 
man up." 

JOE nodded. "Okay. Say, can that 
guy hear what we're saying now?" 

"He'll forget as soon as he's out from 
under the scopolamine. Why?" 

"Nothing much. I got a couple of 
phone calls here while I was waiting 
for you to come back. Glenn Saunders 
called up. He just wanted you to wish 
him luck with his performance at the 
benefit party." 

"He doesn't need luck," I said. "He's 
using my best tricks." * 

Just about now, I reflected, Glenn 
Saunders would be performing as 
George Chajtice at the party. Taylor 
Owens would be informing who ever 
would listen that all the tricks were 
accomplished with elastic. 

"Somebody else called up. A man. 
He said he wanted to speak to Dr. 
Stacey. He wouldn't leave his num-
ber." 

I wondered if the ad I had inserted 
had brought results already. 

"And I didn't find Hugo Wayne," 
Joe said. 

"He may have lammed out of town." 
"Not Hugo. Too smart. He knows 

this town as well as I do and it's the 
easiest place in the world to lose your-
self. Look how long Lepke stayed 
around until he gave himself up to the 
G-men. I'll get Wayne yet." 

"After you get through tying Glass-
Eye to a call box, how would you like 
to take a run over to Hoboken and find 
out what you can about a Mrs. E. L. 
Long. She's the lady who gets the 
other half of Van Sickle's half million 
dollar life insurance." 

Joe agreed to this and I gave him the 
address Ken Vickers had mentioned. 
Our friend with the glass-eye showed 
signs of coming out from under the in-
fluence of the drug and Joe Harper got 
the handcuffs and took him out. 

I was alone in the Ghost's haunted 
rectory. The brrr of the phone brought 
me out of my chair. I picked it up. 

"Dr. Stacey?" a man's voice asked. 
"Yes," I said. 
"This is Dr. Chalmers, a dentist. I 

saw your ad in tonight's paper. I'd like 
that hundred dollars." 

"You can give me information re-
garding the extraction of Van Sickle's 
teeth?" I asked. 

"I certainly can." 
"Can you identify the teeth? Can 

you give me a brief description of 
them?" 

"I can. They were good teeth. There 
was one pretty bad hole in one of them, 
but it was filled." 
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"Which tooth was filled?" 
"An eye tooth, I believe," went on 

the voice. 
"Why did you do the extraction?" 
"Van Sickle wanted his teeth out." 
"All right. Meet me in an hour at 

my apartment on Amsterdam Avenue. 

I HUNG up. I did not believe this 
Dr. Chalmers was a dentist. Den-

tists did not say "hole" when they 
meant "cavity." Nor did they, when 
talking to, either a medical or a dental 
colleague, call a "canine" by its com-
mon name of "eye tooth." 

I had a pretty good hunch that Dr. 
Chalmers had a thin, hawk-like nose, 
close-set dark eyes, tanned cheeks, a 
knife scar on his chin, and that his real 
name was Elmer Tanko. 

Sometimes, when you know the loca-
tion of a trap and about what to ex-
pect, you will risk walking into it. But 
what I expected and what I found 
weren't the same thing. 

CHAPTER XV 

Death Across My Door sill 

HE logical next step 
was to call up Merry 
White at the Cron-
ner. Or rather, I 
called "Miss Mies-
nest" w h i c h was 
Merry's idea of a 
good alias. She told 
me she would run 
down to a pay station 

and call me back—she didn't trust ho-
tel switchboard operators. 

I smoked a cigarette half down be-
fore she called. 

"How's everything?" I asked. 
"Oh, swell. Tim's right here in the 

phone booth protecting me," Merry 
laughed. "He looks so cute with a 
lollypop in his mouth." 

"Cut it out, frail!" cried Tim. 
"Find anything out about Mrs. 

Kurtzner?" I asked. 

"Oh, sure. Her husband died of 
something wrong with his gall blad-
der. She has her hair done at Maur-
ice's. She likes children, especially lit-
tle boys like Tim—" 

"About the money she realized from 
Van Sickle's death." 

"Oh, yes. I went with her down to 
the bank to get the insurance company 
check cashed," Merry said. "I make 
friends quick." 

"Pretty crazy set-up, eh, Merry?" 
"Pretty crazy insurance company." 
"They're acting on our advice." 
"Honey, I never saw so much money 

in all my life." 
"So Lucretia goes to the bank with 

a quarter of a million dollar check," I 
said, "the bank cashes it, and she takes 
the cash—just like that. This is quite 
a case, Merry." % 

"And she goes back to her hotel car-
rying all that cash," Merry said. 

"She had guards, all right," I said 
grimly, "only you didn't see them. 
They watched her plenty. You do the 
same. Lucretia is up to something. 
She's by no means the pure white lily 
she so skillfully pretends to be. She's 
in the mob somewhere. If so, some-
body will come after that money. If 
anybody comes, give them a lot of 
room, you understand? But if possi-
ble, find out what they look like and 
get in touch with me or Standish im-
mediately. Got that?" 

She had it. 
I called a taxi company and ordered 

a cab to meet me on a corner two 
blocks away, altered my makeup to the 
extent of removing the red wig and 
remodeling the putty on my nose, 
locked up the rectory and went for my 
cab. 

I gave the driver the address of the 
furnished apartment I had rented but 
had never seen, settled back in the seat 
and removed from my pocket the steel 
wire spiral that Tanko took so much 
interest in. I carefully transferred it 
to a secret compartment in my cigar-
ette case. 
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MY cigarette case is a double pur-
pose affair, for holding cigar-

ettes and also for serving the purpose 
of a magician's card box. In other 
words, it has a false bottom, undetect-
able unless you know the secret. The 
flat spiral of wire was safe beneath the 
false bottom. 

As I rolled along I tried to figure out 
by what means Tanko had discovered 
that the man known as Dr. Stacey had 
possession of the wire spiral. There 
was only one possible explanation— 
Tanko knew that Dr. Stacey and the 
Ghost were one. 

From the window of his office he 
might have watched me, as Dr. Stacey, 
prowling around in Taylor Owens' of-
fice. But all that proved was that Dr. 
Stacey—well, it simply proved that Dr. 
Stacey was in Owens' office. 

No matter where I started, it always 
came out at that unsatisfactory con-
clusion. Unless Tanko had Owens' 
wires tapped and had heard Dr. Stacey 
impersonating Owens over the tele-
phone, while knowing that Owens was 
elsewhere. And even then the tie-up 
with the Ghost would not have been 
definite. 

I figured that the tapping of a sin-
gle telephone leading off the trunk line 
that served a fruilding the size of the 
Starret was impossible without the 
special aid of the telephone company. 
And that was absurd. 

And then something else hit me be-
tween the eyes—the idea that the 
blonde Miss Rice was in league with 
Tanko! When I had sent her from 
the office on the pretext of finding Tay-
lor Owens, she might have tiptoed 
back to the office door, listened to my 
telephone impersonation of Owens, 
and informed Tanko. That was the 
most logical explanation of all. I men-
tally added Miss Rice to my list of 
people who ought to be watched. 

The apartment I had rented on Am-
sterdam wasn't particularly fancy, I 
noted, as soon as my cab pulled up. 
I paid the driver, and let him go. Then 

I walked around the four story apart-
ment building, saw that there was a 
fire escape that might prove a conven-
ient exit, returned to the front door, 
went in, pressed the bell button marked 
"Janitor." 

When the janitor appeared, I told 
him I was the new tenant and asked 
him for the keys. 

"Sure, sure," he said, groping in his 
overall pockets. "I'll show you to the 
place myself. Good thing you wasn't 
here today, Mister. They'd have pes-
tered the daylights out of you." 

"Who?" I asked. 
"Oh, enterprisin' people from the 

neighborhood shopping district. A new 
family moves in, they all get out and 
try to get you to use this milk, an' 
that cleaner, or the other bakery." 

"Just give me the keys," I said. "I'll 
find the place myself. You needn't 
bother." 

"No bother at all," he said. 

BUT I couldn't risk taking the jan-
itor into anything that might in-

clude hot rods like Tanko and his men, 
so I gave the janitor a buck tip not to 
show me the apartment, went off up 
the stairs with him gaping behind me. 

I found Apartment B6 at the end of 
the second floor corridor. What the 
janitor had said was true enough. 
Shopkeepers from all over the neigh-
borhood had been here to solicit the 
patronage of Dr. Stacey, for I could 
see their advertisements and hand bills 
sticking under the edge of the door. 

My eyes caught sight of a square 
white cardboard down on the floor— 
something that stood apart from the 
other litter. On the square of card 
board was a large black skull and 
crossbones. Beneath this death's head 
were the two words: 

SURE DEATH! 

My gun out, I gave the door a push 
with my knee and dropped to a crouch 
to pick up the death's head card. And 
then hell broke loose. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

Tangled Threads 

RUDDY flash like a 
bolt of lightning, a 
stunning explosion, 
the scream of shot, 
and instinctively I 
d r o p p e d from a 
crouch to a position 
flat on my belly. I 
rolled to the left. 
Echoes of the blast 

died. An interval of silence, and then 
the confused babble of voices of occu-
pants of other apartments. Doors 
opened and closed, footsteps thudded 
on the floor, a door in the corridor 
behind me opened and a woman 
screamed: 

"Someone's been killed!" 
I sprang to my feet. The woman in 

the corridor behind me screamed 
again, ran back into her room and 
slammed her door. I gripped my gun 
and stepped across the door sill and 
into the dark. My hand found the 
light switch and flipped it. The tiny 
living room blazed with light. 

There on a straight-backed chair a 
^few feet from the door, I saw my 

would-be murderer—a shotgun, tilted 
so that its charge would rip into a tall 
man's heart and lungs. The gun was 
tied to the chair and a net work of 
string leading from the trigger, 
through a staple, and across the door 
made this as simple and effective a 
murder machine as I had even seen. 

I turned to the door. People were 
standing in the hall way. 

"No cause for alarm, folks," I said 
in a calm voice. "Accidental discharge 
of a shotgun. Sorry to disturb you." 

The woman who had screamed put 
her hands on her hips and glared at 
me. 

"Sorry to disturb, are you! Blow 
up half the building, scare a person 
out of a year's growth, and you're sor-
ry to disturb!" 

I looked down the hall and could 
see the damage the spreading scatter 
of shot had done to plastering and 
wood work. But even so, the indignant 
woman had exaggerated a little. 

"We'll not have people like you for 
neighbors," a pompous little man said. 
"No sir. Anybody that don't know 
when a gun is loaded isn't safe any-
where outside of an asylum." 

I stooped, picked up the death's head 
card, closed the door in the pompous 
man's face. He didn't need to worry. 
I wouldn't be his neighbor any longer 
than I had to. 

In the bright light of the living room 
that had come so ©lose to being a dying 
room, I examined the death's head 
card. On turning it over, I read in 
printed letters; 

YES! SURE DEATH TO MOTHS IF 
YOU SEND YOUR GARMENTS TO 
BURTAMAN'S, THE CLEANER W I T H 
THE REPUTATION!" 

And that may have something to do 
with the fact that George Chance, ever 
since then, always has his cleaning 
done at an establishment known as 
Burtaman's. 

BY this time, I had come to the con-
clusion that Elmer Tanko was a 

thorough-going individual. The set-
gun had been arranged just in case 
Glass-Eye failed to polish me off. 
When I went to settle with the janitor 
for the damage done, I learned that 
about two hours before my arrival, the 
janitor's wife had unlocked the apart-
ment for a man who claimed to be Dr. 
Stacey but who answered the descrip-
tion of Elmer Tanko. 

As soon as I could get away from 
the janitor, I went back to the Ghost's 
rectory. 

In the basement room, I found no 
less a personage than Medical Exam-
iner Robert Demarest, his sleepy, 
heavy-lidded eyes watching the frost 
form on the outside of a tall glass he 
held in his hand. When I went in, 
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he lifted the glass to his lips, took a 
slow drink, licked his lips. I went 
through the business of getting putty 
and makeup off my face. 

"How's ghosting, George?" Demar-
est asked. 

I told him ghosting was okay and 
how was my liquor. My liquor, he 
said, tasted like embalming fluid, but 
maybe that was because he'd had a 
hard day's work in the morgue. I had 
a drink with the doctor, neither of us 
saying much. Demarest is a queer 
egg, but I usually enjoy his secret 
visits to the hideout. 

I had to tell him all that had hap-
pened. His only comment was that I 
was a swell magician. On his way 
from the morgue that night, he had 
dropped in on the Union of Civic Clubs' 
benefit. 

"This George Chance," he said, "is 
pretty good stuff." 

"Thanks," I said, knowing that he 
referred to Glenn Saunders, my dou-
ble. 

"What's-his-name Owens was mas-
ter of ceremonies at the party," Dem-
arest said. "If I had a nose like his I'd 
never get up on a stage. I left before 
the party was over. I ought to go 
get some sleep, but this damned sui-
cide epidemic is driving me nuts. 
Aren't you getting anywhere?" 

I said I didn't know. I went over 
to a small writing table, took out a 
piece of paper, began doing a bit of 
pencil-thinking. I doodled, but all my 
pencil could draw was a lot of little 
curley-cues like that spiral of wire I 
thought was an essential clue to the 
case. Then I wrote down some names. 

HUGO WAYNE, who was linked 
with bonds belonging to Fabian 

Deeming. Wayne was missing and 
Fabian Deeming was an unknown 
quantity entirely. 

Then there was Taylor Owens' beau-
tiful secretary, Miss Rice—was she 
hooked up with Elmer Tanko? And 
the red-haired Kurtzner woman—a 

woman who had a suitcase full of mon-
ey she wouldn't have had if tragedy 
had not come to Leonard Van Sickle. 

I added Arnold Smock to the list. 
He was to get a nice piece of change, 
apparently owed him, because of Jon-
athan Marvin's death. Who was 
Smock, anyway? An eccentric who 
raised pigeons. I drew a not very good 
sketch of a pigeon on the paper while 
I was thinking. I got an idea. 

"Listen, Bob," I said. 
Demarest's sleepy-looking eyelids 

flickered a little, indicating that he 
was all attention even if he appeared 
to be half man and half cadaver. 

"Have you heard Standish say what 
kind of pigeons Arnold Smock raises?" 

"I never heard of Arnold Smock." 
"Well," I said, "he has a flock of 

pigeons, I hear. Sometime tomorrow, 
he's going to cash a check from Mar-
vin's life insurance. If he's the brains 
of this mob, maybe he'll just keep the 
money. If he's just a tool, he'll try 
to get it to the head man, won't he? 
And the cops will be watching him, 
he'll know. Bob, that's where the 
pigeons fit in, if pigeons fit in at all." 

"You mean carrier pigeons?" 
"Yes. A flock of them could carry 

a lot of money in large bills." 
"And should that be so?" 
"It must be looked into," I said. "The 

Department will put an aeroplane onto 
that angle, Smock's pigeon roost wifl 
be watched, the watchers will be in 
communication with the Department, 
and the Department will contact the 
plane by shortwave." 

I then added the name of Mrs. E. L. 
Long of Hoboken to my list. She net-
ted a small fortune by Van Sickle's 
death, too, and her relationship with 
him was even more vague than that of 
Mrs. Kurtzner. 

Lastly, I put down an X that stood 
for the dentist who had pulled Van 
Sickle's teeth. 

Lighting a cigar, I settled back in 
silence to think. Demarest's heavy 
eyelids finally closed all the way. Like 
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would do more toward putting new 
blood in Joe's veins than anything 
else. 

Demarest bathed Joe's wound. It 
wasn't deep. Swabbing the cut with 
iodine brought him around. He looked 
at me. 

"Hi, Geoige." 
He looked at Demarest. 
"Well, I always did expect to wake 

up in a morgue sometime. Get this 
vulture out of here, George." 

"Hold still, parasite," Demarest said 
sourly. "I don't know why I bother 
with you." 

I poured Joe a drink and he took 
it neat. He tried to light a cigarette, 
but his hands were too shaky and the 
cigarette wobbled in his lips. I helped 
him get lighted. Then he leaned back 
on the couch. No use trying to prod 
information out of him. When he was 
ready to speak, when he got his 
thoughts in order, he'd tell us what 
had happened, but not until then. He 
dragged in deep lungfulls of smoke, 
let ashes fall where they would. Then 
he told us his story . . . . 

As soon as he had left the Ghost's 
rectory with Glass-Eye, he drove south 
for a dozen blocks or so, taking a cir-
cuitous course in order to prevent the 
man with the glass eye from ever dou-
bling back on the trail and finding the 
Ghost's hideout. At a police call-box 
on East Forty-First Strfcet near Madi-
son, he had left dlass-©ye—securely 
manacled to the call box. Then he 

[Tarn page] 

most doctors, he had learned to sleep 
in a chair. I hadn't. I went over 
to the davenport and lay down without 
removing my clothes. I must have 
made a good picture of a dead-tired 
man at a dead-end. 

And at exactly four o'clock in the 
morning, I was awakened by someone 
coming slowly down the basement 
steps, dragging one foot behind the 
other. I sat up, half blinded by the 
light to see Joe Harper stagger in the 
room, his hair matted with blood. 

"God!" he said hoarsely, "somebody 
get me a drink!" 

Slowly his legs crumpled under him. 

CHAPTER XVII 

The Lisping Man 

was out cold. I 
got him across my 
shoulder like a sack 
of meal and earned 
him to the couch on 
which I had been ly-
ing. 

D e m a r e s t w a s 
awake. He c a m e 
over, looked at Joe, 

grunted. He revealed a gash in the 
""forehead. 

"Hot water," Demarest said to me. 
"And don't worry, he'll be okay." 

I went to get a basin of water and 
some towels. On my way back from 
the Ghost's basement bathroom, I got 
a bottle of whiskey. I thought that 

61 
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had gone to a telephone and called 
Commissioner Standish. He failed to 
find Standish at Headquarters or at 
his home, but finally found him at 
Charles' restaurant where, evidently, 
he was still in discussion with Ken 
Vickers. 

That done, Joe called a taxi, drove 
over to Hoboken Ferry, got out, 
crossed the river and ran up another 
taxi bill finding the house of Mrs. E. 
L. Long. 

It wasn't much of a house—one story 
frame with mid-Victorian filigree trim 
on porch and eaves. The place needed 
painting and repairing. Blinds were 
down, but through the lightning-like 
cracks in the green shade cloth, Joe 
could see streaks of light. 

Joe went to the door and knocked. 
The door was opened immediately by 
a woman. She looked about forty 
years old and she had tried to do some-
thing about it in the way of an elab-
orate paint job. Her hair was straw-
blonde and rolled up on patent metal 
curlers. She had on a man's bath-
robe which didn't entirely conceal the 
fact that her figure was still okay. 

THROUGH the half open door, she 
eyed Joe Harper. Joe had his hat 

pulled well down over his face. 
"You from the boss?" she asked in 

a brassy voice. 
"Sure," Joe said. 
She opened the door and let him in 

to a living room which conformed 
pretty well with the general scheme of 
things in the Long House. The fur-
niture was gaudy and worn like Mrs. 
Long's face and the scroll work that 
decorated the outside of the house. 
And like Mrs. Long's bathrobe, the 
place was dirty. Joe found a chair 
that was covered with wildly colored 
tapestry and sat down. 

"Haven't you forgot something?" 
Mrs. Long said as she took a cigarette 
for herself and passed the box to Joe. 

Joe didn't know what it was he had 
forgot. Not the woman's face. The 

more he studied it, the more sure he 
was that he had seen it before. 

"Wasn't you in the second row of 
the chorus in the burleycue business 
once?" he asked. "Isn't your name 
Patsy Moore?" 

"Maybe so," she said. "Haven't you 
forgot something?" 

Joe got it then. He was supposed 
to have some sort of a letter or coun-
tersign to show the woman to prove 
he was from "the boss." He didn't 
have it. He didn't know what it was 
he was supposed to have. 

The woman came up to him, stood 
squarely in front of him, eyed him 
closely. Pretty soon she said: "Sa-ay!" 
drawing it way out. And then she 
pulled a nickeled revolver from the 
pocket of her bathrobe and turned it 
on Joe. 

"Push your hat up a bit, sonny boy," 
she said. 

Joe pushed his hat on the back of 
his head. He knew what was coming. 
If this woman was Patsy Moore, he 
had got her a job or two back in the 
days when he was acting as a booking 
agent. She'd been quite a song and 
dance girl until she'd put on too much 
weight. 

"I'll be damned!" she said. "The 
ten-percenter! The gyp artist! Joey 
Harper in person! Listen, you two-
bit mug, what the devil do you want?" 

She moved in close with the gun. 
Joe Harper looked at her coolly. His 
right hand went up to remove the 
cigarette from his thin lips, then sud-
denly struck out at her gun. He 
slapped the muzzle to one side. Patsy 
made the gun speak, or maybe it spoke 
out of turn, but Joe didn't get the slug; 
the chair-back got it. 

Joe came to his feet, got the woman's 
gun hand and lifted it so the gun-muz-
zle pointed at the ceiling. He wedged 
a finger in between the back of the 
trigger and the guard. 

She squeezed the trigger, but mostly 
squeezed his finger. She spat in his 
face. He took that because this was a 
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lady. He doubled her gun arm around 
her back in a hammer-lock because 
even that was fair in love and war and 
this wasn't love. She dropped the gun 
and cursed him. He shoved her back 
and picked up the gun. 

OW," he said, "another squawk 
out of you and I'll let you have 

it." 
There was no way of telling that he 

wouldn't have let her have it, so she 
didn't squawk. She just watched him 
with those large, tired-looking eyes of 
hers. 

He thrust the gun into her back. 
"Ladies first, always," he said. 

He gun-shoved her through the 
house and found that all the rooms in 
the place were just like the living room 
except that they were dirtier. In the 
bedroom, under the unmade bed, he 
found a Gladstone bag which he made 
the woman open. She said she didn't 
have the key to the bag, but he told her 
to get it or he'd look for it. She pro-
duced the key from her bosom, and giv-
ing Joe a lot of new names, opened the 
Gladstone. 

It was stuffed with money—the 
dough she had cashed in on with the 
check from Van Sickle's life insurance. 

Joe looked at the dough. "Listen, 
Patsy, there's a lot of mazuma in that 
bag," he said. "Maybe we could split 
it and go somewhere." 

Patsy shook her head. 
"It's mighty generous of me," Joe 

said. "I could take the whole works 
myself. 

She laughed at that. 
"You couldn't get a block from this 

house with the dough. Not half a 
block. And I don't cross up anybody. 
It ain't much of a life, but it's the only 
one I got." 

"This boss of yours—who is he?" 
Joe asked. 

Her rouged lips came together as 
though they were going to stay that 
way. She paled a little. Joe kicked 
the Gladstone closed and shoved it 

under the bed. 
"Let's look in here and see what we 

find," he said, meaning the bathroom. 
He shoved her ahead of him into the 

bathroom. On the wash basin were a 
lot of cosmetic jars. The porcelain was 
dirty and stained with rouge. Every-
thing was there on the ledge around 
the basin except what Joe was looking 
for. But he found it in the bathroom 
closet—a pair of shears and a safety 
razor. 

There was just one way to third de-
gree a woman. If you could hurt her 
vanity you could get somewhere. He 
took Patsy back into the living room. 

"Sit down," he ordered. 
"Wh-what are you going to do ?" she 

stammered. 
And then she got a grip on her 

courage and unleashed a vocabulary 
that would have withered a saint but 
had no effect whatever on Joe Harper. 
When she got through, Joe came in 
close with the shears and razor. 

"Murder me, damn you!" she said. 
"See where that gets you!" 

Joe shook his head. 
"I guess a woman can take more 

physical pain than a man. I'm not go-
ing to hurt you." 

He lifted the shears to Patsy's straw 
blonde hair and snipped off a lock of 
it. He dangled the hair in front of her 
eyes. 

"See?" 

SHE looked at the hair and her eyes 
widened. 

"I'm going to cut it all off," he told 
her, "as close down as the scissors will 
take it. Then I'm going to shave you 
bald. Get a picture of what you'll look 
like, Patsy. You'll want to bury your-
self alive. You won't want to live. 
You'll look terrible with a bald head." 

"You—you wouldn't dare!" she de-
fied him. 

Joe shrugged, raised the shears, 
snipped off another piece and dropped 
it into her lap. Then he raised the 
shears a little and snipped at the air 
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a few times. And Patsy broke. She 
fell down on her knees and started to 
cry. 

Joe stood back from her, the shears 
in his hand. His black eyes squinted 
through the fog of cigarette smoke. 

"Well," he said, "you going to an-
swer a few questions?" 

"Wha-what do you want to know?" 
"Who's your boss," Joe asked. 

"That's all I want to know. It's just a 
personal matter. You give and 111 go 
away. You don't give and I'll make 
your head look like a cue ball." 

"I don't know! Don't ask me that, 
Joe. Because I don't know. I've never 
seen him. I don't know anything about 
this racket. All I know is that I get a 
grand for collecting the money. Lis-
ten, if there was a way of blowing with 
the dough, wouldn't I do it? The boss 
would kill me. You can't get away 
from him. Nobody can." 

Joe sighed. "This hurts me almost 
as bad as it does you, babe." 

And he advanced with the shears. 
"No!" she screamed. "Don't touch 

me. Don't do that,'* 
Tears swelled into her eyes again. 

And maybe it was just the tears, but 
anyway Joe thought she was telling the 
truth. 

"Listen," she said, "you take a thou-
sand bucks out of that suitcase. Go get 
ten C notes. I was to get a thousand 
bucks, and I'll tell the boss I took my 
thousand bucks out. You get a grand. 
Can you use the dough?" 

Joe laughed. 
"Anytime, babe." 
But he didn't take the money. He 

took the woman into the bedroom and 
instead of taking out the Gladstone, he 
went to the closet 

Her clothes were hanging there—not 
many clothes, but gaudy stuff. And on 
the same rod was a man's suit. The 
man's suit was good stuff—good cloth, 
tailor made. Joe thought he's seen the 
suit somewhere before. It was a little 
too conservative, in his mind, but it 
was an unusual cut. There was some-

thing about the breast pocket of the 
coat, something funny. 

Feeling in the pocket, he found there 
was a shallow, narrow pocket sewed 
into the lining. In the pocket were 
half a dozen kitchen matches. He 
searched the side pockets of the coat. 
They were empty except for a business 
card. He took the card out, couldn't 
read it because of the dim light in the 
closet. He held the card in his left hand 
and scuffed a match on his heel. 

Behind him, somebody lisped: 
"Thtick up your handth!" 
Joe dropped the match, pivoted on 

the balls of his feet, lashed out with 
his fist. The blow didn't connect. The 
man who had come up from behind 
moved fast to slice the air with his 
gun and bring the muzzle down on 
Joe's forehead. 

CHAPTER XVIII 

Death at My Elbow 

IERCING the scin-
tillating explosion of 
lights in front of his 
eyes, Joe glimpsed 
the man's face. And 
what he saw was 
more of a shock than 
the blow on the headr 
t h o u g h the blow 
brought him down to 

his knees. And there was another man 
in the room—somebody with a black 
cloth tied over his face. Nothing about 
the man's face stuck with Joe except 
the eyes. The eyes were somehow re-
lentless, stabbing, and infinitely cruel. 

"Finish him off!" the masked man 
said. 

The gun raised again above Joe's 
head. Joe fell backward from his 
kneeling position, legs doubled under 
him. Then he remembered that Patsy 
Moore's revolver was still in his pos-
session, the pearl butt of it sticking out 
of the slit of his pants pocket. He 
pulled ttye gun, fired, got the man 
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through the arm somewhere because 
the man dropped his gun, ducked to re-
trieve it with his left hand. 

Joe got to his feet. Somewhere 
sounded the chill skirl of a police whis-
tle. On the other side of the room, 
through the red haze that swirled over 
Joe's eyes, Joe saw the man with the 
mask kick out a window with the heel 
of his shoe. The masked man had the 
Gladstone in his hand. He tossed it 
ahead of him and was going through 
the window when Joe turned the re-
volver on him and let loose a pair of 
shots. He didn't know whether it was 
a hit or a miss. The masked man was 
gone. 

Joe reeled across the room. The 
other man, who had surprised Joe in 
the closet, had picked up his gun and 
started to follow the masked man 
through the window. Patsy—Joe 
didn't know where Patsy was. He 
didn't care. Because coming through 
the door of the living room was a cop. 

Joe swung to the right, blundered 
through the kitchen door. The cop 
warned and then fired high over Joe's 
head. Joe went through the back door, 
running. He didn't know exactly where 
he was running. He didn't know how 

.Jong he could keep those leaden legs 
working up and down. Somewhere in 
the backyard he fell over an ash can, 
didn't think he could get up. But he 
got up just the same and kept run-
ning. . . . 

ND that," Joe Harper con-
cluded, "is about all there is 

to it. I made a fizz out of the whole 
business, maybe. But here's this." 

He reached into his pocket and 
brought out a crumpled piece of paste-
board—a calling card. He handed it 
to me. 

Demarest and I had listened closely 
to Joe's narrative. When he had men-
tioned the match pocket in the coat of 
the suit he found in the closet, Demar-
est and I had exchanged significant 
glances. I looked now at the calling 

card. In conservative engraving was 
the name: 

MR. LEONARD VAN SICKLE 

I HANDED the card to the medical 
examiner. Demarest grunted. 

"Why didn't you nail something be-
sides a card?" he complained. 

Joe flicked his cigarette into an ash 
tray. 

"Listen, cadaver, did you ever have 
a corpse come up to you and sock you 
on the head with a gun? Maybe you 
don't believe it, but a dead man can 
sure hit hard." 

"You're nuts," Demarest said. 
"What Joe is trying to tell you," I 

said quietly, "is that Leonard Van Sic-
kle is living over in Hoboken with a 
Patsy Moore and is going under the 
name of E. L. Long." 

"Nuts!" Demarest said. "Did the 
man you say was Van Sickle have the 
scar of an appendectomy on his side?" 

Joe sneered. 
"Sure. After he socked me, I told 

him to take off his pants and tell me 
about his operation! What do you 
think this was—a reception after an 
opening night?" 

"Joe, did you see the man's face 
clearly?" I asked. 

"George," Joe groaned, "you don't 
see clear with more lights dancing be-
fore your eyes than a top-billed star 
gets. But I saw and heard enough. 
Sure, those suicides are murders, but I 
don't think Van Sickle was the guy 
who was murdered. The racket's been 
worked before. Van Sickle collected 
half of his life insurance himself. He'll 
have to split with the mob. The other 
half went to the Kurtzner woman who 
is probably strictly legit. Right, 
George?" 

"Can't say," I answered. "It may 
look that way but it doesn't necessarily 
have to be that way. For one thing, I 
can't see Leonard Van Sickle living in 
a rat's nest in Hoboken with an ex-
follies dame. That's a false note in this 
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queer drama of human folly and greed. 
There have been other false notes. I 
expect that the cooing of a certain Mr. 
Arnold Smock's pigeons will add to the 
discord." 

THE following Tuesday, Mr. Arn-
old Smock received his check from 

the Boston Insurance Company. 
He was about as insignificant a per-

son as I have ever seen. Though his 
chin and forehead both receded and his 
nose was prominent, you couldn't say 
there was anything sharp about his 
face. 

My first impression was that the 
master brain behind the suicide epi-
demic did not lurk behind the dull blue 
eyes of Arnold Smock. He did not im-
press me as a man who could manage 
money, with or without the assistance 
of Jonathan Marvin, who had claimed 
to be Smock's secretary. 

Still, first impressions are not neces-
sarily correct. 

I watched Arnold Smock cash his 
check. I was the whiskered ancient 
who stood behind him in the line at the 
branch bank in Brooklyn where he 
cashed it. But other eyes besides mine 
were on Arnold Smock. Ken Vickers, 
the insurance company detective, was 
there. And there was one of New 
York's most capable plainclothesmen 
on his trail. 

And all that day, Arnold Smock and 
his house were watched by the police. 
In addition, up against the lowering 
gray ceiling of sky, a small red plane 
droned—a man-made bird set to watch 
pigeons. 

It was no holiday for the cops. Ho-
boken police, cooperating with their 
New York colleagues, were on the 
lookout for the lisping man Joe Harper 
had sworn was Leonard Van Sickle, 
and inasmuch as Joe also claimed to 
have wounded the man, hopes of a 
speedy capture ran high. Newspapers 
had the story and captioned it: 
LEONARD VAN SICKLE BELIEVED 

ALIVE 

I read the story later in the Ghost's 
rectory. It was the usual police hand-
out, colored by a reporter's imagina-
tion. It made good reading. Then 
there was something else that struck 
my eye in an adjoining column: 

MYSTERY MAN IN VAN SICKLE 
CASE CAPTURED 

It was about John Fabian Deeming. 
Not much about him. Mr. Deeming 
was a salesman for an Iowa farm ma-
chinery manufacturer who had regis-
tered at a New York hotel, and that 
was about all that there was to it ex-
cept that the mystery man emphati-
cally denied all knowledge of the affair 
and had threatened suit for false ar-
rest. 

I T E L E P H O N E D C o m m i s -
sioner Standish. 

"What about Deeming?" I asked. 
"Oh, that." Ned Standish sounded 

slightly annoyed. "The man's clean. 
He's just not the same Fabian Deem-
ing. Got more alibis than a suburban 
estate has mortgages. We let him go, 
poured the old oil on his troubled 
waters. This Fabian Deeming business 
looks like a dead end. But we got a 
lead on Van Sickle." 

"I thought you thought Van Sickle 
was dead," I said. 

"Listen," Standish sighed, "I stopped 
thinking. There's no percentage in it. 
But the Hoboken police have picked up 
the trail of a man and a woman. The 
man was toothless, answered in a 
superficial way to Van Sickle's descrip-
tion. And the lady with him sounded 
like Patsy Moore. The man's carrying 
a slug in his arm. He had a run-in with 
a doctor last night when the doctor re-
fused to treat his wound. The doc was 
lucky to get off with his life." 

And that was that until at about 
three o'clock that afternoon, there was 
an "accident" at Arnold Smock's house. 
All of his pigeons got loose at once. 

The cop in the plane saw Smock's 
frantic and ineffectual attempts to cor-
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ral his birds. They seemed to fly 
everywhere at once and it was utterly 
impossible to follow them because of 
lowering clouds, a fog that rolled in 
from the sea, and the fact that the birds 
didn't make off in a body as expected. 

This last fact did not contcadict my 
theory of carrier pigeons but rather 
confirmed it. The answer was that 
some were carriers and some were not. 
Those who were not just flew. Those 
who were—if my theory was correct— 
Sew toward a destination, bearing bills 
of large denominations. But the aero-
plane could noit determine which group 
to follow, and percentage dictated that 
it would follow the wrong one. 

It had been a clever move, but we 
were prepared with counter-moves. 
Standish's detectives searched Arnold 
Smock's house immediately, over his 
strong protest, and did it legally, for 
they had a warrant ready. But the 
money he had brought to the house in 
cash was gone. Smock claimed he had 
hidden it and refused to tell where it 
was. He was arrested. 

Two hours of questioning couldn't 
break him down, He contended that 
the money was legally his as the benefi-
ciary of a life insurance policy, that as 
such he could do with it what he 
pleased, and furthermore did not have 
to account for what he did with it to 
anybody. 

LEGALLY he was right. By four 
o'clock, it looked very much as 

though the police and the Ghost were 
stalemated. I did not think so, how-
ever. There was still Joe Harper to 
reckon with, and he had promised me 
he'd catch up with Hugo Wayne. At 
half past four the break came. Joe 
Harper phoned me. 

"I've got Hugo Wayne," he said. "I 
found him in a Tenth Avenue hideout. 
I softened him up with a few well 
chosen punches and he came across. 
Who do you think Fabian Deeming 
is?" 

"Leonard Van Sickle," I said 

promptly. 
There was a whistle on the other 

end of the wire. 
"George, what does a guy have to 

do to surprise you?" Joe said. "Listen 
to the payoff. A few days before Van 
Sickle's suicide, apparent ojr otherwise, 
Van Sickle called up Hugo Wayne, He 
wanted Hugo Wayne to transfer the 
title of the shares of stock Van Sickle 
held in the Deistel International Cor-
poration, the stock you hijacked from 
Hugo Wayne. Van Sickle got hold of 
Wayne, made him swear to keep this 
dark. Van Sickle had Wayne regis-
ter the stock in the name of Fabian 
Deeming. 

"The stock," Joe went on, "was 
practically worthless at the time. But 
evidently Van Sickle wanted to hang 
on to it. He must have been riding a 
hunch. Hugo Wayne didn't know why, 
but he wormed it out of Van Sickle 
that Van Sickle was going to do a dis-
appearing act Van Sickle bought, or 
had Hugo buy for him, two passages 
to Europe, one for Van Sickle and one 
for Mrs. Kurtzner. The transaction 
was carried on through the mail and 
the tickets were to be sent to a post 
office box." 

"I know all that," I said. "Why did 
Wayne swipe the stock?" 

"Because Van Sickle's hunch came 
true. The stock boomed. Hugo Wayne 
was on his way to the Hotel Cronner 
to tell Van Sickle ahout the stock 
jump, when Van Sickle, apparently, 
jumped out of his window and killed 
himself. Do I have to go on, George?" 

"No," I said. "Knowing that Fa-
bian Deeming didn't really exist ex-
cept in the mmd of Van Sickle, who 
had seen the name somewhere, stored 
it up in his suboonscious, and then 
resurrected it when he needed an alias, 
and believing that Van Sickle was 
dead, Hugo Wayne went to Van 
Sickle's suite right after the homicide 
boys were through. Wayne knocked 
out the cop who was on guard, opened 
Van Sickle's safe, took out the cer-
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boken. And from Long be had changed 
to Fabian Deeming who would have 
liked to elope with Mrs. Lucretia 
Kurtzner. A very fickle person, accord-
ing to Joe. 

The door of the rectory opened and 
I heard tlie sharp clack of a woman's 
high heels on the steps. It couldn't 
have been anybody but Merry and I 
went to meet her. 

I lifted her to Hp level, and pressed 
her warm mouth to mine. This time 
her lips were less clinging. She wrig-
gled from my grasp, darted across the 
room, bounced into a chair. Her breath 
coming in shallow gasps and color had 
gone from her cheeks. I crossed the 
room to her. 

"What's the matter?" I asked. 
"Plenty," she panted. "Oh, I've run 

ten blocks if I've run one. They've got 
Tiny Tim. Tim and I followed them 
in a taxi. They stopped up the street 
at a liquor store. Tim got into the 
trunk of the car, so now they've got 
him. He shouldn't have done that." 

Her fists clenched tightly and she 
bit her lower lip. 

"I could sp£nk Tim!" 
She bounded out of the chair, 

grasped my coat lapels in her hands. 
"We've got to do something. And 

I don't know where to start." 
"At the beginning, Merry," I told 

her. "Up to know, you haven't told 
me anything. Who's got Tim?" 

"I don't know!1' 
She pulled off her hat and tossed it 

across the room. Her hand brushed 
up the dark hair above her brow. 

"We were watching Mrs. Kurtzner, 
like you said," she began. "Ever since 
Mrs. Kurtzner cashed that quarter of 
a million dollar check and carried the 
money away in a suit case, we've been 
watching her. Tim drilled a hole 
through the panel of the door and one 
or the other of us have been watching 
Lulu's door, which is just across the 
hall, most of the time. You said some-
body would come for the money. Some-
body did. This evening at dinner 
time." 

"Who?" I asked. 
"Don't know." Merry shook her 

brown curls vigorously. "A couple of 
real tough looking men. They knocked 
at the door and Mrs. Kurtzner let them 
in without a Word. Tim and I watched 
through our hole in the door. And 
when Mrs. Kurtzner's door opened 
again, we could see Mrs. Kurtzner sit-
ting in her living room, taped to a 
chair, her mouth taped shut with that 
sticky black tape. 

"The two men came out and both 
of them were carrying square bundles 
of newspaper, tied up tight. It was 
the money, as sure as anything. It's 
going to look as though Mrs. Kurtzner 

tificates. Wayne's idea was to put 
himself in the place of the fictitious 
Fabian Deeming and cash in on the 
stock. While he was about it, he 
snatched that bag which he thought 
contained jewelry but which, as we 
know so well, turned out to be a set 
of human teeth. So much for Deeming. 
What about Mrs. Kurtzner?" 

"Well, what about her? I think she's 
legit. Wayne met her at Van Sickle's 
before. According to him, Van Sickle 
was in love with her. I think the two 
b<3a± tickets to Europe prove Van 
Sickle's intentions. The whole thing 
boils down to this—Leonard Van 
Sickle is alive, and just to guess, I 
think he's the brains behind this whole 
damned business!" 

CHAPTER XIX 

The Missing Quarter Million 

SICKLE, in Joe 
Harper's mind, had 
undergone as many 
transformations as a 
chameleon. F r o m 
Leonard Van Sickle, 
he had changed to a 
man named L o n g 
who was living with 
Patsy Moore in Ho-
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had been robbed, only we know it 
wasn't that. It couldn't have been. 
She didn't look scared of the two men 
she let in. There wasn't any noise 
that you could think was caused by a 
struggle, because Tim slipped out of 
our room and went over to listen at 
Mrs. Kurtzner's door." 

"Right," I said. "Mrs. Kurtzner 
will claim she was robbed. She always 
keeps her skirts clean. What happened 
after that?" 

IM and I followed the men 
from the hotel. It was exciting. 

Tim was good. He stopped in front 
of a candy store and yelled for me to 
buy him some candy, just like a kid. 
The two tough men up ahead cduldn't 
have known what we were up to. Pret-
ty soon, they got into a parked car. 
Tim and I grabbed a taxi and followed 
them. They took their time. About 
eight blocks from here—yea know that 
liquor store with the purple and green 
sign that—" 

"Yes," I interrupted hastily. 
"Well, the two of them went in and 

bought a bottle of whiskey. They car-
ried their newspaper packages with 
them. Tim and I were in the cab parked 
not far behind them. Tim got out and 
ran to their car. I tried to stop htm 
and he turned on me in his excitement 
and called me names that didn't sound 
very little-boyish. The taxi driver de-
cided that Tim wasn't a kid; He wanted 
to know what this was all about. He 
thought it was something crooked. He 
was sort of a cute cab driver with a 
cleft chin and a little black mustache, 
except for which he would have looked 
something like Richard Greene—" 

"Yes. Let*s have the rest." 
Merry shrugged her shoulders, lifted 

her hands in a helpless gesture. 
"That's all. Tim got into the trunk 

of the two tough men's car while I was 
arguing with the cab driver. The 
tough men came but of the store and 
drove away. The cab driver said he 
wouldn't have any part in the whole 

business. Gosh, but you'd have 
thought he was virtuous! He wanted 
to be paid off. I tried to pay him off, 
hut when I opened my purse I was 
sort of reminded that I'd lost my last 
dime to Tim Terry in a dice game we 
played to kill time in the hotel. The 
driver said we'd call it square if I gave 
him a kiss." 

I scowled. 
"FU let you guess whether I gave 

the kiss or ran straight here," Merry 
snapped at me. "What do we do 
now? Get Mrs. Kurtzner and put her 
on the grid?" 

"Put her on what?" I asked. 
"The grid. Grid, griddle, grill— 

what's the difference, and who cares 
so long as Lulu Kurtzner cares enough 
to come across with the truth? That 
redhead lady is no angel. She's mixed 
up in this. The robbery was faked and 
I don't know how we're going to prove 
it otherwise. But we've got to do 
something. Tim's smart. He can take 
care of himself as long as it doesn't 
come to a fight. But when I think 
what one of those tough men could do 
to him, I turn cold all over." 

She shivered a little and I put my 
arm around her. The ringing of the 
phone startled us both and drew our 
nerves taut. 

I reached for it, heard Tim's voice 
coming out of the receiver. 

"It's Tim," I whispered to Merry 
and listened again to the nridget*s shrill 
voice. 

"Listen," Tim piped, "I've got them! 
That is, I know Where they1Ve staying. 
You'd better come. I'm down on Oli-
ver—" 

AND that was the end of it. Just 
a crash in my ear and then the 

monotonous buzz of the disconnected 
phone. I dropped the instrument back 
on its oradle. Merry roust have read 
anxiety in my eyes. She asked me 
what the matter was and I told her the 
line had gone dead, and started for 
the room in which the Ghost keeps his 
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particular kind of wardrobe. 
"Maybe he'll call back," Merry said. 
Her optimism is always on hand 

when she thinks I need a lift. In the 
dressing room, I put on the outfit I 
had worn that morning—a dark suit 
that needed pressing, gray whiskers, 
bushy false eyebrows, a gray wig 
capped with a slouch hat. 

I took a furled umbrella which has 
certain special properties not allotted 
to the usual run ol umbrellas, and as 
I walked from the room my shoulders 
drooped with the weight of an incred-
ible number of fictitious years. 

Tim was down on Oliver—did that 
mean Oliver Street, not far from 
Chinatown? 

CHAPTER XX 

The House of Dead Birds 

ISGUISED in t h e 
character of t h e 
whiskered old gen-
tleman with the um-
brella, I rent a ga-
rage in the neigh-
borhood w h e r e I 
keep a dilapidated 
looking s e d a n , the 
dented h o o d of 

which hides an eight cylinder mod-
ern power plant. Merry White and I 
hurried to this garage and got into 
the car. The garage is back of a small 
knit goods store Which is deserted after 
five o'clock, and the secluded court in 
which it is built makes it ideal for the 
secret comings and goings of the 
Ghost. 

With Merry beside me, I drove down 
Madison and into Broadway, drop-
ping as fast as traffic would permit 
into lower Manhattan, cut across the 
little Orient of Pell Street and came 
into Oliver Street. 

I parked the car and we got out. I 
was an old, inoffensive man then, lean-
ing on ray umbrella and partly on the 
arm of a girl who might have appeared 

to be my granddaughter—something 
of a nuisance on the crowded sidewalks 
of the Ghetto. Any of the shops and 
dingy dwellings might have been a 
place where Tim Terry and disaster 
had met. 

I think if it hadn't been for the 
dark-haired, dark-eyed kid we found 
playing on the curb, we wouldn't 
have found the place at all. 

My pegging umbrella tip nearly 
spiked the boy's hand. He jerked it 
away and stood up, cuddlihg some-
thing up against his ragged shirt and 
looking at us with offended eyes. 

"Watch who you're steppin' on, 
gran'pop!" he yeHed at me. 

I stopped, looked at him, asked him 
what he had in his hands. He said it 
was none of my business. 

"It's a kitten," Merry said, smiling 
at the boy. "Isn't that what it is?" 

"No. I ain't got a kitten," the boy 
said. "It's a bird, that's what it is?*' 

"Hold it tight," Merry said. "It'll 
fly away from you." 

"It won't," the child said, warming a 
little toward Merry. He stroked the 
feathered form with his fihgers. "It 
can't fly. It's dead." 

I took a step forward. "Let me see 
the bird," I said. 

The child backed into the gutter. 
"I won't. You can't have it. It's 

mine. I found it and it's mine." 
"Would you let me see it?" Merry 

asked sweetly. 
She put out an appealing hand. The 

kid lifted one hahd slightly and we 
could Sfce that it was the body of a 
dead pigeon. 

"Where did you get that?" I de-
manded. 

The kid pointed across the street. 
"Over there. That pet shop. There 

was lots of them in the trash this after-
noon." 

I looked across the street, saw a 
gloomy doorway and unlighted win-
dows. I gave Merry's arm a tug and 
we made our way across the street. 
The place pointed out by the boy bore 
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a faded sign unilluminated except by 
the gray glow of the city night. The 
sign said PET SHOP, the words 
lettered on it with black paint. 

MY pulse picked up. Dead 
pigeons from a pet shop. Was 

this black little hole the destination of 
the carrier pigeons that Arnold Smock 
had released? 

"Go get the car, Merry," I said to 
the girl. "Park across the street. Keep 
the motor running. This place needs 
a little looking into. Thanks to Tim, 
we've found it." 

"Right!" 
Her whisper was tense. Her eyes 

glowed excitedly. She released my 
arm and started back toward the place 
where we had left the car. 

I went past the pet shop, entered the 
narrow walk between it and another 
equally dark building. If this was the 
destination of Arnold Smock's winged 
messengers, it seemed logical that the 
pigeons had been destroyed lest their 
cooing attract the attention of some 
cop who knew that pigeons had been 
the object of considerable worry from 
his superiors during the past few hours. 

In the darkness along the side of the 
building, I moved faster than my ap-
parent old age would have admitted. 
Windows in the wall were dark not 
because blinds were pulled but simply 
because there were no lights behind 
them. The uncomfortable thought 
struck me then that the place was as 
deserted as it seemed. Perhaps poor 
little Tim had been taken on one of 
those one way rides. His body would 
have been easy to conceal. 

At the back of the house, the same 
darkness and silence. I approached 
steps leading up to the back door. 
Near the steps were several cages 
made of wood and heavy mesh wire 
and there were crates such as dogs 
and other animals might have been 
shipped in. My foot was on the bottom 
of the three steps when I heard the 
husky croak of rusty metal, saw the 

door opening slowly inward. I dropped 
behind the pile of crates and cakes. 

A man came out of the door, down 
the steps. Two feet from where I was 
hiding, he stopped, fumbled for a cig-
arette, put it between his lips, scuffed 
a match on the side of a match box. 
The flame, cupped between his hands, 
highlighted his face. He was narrow-
eyed, heavy-jawed, flat-nosed. If this 
was one of the men Merry and Tim had 
seen going into Mrs. Kurtzner's suite, 
I didn't wonder that Merry had de-
scribed him as tough. 

I stood up slowly as the man turned 
his back toward me, let him take one 
step, then swung my umbrella. The in-
nocent looking handle of the umbrella 
is loaded and it would have taken more 
than this man's dark felt hat to re-
sist the skull-cracking force of that 
blow. It was something like hammer-
ing a nail into soft mud, the way he 
went down. 

I BENT over the man. From a con-
cealed ball dropped on the left side 

of my coat lining, I brought out one of 
those large red billiard balls a magician 
delights in manipulating. My right 
hand coat-sleeve gave up my knife 
which I used to pry his clenched teeth 
apart. I wedged the ball between his 
jaws and tied it in place with a hand-
kerchief. I used a length of strong silk 
cord from my pocket to bind his hands 
and ankles. 

Then I walked up the steps and to 
the back door. 

The man had not locked it. I stepped 
inside. 

Beneath the balls of my feet, a floor-
board gave perceptibly. I stepped for-
ward quickly, but not quick enough 
to prevent the loosened board from do-
ing its work; for somewhere in the 
dark shop a bell tinkled. There was 
no other sound. 

The place sroelled. The close-press-
ing darkness reeked with animal 
odors intermingled until each lost its 
distinction. I took out a tiny flash-
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light, let its beam shine through its 
rice-grain sized lens. It was in some 
sort of back store room. At my right, 
a basement stairway yawned. On the 
left, more shipping crates were piled to 
the ceiling, some of them bearing the 
labels of well known pet foods. Ahead 
of me was another door. 

I stepped to the door and pushed it 
open. 

The small needle of light fell upon 
canary cages with their downy yellow 
occupants heedlessly sleeping. The 
beam passed on toward the dirty front 
windows. 

A puppy barked shrilly, frightened 
from its nap. A green parrot pulled its 
head from beneath its wing and 
screamed at me. 

I TURNED out my light. No other 
sound than that of the frightened 

puppy and the indignant green bird 
with the sharp eyes. The shop was 
empty. 

I went back the way I had come in, 
flashed my light into the basement 
stairway, started down the steps. 
Somewhere in the dark ahead of me, 
an electric signal brrred like a rattler's 
warning. 

No other sound. 
I kept on going down the steps and 

came to a door that was standing part 
way open. I knew I could squeeze 
through without touching the panel. 
I stepped into the darkness, and the 
beast-odor of the place became almost 
overpowering. 

I sensed movement behind me. 
Light blazed. I turned swiftly, 
glimpsed a man who was holding an 
electric torch. And at the same time 
the heavy, stagnant air above me 
stirred. 

I ducked instinctively and something 
dropped over my head, shutting out 
the light. Someone who had waited 
behind me had dropped a sack over my 
head. 

The sack had a draw string that 
tightened at my throat with such 

stricturing strength I thought I knew 
what it was like to be hanged. 

CHAPTER XXI 

The Master Mind 

| OR Tiny Tim Terry's 
sake, it was most im-
portant that these 
men did not discover 
I was anything but 
what I seemed I 
can say without 
bragging that I could 
have given the pair 
a little more trouble 

than I did when they tied me up. But 
I tried to match my struggles with my 
apparent age and so was comparatively 
submissive while they bound my hands 
and feet. 

"Who is this old buzzard?" one of 
the men asked his companion in a 
harsh voice. 

"Looks like Santa Claus to me," 
said the other. "Tie his umbrella up 
against his back. It'll stiffen him up 
so he can't wiggle out of the ropes. 
We'll save him until Tanko comes back 
with the boss. Some night's catch, ain't 
it—a midget and an old snoop like this. 
Don't hardly give a guy's muscles a 
chance to exercise." 

I sighed. They were saving me for 
the boss. There was a pretty good 
chance, then, that they were also sav-
ing Tiny Tim. In complete darkness, 
with a cord about your throat half 
strangling you, any kind of wait is a 
long wait. I had no idea how long it 
took for Tanko to return with the boss. 
Just a lot longer than I liked. 

The two men lingered in the room 
and I heard the clink of whiskey bottles 
on glass. I would have given a lot to 
feel a stiff slug of whiskey rasp down 
my throat. 

Pretty soon, I heard the opening of a 
door. "Hi, Tanko," somebody said. 
"Good evening, boss." 

"What have you there?" a muffled 

72 
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voice asked the two thugs. 
"Some damned old snoop," one of 

the men said. 
"Take the bag off," said the muffled 

voice. 
A man bent over me and the cord 

about my throat was loosened. I 
needed a long breath and took it. The 
bag was pulled from my head and I 
blinked at the light, groaned realisti-
cally, looked around. 

Elmer Tanko's gaunt figure was 
lounging against one wall. The two 
men who had welcomed me at the door 
were standing beside me. Neither of 
them were impressively large, but they 
looked capable of killing for a dollar's 
worth of postage stamps. 

The man who had been greeted as 
the boss stood over me. He wore a 
long, shapeless topcoat that concealed 
any characteristic lines his figure might 
have had. A hat was pulled well down 
over his eyes, and the lower half of his 
face was hidden by a black triangle 
of cloth. I couldn't see his eyes, but 
I was aware that they were studying 
me closely. I put a lot of hope in my 
own disguise. 

£ £ * £ L E A S E , " I said in a quivering 
-HL voice, "let me get out of here. 

This is no way to treat an old man. 
I just came to buy a package of bird 
seed for my little yellow bird. I 
couldn't get in the front way so I went 
to the back door. I thought somebody 
must be at home because I saw a man 
coming out of the back door." 

"That was Wilkie," one of the men 
said. "He had a date with a dame, 
boss, so he went out just a little while 
ago. 

I didn't think Wilkie would be en-
tirely acceptable to his dame after he 
got out of a crate that had been used 
to ship dogs in. 

The boss spoke and I had to repress 
a jump. "Tho you were jutht after 
thome bird theed, were you?" he said. 

The lisping man! To all appear-
ances here was Leonard Van Sickle, 

alive after Demarest, the best medical 
opinion in town, had pronounced him 
dead? Van Sickle, now called the boss! 
Joe Harper had heard that lisp in that 
house in Hoboken, and now I heard it 
here. 

The boss thrust his gloved hands 
into his coat pockets and turned to the 
others. 

"Got the money?" 
"In those newspaper packages in the 

closet. We fixed up Lulu so it looked 
like robbery—" 

"Thut up!" the lisping man cut in 
sharply. 

The speaker blinked at the masked 
man. 

"What the hell? What if the old 
bird does hear it? We're bumping 
him, ain't we?" 

"No," said the boss. His lisping 
voice was mocking. "I do not believe 
in the wanton dethtruction of human 
life." 

Elmer Tanko laughed harshly. 
"You're getting chicken hearted, 

chief." 
"Lock the old man up," the boss said. 

"When you get through with the 
midget and get him to thpeak, you can 
give the old man a beating to help him 
learn not to thnoop." 

"And the midget?" 
"Perhapth you'd better kill him after 

he talkth," the lisper said. 
Then he and Tanko went out to-

gether. 
One of the men, the larger of my two 

captors, got hold of the ropes at my 
ankles and dragged me across the base-
ment floor, into what proved to be a 
windowless room. He left me on the 
floor in clammy, stinking darkness, 
went out, closed and locked the door. 

I felt pretty certain I knew why my 
life was to be spared after I had been 
given a beating. I was sorry, but I 
didn't think I could stay to endure any 
punishment at the hands of the two 
toughs. My first objective was to get 
Tiny Tim out of the jam into which he 
had fallen. 
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THE umbrella roped to my spine 
made escape a little more difficult 

than it would have been otherwise. I 
couldn't bend my back a whole lot. 
Even so, I didn't think it was going to 
take me long to get out of the place. 
I didn't dare take long because I didn't 
know what kind of resistance Tiny Tim 
could put up against this pair of crooks. 
And once he talked, they wouldn't take 
long to kill him. 

I opened my mouth wide, lips drawn 
way back from my teeth. I drew in air 
through my mouth, let it dry my teeth 
thoroughly. When my whole mouth 
felt as dry as a wad of cotton, I bent 
my head until it seemed nay neck would 
snap. 

My early days as a contortionist had 
been well spent. My teeth locked on 
the edge of the button at the top of my 
coat, pulied it off. The button held in 
my dried teeth, I brought my tied 
hands up to my mouth, inserted the 
edge of the button between the tightly 
drawn pieces of cord and left it there. 

I closed my mouth, allowed saliva to 
collect, then turned over on my belly, 
hands up to my mouth again. I soaked 
the cords and button with saliva, drew 
my hands down toward my chest and 
waited for the moisture to soak 
through the thin coating of carbon that 
covered the button. 

If the criminal world knew that the 
top button of the Ghost's coat is always 
made of metallic potassium it's likely 
that no one would have taken the trou-
ble to bind my hands with cord. No 
sooner had the moisture s o a k e d 
through the coating of the button than 
the potassium reacted with the water 
in the saliva, liberating hydrogen gas 
so rapidly that enough heat resulted to 
casuse the hydrogen to burst into an in-
tense flame. It's just a bit of chemical 
magic which was never precisely in-
tended for the use to which I put it— 
it's a little hard on your hands. You 
get bUHned a bit. 

The cords burned through instantly 
and I dropped flat, smothering the 

flame with my chest. The pain of the 
burn was less than you'd imagine be-
cause I had smothered the flame 
quickly. I immediately got my knife 
from my sleeve and cut myself loose 
from the ropes, but let the ropes drape 
across my chest and legs so that it ap-
peared I was still tied. I moved to one 
side, got the umbrella in my hands. 

I've said the umbrella has peculiar 
properties. The silk cover, unfurled 
and removed, reveals a white lining 
which is silk and unfolds to cover the 
black outside. The cloth is coated with 
a magnesium compound such as is used 
in magician's "flash paper." At a touch 
of flame, the doth bursts into a blaze 
of light and is almost instantaneously 
reduced to ashes. 

The frame of the umbrella isn't ex-
actly ordinary. The ribs are readily 
detachable and I took off all but two 
of them. The remaining two can be 
operated as usual by the sliding ring 
on the central rod. A length of silk 
thread is attached to this ring in such 
a manner that the ring can be slid up 
and down by the thread. This causes 
the two ribs to raise and lower. 

IN ADDITION, a pencil-shaped cig-
arette lighter with automatic mech-

anism is attached to the central rod up 
near the tip. This is concealed, usually, 
by the cover. A second silk thread op-
erates the lighter. Finger-rings tied to 
each of these threads enable me to op-
erate them readily. The central rod of 
the frame is very ingenious, for it is 
made of telescoping sections of tubing 
painted dead black. The whole central 
rod can thus be expanded to the length 
of about twelve feet, forming what the 
fake spirit mediums call a "reaching 
rod." This is very convenient for mak-
ing a ghost walk. 

I draped the white silk cover, now 
expanded to the size of a small sheet, 
over the two ribs of the umbrella. A 
pull on one of the silk cords raises the 
ribs, causing the "ghost" to flap its 
silken wings as I've been told some 
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ghosts are in the habit of doing. Ex-
panding the reaching rod, I could lie 
fiat on my back, apparently a helpless 
old man tied hand and foot, and make 
my ghost perform at a distance of 
twelve or more feet from me. 

I lay there on the floor, listening to 
what went on in the next room. I 
could hear Tiny Tim's shrill voice 
above the voices of the two toughs. 
Tim was saying that his two captors 
could go to a warmer climate. He was 
denying emphatically that he was a po-
lice spy. 

"Listen, yah little squirt," one of the 
men threatened, "how'd you like to 
have your arm twisted off, huh? When 
we said give, we meant give." 

I thought it was time for the Ghost 
to intervene. 

CHAPTER XXII 

Escape 

ERTAIN muscles in 
my t h r o a t drew 
t i g h t . From my 
parted lips sounded 
the rollicking ghoul-
ish laughter of the 
Ghost. At the same 
time I extended the 
umbrella - reaching -
rod with the white 

siik doth draped over the movable 
arms. Two fingers of my left hand 
were in the rings that controlled the 
silk threads that made the white silk 
put on its surprising performance. 

In the room outside, there was an in-
terval of silence. Then a man's hoarse 
voice asked: 

"What was that?" 
"Somebody laughing," came the an-

swer. 
"But where? The old man in there?" 
"That wasn't an old man. That 

was—" 
I didn't hear the rest because I gave 

out with more ghoulish laughter. In 
the next room, a man cursed and strode 

to the door of my prison. He unlocked 
it, swung it wide. Light falling 
through the open door was sufficient 
to barely illuminate my prone figure, 
but the whiteness of the "spirit" I op-
erated stood out clearly. 

I made the spirit flap. The man in 
the door turned, saw the white thing 
that danced twelve feet from me. He 
jerked out a gun, fired a shot The 
spirit soared toward him and the 
Ghost's laughter screamed. 

The second man pushed through the 
door, took one look, cried out hoarsely. 
He too pulled a gun, tried a shot. I 
jerked the second thread which fired 
the cigarette lighter under the magne-
sium treated cloth. There was a blind-
ing flash of light. The two men ducked 
their heads. And as my dancing spirit 
vanished in the blast of flame, I swept 
the reaching-rod across to the door 
and used it to slam the door shut be-
hind them. 

In the total darkness, the ventrilo-
quism of the Ghost is his best weapon. 
The laughter echoed from every corner 
as I got to my feet, pulled my gun from 
its gimmick. The laughter drew fire 
from one of the crooks, but his shot 
ŝtruck the wall yards from the source 

of my laughter. Gun-flame targeted 
the man and I fired two quick shots 
and moved swiftly toward the door. 

It was a break that at least one of 
my slugs struck the man. As Ned 
Standish always says, I'm not the 
world's best shot. I heard the man 
strike the floor. His companion beat 
me to the door, yanked it open. He 
twisted in the doorway and tried a pan-
icky shot back into the room. He was 
nearly as lucky as I, for I felt the bullet 
jerk at my sleeve. 

I didn't retaliate. The man was on 
the rim and I didn't think he'd stop in 
a hurry. What I wanted was to get to 
Tiny Tim and then have a little time to 
look around the pet shop in search of a 
clue. 

I heard the man race up the steps, 
heard the door slam. And I went out 
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into the room where Tiny Tim Terry 
was tied to the top of a small table. 
He looked at me, his baby face screwed 
up into a knot. 

'It 's about time, Ghost. About 
time." 

I took out my knife and cut him 
loose. 

A QUICK search of the shop re-
vealed nothing that could be con-

strued as evidence. The man I had 
shot at dead, one of my slugs 
through the center of his forehead I 
picked Tith up- under ihy arm and car-
ried him up the steps and out the front 
door of the shop. Across the street, 
Merry was waiting for us with the mo-
tor of the car running. We piled into 
the front seat with h£r and got going. 

Merry looked at Iftm. The little 
man was Shaking all over with excite-
ment, groping in his pocket for one of 
his enormous cigars. 

"I got to quit smoking," he said, as 
he lighted up. "It's bad for my health. 
In fact, it pretty near ended my career. 
As soon as I got out of the trunk of the 
car which those two mugs were riding 
in, I skipped across the street to call 
you, George. They must have glimmed 
me from the pet shop. 

"I needed a smoke bad, so while I 
was calling you in the store across the 
street, I lighted a cigar. Pretty soon, 
the two mugs came in, put a gun on the 
proprietor, mobbed me in the phone 
booth, I'm sorry, George. I shouldn't 
have broken the rules like that." 

"Sorry I haven't time to give you the 
bawling out you deserve for taking 
such chances," I said. "Let me off up 
here at the corner, Merry. I want to 
call the cops." 

"You should have captured some of 
the men and put them on the grid. Or 
griddle or grill," Merry said to me. 

I shook my head. 
"They don't know who their chief is. 

He wouldn't wear a mask around them 
if they did, Besides, there's one of the 
gang tied up in a crate at the back of 

the house. I'll have the police pick him 
up and let them do the grilling/' I 
smiled down at Merry. "Or maybe it's 
griddle or grid." 

It \vas a funny thing, but Merry's 
"grid, griddle, grill," kept running 
through my head like the strain of a 
popular song. 

I got out near a shabby lower east-
side hotel and Merry and Tim went on 
with the car. From a booth in the ho-
tel, I contacted Ned Standish and told 
him about the business at the Oliver 
Street pet shop. 

"Yots'd better send some men to 
clean up and stop up the hole so the 
rats can't get back. Not that the brain 
behind this mob would ever think of 
using the same place again." 

"I wish you'd come around where I 
could talk to you, Ghost," Standish 
said. "You see, we've picked up the 
lisping man. We got him on ice—in 
the morgue." 

HEN I stepped through the 
door of that gloomy building 

on the north side of Bellevue Hospital 
grounds, close to midnight, I was in my 
plain clothes sergeant's guise. I went 
directly to the room in the morgue 
which Medical Examiner Robert Dem-
arest calls his own. Demarest himself 
admitted me, and I knew by his greet-
ing that he was either alone or that 
only Standish was with him. 

"How's ghosting?" he asked. 
I stepped into the room and went 

over to shake hands with Standish. 
The commissioner looked a little griz-
zled about the chops. His hard gray 
eyes seemed to have sunk: farther back 
in his head. His black mustache looked 
a little ragged. 

"Don't think you've got the brains 
of this outfit in your morgue, even if he 
does lisp,* I said at once. 

"Who said he lisped—the brains, I 
mean?" Standish asked. 

"I said so," I informed him. "He 
was talking with me a couple of hours 
ago." 
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Standish plumped out his cheeks and 
let the air explode out of them. 

"Then why in hell didn't you—" he 
stopped. 

"Sorry, George," he said. "This 
thing is getting the old man down. I 
suppose if you could have brought Mr. 
Brains in with you, you would have." 

I nodded. "I was hampered by a few 
yards of clothesline and too many peo-
ple looking on. Too many guns, too." 

I told them of what Merry and Tim 
had discovered about Mrs. Kurtzner 
and about the adventure at the pet 
shop. 

"Get Mrs. Kurtzner and put her on 
the fire," Demarest suggested. 

"You mean the grid, griddle, or 
grill," I said. 

Demarest looked at me as though he 
thought I was crazy. I didn't bother 
to deny it. 

"Mrs. Kurtzner," I said, "is perfectly 
clean. She's got that appearance, any-
way. You can't do much about her if 
she says she was robbed, and I expect 
the robbery has been reported at head-
quarters by now. You can bet there 
was some pretty good evidence left be-
hind to prove, in the eyes of the law, 
that she had been robbed. You couldn't 
get to first base with a case against her, 
and you know it." 

"I'm not disputing that," Standish 
said. "Want to see our lisping man? 
He's the chap with whom your pal Joe 
Harper had a run-in over in Hoboken. 
His name's E. L. Long and he died re-
sisting arrest. He left Hoboken and 
came over here, tried again to get med-
ical attention and the doctor was smart 
enough to get word to the cops." 

We went out into the refrigerator 
room and Demarest readily found the 
proper crypt and opened the door. He 
hauled the dead man out on the roller 
slab and I looked down into the face of 
the corpse. And I could see where Joe 
Harper, his head reeling from the gun 
barrel blow he had received, might 
have thought this man was Leonard 
Van Sickle, especially just after discov-

ering one of Van Sickle's suits in the 
closet of the Long house in Hoboken. 

"It's too bad Long died," the com-
missioner said. "We might have got 
something out of hira about the iden-
tity of the man behind these suicides." 

"W^EMAREST shoved the body back 
into its crypt and closed the door. 

"I wonder if Long knew who his 
boss was?" he mused. 

I shook my head. "Perhaps Tanko 
knows, because Tanko is the brain's 
strong-arm man. But so far as Long 
or Patsy Moore or Arnold Smock or 
any of the rest go, you'll find they don't 
know who their chief is." 

We walked back to Demarest's office, 
and there pulled up chairs around the 
desk, had a drink, and lighted cigars. 
We did some summing-up. 

"We're stalled," Ned Standish said 
tiredly. "We can't even establish mur-
der." 

"We can," Demarest disagreed. 
"We've got circumstantial evidence to 
prove that Van Sickle didn't intend to 
commit suicide. The stuff that the 
Ghost and Joe, Harper have dug up 
would indicate that Van Sickle, under 
the name of Fabian Deeming, was go-
ing to cash in on some stock and run 
off to Europe with the Kurtzner 
woman. On the Max Gerrich case, I'll 
admit we're stuck. There's nothing 
but that business of Latin-derivation 
words in his suicide note to indicate 
that he might have written it at some-
one's dictation. And the murder 
of Jonathan Marvin—" D e m a r e s t 
shrugged. 

"I s u g g e s t concentration on the 
death of the lisping map," I said. "And 
I mean Leonard Van Sickle. We can 
prove that was murder." 

Ned Standish wriggled in his chair, 
looked from Demarest to me. He was 
frowning. 

"This may be an idiotic question, but 
have we decided that Van Sickle is 
dead?" 

"Beyond a shadow of a doubt J" Dem-
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arest snapped. "The man scraped up 
off the Sidewalk in front of the Cronner 
was Van Sickle. If George says the 
master mind lisps, why then there just 
has to be a third lisping mail some-
where." 

"That'th the," I said, lisping, and 
Ned Standish darted a glance at me and 
opened his mouth slowly. 

"I get it," he said. 
"Anybody can lisp," I said. "The 

only really dumb play the chief crimi-
nal has made, he made tonight, He 
didn't investigate the old man with the 
umbrella thoroughly enough. I mean 
yours truly, of course. If he had killed 
me, I'd have gone into the big black 
elsewhere thinking that the murdereT 
was pretty smart There's only one 
reason he put on that lisping act to-
night. He read in the papers that Van 
Sickle was believed to be alive. He 
thought that if he lisped in my pres-
ence and then didn't kill me, I'd go out 
of the pet shop and tell the cops that 
the brains of the business was Leonard 
Van Sickle. Van Sickle is dead and I 
know who killed him." 

DEMAREST raised one of his 
sleepy eyelids and glared at me. 

"Would you mind being more spe-
cific?" 

"Gladly. I've now got three points 
to go on. First of all, the murderer 
had to be a man who was in the Cron-
ner Hotel the night Van Sickle was 
pushed out of the window. Our mur-
derer was in the hotel that night. 

"Second, the murderer left behind 
him a material clue of such importance 
that he sent Tanko back to the Van 
Sickle suite to get it." 

"You mean that crazy little spiral of 
wire?" the commissioner asked. 

"Yes. I think I know what that clue 
is and who it belongs to. The third 
point is in the nature of a question. 
Tanko knew me as the Ghost when I 
was wearing the disguise of Dr. Stacey. 
How did he know? Answer that one 
and you've got the whole thing in a 

nutshell." 
"It's in your nutshell, maybe," 

Standish said, "but I'm damned if it's 
in mine." 

"I say I know who the guilty party 
is," I went on, "but I'm not announc-
ing him because I haven't as yet got 
enough proof to stand up in court. And 
that's what you want." 

"You might give us the killer's name 
anyway, just so we can write it in our 
diaries," Demarest said drily. 

"Your list of suspects is as long as 
mine," I said. "Arnold Smock, Theo 
Quinn, Elmer Tanko, Lucretia Kurtz-
ner, a blonde named Miss Rice, a pri-
vate detective named Ken Vicke*s, 
Taylor Owens, Hugo Wayne, Patsy 
Moore—" 

"Oh, let it go," Demarest said. 
"One of them fits the picture," I said. 

"And the killer's scheme is so perfect 
that if you pinched him he'd have an 
even chance of breaking Standish for 
false arrest. Worse, if you pinched 
him, there would be no guarantee that 
his murder-machine couldn't go right 
on functioning." 

The phone on Demarest's desk rang. 
The medical examiner reached for it 
lazily and then passed the instrument 
to Standish. Apparently, it was Stand-
ish's secretary Hadley on the wire. We 
heard Standish say: "Okay, Hadley, 
you have him call me here at once. If 
he's not one of those cranks, I'll talk 
with him." 

Standish hung up. A man by the 
name of Hurst had been trying to get 
hold of him. Hurst claimed to have an 
entirely new angle en the Van Sickle 
affair, according to Hadley. Hadley 
had checked on Huist, found that he 
was David John Hurst, who had once 
held a responsible position in Wa!l 
Street and was a man of considerable 
weight even today. 

M T E HADN'T long to wait before 
ww the phone rang again. Standish 

answered, smothered the transmitter 
against his chest and whispered to us: 
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"It's Hurst." 
The commissioner listened for a mo-

ment and then said that he would be 
right over. He hung up and turned to 
me. 

"This Hurst chap says he's got 
the McCoy. He says he knows what 
kind of a scheme Van Sickle and Mar-
vin were trapped in, because he's in the 
same sort of a trap himself. He says 
he can see through the scheme and will 
tell the whole business, point his fin-
gers and name names. He's got a place 
out on West End Avenue, wants me to 
come out right away. I think this man 
is sincere. He sounds it Will you 
come along, George?" 

"Of course," I said. 
Demarest got up and reached for his 

hat. 
"I might as well go too," he said 

gloomily. "If Hurst doesn't need the 
medical examiner now, he'll need one 
by the time we get there." 

Demarest was a little bit wrong, but 
not much. 

CHAPTER XXIII 

Masked Death 

tie bit like having an undertaker offer 
you his business card. 

We made ourselves comfortable in 
chairs. Hurst, sitting very straight 
upon a stool, lighted his cigarette and 
held it awkwardly between his fingers. 

"How much life insurance do you 
carry, Mr. Hurst?" I asked abruptly. 

He looked at me, startled. 
"Why—why, that's exactly what I 

called you here to talk about I carry 
two hundred thousand dollars worth. 
If I were to die tomorrow, the pro-
ceeds would be divided equally be-
tween my daughter and a charity or-
ganization—" 

"Have you a daughter?" I cut in. 
"I have. She lives in Chicago—" 
"All right," I said. "I believe you 

have something extremely important 
to tell us. I perceive, however, that 
you are under the strain of a consider-
able fear, and so may tend more or less 
unconsciously to hold back certain 
things. Suppose, therefore, you let me 
give you my conception of the matter— 
in other words let me tell you what I 
imagine you were about to tell me, 
checking me where you find me wrong 
in any particular. That will make it 
easier for you. Agreed?" 

"Agreed," said Hurst and he re-
laxed a little. "What is your concep-
tion of the matter?" 

"I fs an insurance swindle," I an-
swered promptly. "You know it to be 
such, and so does your daughter who 
is to be part-beneficiary. The charity 
you speak of is simply a myth and you 
also know it to be such. It is simply 
the collector for the criminal who is be-
hind the whole scheme. The idea is 
that the criminal who plans the hoax 
should collect half of the total insur-
ance, and that you should collect the 
rest of it through your daughter who 
has agreed to the plan. Right so far?" 

"Right" said Hurst, wetting his lips. 
"Go on." 

"According to the criminals your 
death is to be faked. That is what they 
have told you. Your daughter will ool-

URST had a place in 
the eighties—a small 
but comfortahle look-
ing brick house. We 
parked out in front, 
went to the door. A 
tall, distinguished 
looking man with 
piercing blue eyes 
opened the door 

for us. 
"Mr. Hurst?" S t a n d i s h inquired 

pleasantly. 
The man nodded. "Come in, Com-

missioner." 
We went into a nicely appointed liv-

ing room and Standish introduced 
Demarest and me. I thought that 
Hurst turned a shade paler when he 
discovered that Demarest was the med-
ical examiner. It must have been a lit-
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lect one hundred thousand dollars and 
pass it over to you. The criminals, 
through this fake charity, will collect 
the balance as payment for originating, 
devising and carrying through the 
scheme. Right so far?" 

"Right," said Hurst. 

AN EXCLAMATION broke from 
Standish. He was staring at 

Hurst curiously. 
"I wouldn't think that anybody, 

much less a man of your obvious in-
telligence, would fall for a scheme like 
that," he said. 

"You're wrong," Hurst said. "A lot 
of men would. A lot of men have 
stinted themselves all their lives, pay-
ing money into life insurance com-
panies, and all the time wishing that 
they could enjoy the full face amount 
of their policies while still alive. That's 
why they'd fall for it, that's why the 
plan's a natural. Only"—he paused— 
"I didn't fall for it. I didn't because I 
saw through it, saw what was beneath 
it, hidden from the sight of those whom 
the criminal devisors of the scheme ap-
proached as prospects." 

"What did you see?" I asked. 
Hurst smiled a little sadly. 
"I think you already know what I 

saw and don't need me to tell you. You 
seem to know so much, perhaps more 
than I do. But since you ask, I'll tell 
you: 

"The idea was brought to me not by 
the criminals themselves but by a 
friend of mine, Stephen Perkins. He 
was completely sold on it and had 
readily agreed to fall in with the crimi-
nal scheme. 

"I listened to Perkins,. I was 
tempted. Then, all at once, I saw 
something in it that frightened me." 

"You saw murder," I prompted. 
"Yes," he said, almost in a whisper. 

His voice rose. "But I didn't think 
that what I saw was possible. Then 
came Leonard Van Sickle's death. The 
thought came back to me, and I felt 
certain that Van Sickle had been 

sucked into a scheme from which he 
himself would never benefit." 

"You thought in other words that 
Van Sickle was really and truly dead," 
I said. 

"Yes," he answered. 
At this point I asked Standish if this 

Stephen Perkins had turned up on the 
"suicide" list yet. He said "no." 

"Why did you agree to the idea?" 
Demarest snapped at Hurst. "You say 
you're caught in the same trap, yet you 
suspected almost from the very begin-
ning that the criminals were not going 
to be on the level with their 'clients.'" 

"Van Sickle was a friend of mine," 
Hurst said. "So I told Perkins that I'd 
be glad to listen to the particulars of 
the proposition. A man by the name of 
Tanko came to me and we had a talk. 
I seemed to agree. Actually, I was just 
doing a bit of amateur detective work. 
I hope you believe me when I say 
that." 

"Naturally, we do," I said. "We cer-
tainly don't think that a man in his 
right mind would enter a scheme like 
that just for the sake of making himself 
a candidate for murder. But I don't 
think you were very sensible—" 

I BROKE off. Hurst had gotten to 
his feet. He had been sitting fac-

ing the door. The commissioner, Dem-
arest and I were in chairs facing Hurst. 
Hurst's eyes stared glassily at the door. 
His mouth worked wordlessly. I got 
out of my chair, at the same time draw-
ing my gun. I turned. 

A masked man stood in the door, an 
automatic in his hand. Beside him was 
a masked hood of similar build to the 
one who had escaped me at the pet 
shop, and this one was nursing a 
tommy-gun. 

Demarest on my left and the com-
missioner on my right, both stood up 
and raised their hands. The masked 
man said harshly: "Drop it," meaning 
my gun. 

But I didn't. He thought I did, but 
I didn't. A snap of my right wrist and 
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I vanished my gun ijito the pouch at-
tached to the left side Idling of n*y coat. 

"Aji Tight;' tfce masked man s^id. 
And that -was a Signal to the man ^ t h 
the machine g^n. As Tanko advanced 
toward me, the deadly chatter of the 
tommy-gun cut through the taut 
silence within the room. I saw Hurst 
curl up like the leaves of a sensitive 
plant, spin half around on his heels, hit 
the floor. I released my right-pocket 
gun down; onto the floor over to my left 
and to Demarest's feet. My knife ap-
peared in my eight hand as I rushed 
the masked man. Hie masked man's 
gun blazed, but my left hand had al-
ready jammed it upward, i felt the hot 
flame from the muzzle across my face, 
drove my right hand forward to sink 
the knife blade into the masked man, 

I never quite knew where my blade 
got him, because at fbat moment some-
body shot out the light, it was 
Standish who did for the light thereby 
preventing a slaughter. Anyway I left 
my best knife In the masked man. And 
when the black-out came, the masked 
man eeled out of my grasp and opened 
up with Ms gun again. 

He was going into retreat, marked 
by a blaze of gunfire to tahe door. I 
knew my shooting wouldn't stop him 
unless I fras lucky. As for Demarest, 
I think he was somewhere behind a 
chair, popping shots at the man with 
the tommy-gun. 

No sooner was the kn#e I had used 
on the masked man out of the grasp of 
my rigfofctiaad, than I retrieved the gun 
I Had vanished Wltli toy htft. I tftitfk 
the hood with the machine gun had a 
grudge against Ned because 
his tommy-gun was riddling every 
piece of furniture behind which a man 
could have hidden. 

Then I saw Standish come out from 
behind a Japanese screen. He moved 
across a window and was dimly illum-
inated by the night glow for just a 
moment, his heavy jaw Jutting as 
fiercely as the Po!ic6 Positive his rigltt 
hand carried. He tiifeti for the masked 
man as that individual went through 
the door, drew machine gun fire, and 
flattened to crawl behind a davenport. 
And then I lost track of the commis-
sioner and Demarest. 

I went through the door after the 
masked kfHer. I saw him legging across 
the lawn toward a parked car. He 
tried a shot over his shoulder that came 
close, but I kept going. 

THE killer had a man at the wheel 
of his ear and the motor was go-

ing. Almost as soon as he struck the 
running board, the car rocketed from 
the curb. I sprang into the police car 
and kicked at the starter. The Starter-
motor-whined. I leaded forward, watch-
ing through the windshield as the car 

[Turn page] 
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which carried the killer turned west at 
the corner. The starter-motor of the 
police car still whined. And I knew 
that was that. They had pulled a por-
tion of the ignition cable before enter-
ing the Hurst house. 

I had a pretty clear idea of the "what" 
and "why" of the tragedy so recently 
enacted. Hurst had been slated to die. 
It was that which had drawn Tanko— 
for I was sure it had been Tanko—to 
the Hurst home. Not our presence, 
for he had had no way of knowing that 
we would be there. 

But, reaching the house, he had seen 
the police car. He had leaped to the 
quick and correct conclusion that 
Hurst was spilling the beans. He had 
seen only one course open to him—to 
kill! To kill quickly and thoroughly 
and unanimously, all of us! 

Well, he had failed, except for poor 
Hurst who had been the victim of his 
own desire to play detective. 

I went back to the house. There 
was no sound of gunfire—only the 
chatter of neighbors knocked from 
their sleep by the thunder of our war-
fare. Lights came on in the Hurst 
living room. I went through the open 
door. 

The man with the machine gun still 
had his weapon. His arms were folded 
around it and his legs were drawn up 
under him. His head was twisted 
around so that I could see one side of 
it, and two fatal wounds showed. 

Ned Standish was standing over the 
man, his smoking revolver in his hand. 
With all due apologies to his succes-
sors, I don't suppose New York ever 
had a police commissioner who was as 
thoroughly a cop as Ned Standish. The 
man cquld stand up under gunplay or 
physical punishment, always the same 
iron man, hitting hard, shooting with 
the same accuracy that had won him 
a medaj when he had gone through his 
first police training. 

Demarest was sitting on the arm of 
a chair, his chin in one hand. 

"Some men," he said, "are born 

crazy. Others get that way, meaning 
you, Ghost. You left a nice, gentle-
manly profession like magic to play in 
a slaughter house." 

I didn't say anything. All this re-
minded me of a game of chess. We 
were taking the criminals piece by 
piece, but the checkmate was still a 
good distance away. 

CHAPTER XXIV 

Man About to Die 

asked HAT now?" 
Standish. 

We were both 
wondering if the 
criminals would have 
the colossal nerve to 
try to collect the in-
surance money made 
available to them 
after the wanton 

murder of David Hurst. I didn't think 
they would. Standish did. 

"They'd have the nerve, only the in-
surance company won't pay," he said. 
"Yet they'd have a legal case if we 
couldn't establish a connection be-
tween them and Hurst's murders." 

"True," I said. "It is an established 
judicial principle that no man may be 
permitted to profit by his own wrong. 
So we've got to pin the wrong where 
it belongs. The charity beneficiary is 
a fraud, of course, but the named ben-
eficiary is probably the secretary of 
some charitable institution." 

"Well, you can lay a bet," Standish 
said grimly, "that if the money is paid 
out, we'll grab the collector of it." 

"Who won't know the name of the 
brains behind this business," I said. 

I went to the rectory and there I 
found Joe Harper asleep on the couch. 
He woke up when I came in to tell me 
that a dentist by the name of MacKay 
had been calling for Dr. Stacey most 
of the evening. Joe had taken the tele-
phone number. Could it be that the 
advertisement I had inserted, in an 
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effort to find the dentist who had 
pulled Van Sickle's teeth, was going to 
bring me something besides trouble? 
I telephoned Mac Kay at once. 

The dentist explained that the rea-
son he had not answered my ad earlier 
was that he hadn't seen it. He had 
been called out of town to attend a 
funeral. Looking over an accumulation 
of newspapers on his return, he had 
found the ad. Could he still earn the 
hundred dollars? 

I told him that there would be a 
check for him in the mail tomorrow if 
he would answer my questions over 
the phone. Needless to say it would 
be a cashiers check to protect my 
anonymity. I did not need the infor-
mation anymore, but I had inserted the 
ad, se it was a kind of promise I felt 
obligated to keep. 

MacKay told me what I had already 
inferred—that Van Sickle had come to 
him voluntarily and had asked him to 
extract all his teeth. MacKay had 
argued against it, because the teeth 
were good, but he had needed the 
money and Van Sickle had been insis-
tent. 

Anyway, I now had enough material 
to reconstruct the crime of the murder 
of the lisping Leonard Van Sickle. I 
thought I could do fairly well with re-
construction of the other murders as 
well, though I would have to play on 
my imagination a little. 

MY next job was to visit Mr. 

Stephen Perkins, the man 
named by David Hurst as another 
prospective victim of the criminal's 
suicide-murder scheme. 

At three o'clock in the morning, I 
found Stephen Perkins in the lower 
half of a Bronx two-family house, 
sleeping the sleep of the just. I was 
still wearing the disguise that identi-
fied me as Sergeant Hammill and the 
official shield that went with it, so that 
when Perkins staggered to the door in 
his pajamas, his eyes puffy from sleep, 
there was really nothing he could do 

but let me in to see him. 
"The police," he said. "Yes, the 

police. J-just wait until I put on my 
robe." 

I followed him into his bedroom 
where he put on a bathrobe, then I 
told him to sit down on the bed. He 
was a tall man, with blonde hair that 
was becoming a bit sandy now that he 
had reached middle age. There were 
many wrinkles about his eyelids and 
his prominent nose. His mouth was 
lax-lipped. I felt that I could do a 
pretty good job of impersonating him. 

Perkins sat down gingerly On the 
edge of the bed and I stood in front of 
him. 

"You got yourself into what appears 
to be an insurance swindle, didn't 
you?" I said without further prelim-
inaries. 

"Wh-what do you mean?" he asked, 
fingering the bed clothes. 

"You're a damned poor liar," I told 
him. "Hurst told us what you were 
up to before he died." 

"Hurst? David Hurst—dead?" 
I gave him the details of Hurst's 

death and smeared it on pretty thick. 
He needed something to wake him up. 

"And," I added, "among other bright 
men who thought they were going to 
have a good time on their own life in-
surance, are Jonathan Marvin and 
Leonard Van Sickle. Perhaps you've 
been reading about their 'suicides'." 

"B-but they're not really dead," 
Perkins objected. I could see more 
clearly than ever before, how anyone 
who would permit himself to be vic-
timized by the same plot would have to 
believe that. 

Perkins bit his lip. "You shouldn't 
have made me say that," he said in a 
frightened voice. "They said they'd 
kill me if I hreathed a word—" 

"I know," I interrupted. "But what 
you don't know is that they'd kill you 
anyway. Would you care to avoid fill-
ing a grave for a while, Mr. Perkins? 
If so, you'd better tell me exactly what 
the plan was." 
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"Well," Perkins began slowly, "a 
man came to me and wondered if he 
couldn't sell me more insurance. He 
was a tall man with a scar on his chin." 

My friend Tanko again. 

f f W OBJECTED on the grounds 
that I was having trouble keep-

ing up the insurance I had, and that, 
having been left pretty much alone in 
life, I could see no reason why I 
should provide insurance that would 
enable my spendthrift nephews to 
have a good time after I was dead. Be-
sides, I wanted to have a little fun 
myself." 

"There was a woman, eh?" I asked 
suggestively. 

"Yes," he said. "But she isn't mixed 
up in this. She couldn't be. She's too 
good and beautiful. Just a harmless 
widow. 

"The proposition made me by this 
man was extremely attractive. I have 
about a hundred and fifty thousand 
dollars in life insurance. It was sug-
gested that I change the beneficiaries 
on my policies. Seventy-five thousand 
was to go to this widow lady who 
would hold it for me until we could 
skip the country together. The rest of 
the insurance money was to go to the 
son of a man I had never heard of. This 
man, I was told, would commit sui-
cide in my place and in such a manner 
that his features would be completely 
obliterated. In other words, the body 
of this man would be identified as 
Stephen Perkins." 

"And," I interrupted, you were sup-
posed to collect through the widow, 
while the criminals collected through 
the son of the man who killed himself 
in your place. And you really thought 
that somebody would be willing to 
commit suicide to accommodate you?" 

Perkins nodded. 
"Certainly. The man was in poor 

health and was going to die in a few 
weeks anyway. He had no way of sup-
porting his son." 

"Didn't you ask the man with the 

scarred chin to show you this suicide 
proxy?" I asked. 

Perkins shook his head. "I didn't 
bother. I went confidentially to my 
friend Hurst and talked the matter over 
with him. Hurst said he'd like to get 
in on the scheme, so I thought it was 
all right." 

"Now Hurst is dead," I said. "Hurst 
saw there was something crooked 
somewhere and wanted to play ama-
teur detective. But Mr. Leonard Van 
Sickle, with his love of details, al-
though he fell for the scheme too, de-
manded to see the man who was to be 
proxy for him in death." 

And that, I knew, and the reader has 
perhaps guessed, was the reason Van 
Sickle had had his teeth removed. De-
manding to see this man who was go-
ing to commit suicide for him, the crim-
inals had brought out Mr. Long, Joe 
Harper's lisping assailant from Hobo-
ken. Van Sickle saw that there was a 
superficial resemblence, but also noted 
that Long didn't have any teeth. So 
that was the reason Van Sickle had had 
his teeth removed. 

Van Sickle had carried the teeth 
away from the dentist's with him, hid-
ing them in his safe, keeping them just 
as he had kept his removed appendix, 
as though he could not bear to part 
with anything that had once belonged 
to him. 

I looked squarely at Perkins. 
"Didn't it ever occur to you that after 

you had changed your insurance poli-
cies to the two new beneficiaries, that 
all the criminals had to do to collect 
was to murder you?" 

PERKINS blinked his wrinkled 
eyelids. 

"I — I never thought. I — Good 
Lord!" 

"They had to write a suicide note, 
I suppose?" I said. "Get it for me." 
Perkins went to his desk, took out the 
note. He brought it back to me in 
trembling hands. 

"You—you don't suppose that my 
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friend, that sweet lady—" 
"The widow, you mean? Van Sickle 

was going to run off with a widow too. 
Be that as it may, the gang still stood 
to collect seventy-five grand and not 
by any proxy-suicide arrangement 
either. To make sure that the body was 
identified as yours, you, and you alone, 
would be the one to die." 

"You—you mean they would murder 
me?" he gasped. 

"Of course. They'd do it subtly so 
it would look like suicide, plant this 
note beside your body, and leave you 
alone. Very much alone in a lot of 
blackness." 

Perkins shuddered. Then he stood 
up and grasped the lapels of my coat. 

"What can I do to avoid this? You've 
got to tell me! You've got to help me!" 

"That's what I'm here for," I said. 
"I'm taking you out of this house at 
once and secretly. This time, there'll 
be a proxy for the suicide act." 

I didn't tell him so, but I was going 
to be that proxy. 

CHAPTER X X V 

I Dig My Grave 

ARLY, before dawn 
in fact, Perkins was 
out of the house and 
off to spend some 
time in Tim Terry's 
apartment. And be-
fore dawn I took 
Glenn Saunders, my 
double and assistant, 
into the Perkins 

house in the Bronx and explained some 
changes I wanted made in the place. 

That was high-handed of me, but 
Perkins owned the place so I didn't 
care much. After all, it was a small 
price to pay for saving his life. 

Glenn Saunders, skilled artisan that 
he is, was to install a trap door in the 
floor of the living room and make cer-
tain changes in the lighting of the 
place. And in spite of his likeness to 

George Chance, no one would have 
mistaken him for me. In carpenters' 
overalls and dark glasses, his face 
smudged with dirt, he was pretty well 
disguised. 

It was now time to double-check my 
deductions by having a talk with the 
manager of the Hotel Cronner and also 
the proprietor of a little Shop on East 
Forty-Fifth Street. 

As soon as I wds through with this 
double-checking, which t am keeping 
under my hat for the present, I visited 
Police Headquarters and talked with 
Ned Standish. I told him exactly what 
I planned to do, and what cooperation 
I expected from him. 

I then spent some time with Stephen 
Perkins in Tim Terry's apartment, 
carefully watching the man, memoriz-
ing his characteristic movements, every 
line of his face and figure, paying par-
ticular attention to the way he talked. 
I took a few snapshots of Perkins, had 
them developed at the police labora-
tory. After that I was ready to step 
out of the shoes of Sergeant HammilL 

THAT night, the combing of my 
hair changed, its color changed, 

too, with powder that made it appear 
sandy, I moved into the duplex of 
Stephen Perkins. With putty and 
plumpers, I had built the contours of 
my face to match those of Perkins. I 
had matched the color of his com-
plexion, added penciled wrinkles about 
my eyes. Alone in Perkins' house. I 
talked to myself, but in Perkins' voice, 
until to speak as Perkins spoke was 
second nature. 

And I was perfectly willing to meet 
any sort of "suicide" that Tanko and 
the master mind of the criminal gang 
had planned. If death was to come 
with bullets, I was prepared with a 
bullet proof vest. If I Was to drink 
poison, I had the proper magical cup 
to drink it from, for it was made after 
the manner of a magieian's Foo-can 
for vanishing liquids. I even had a 
knife with a telescoping blade which 
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I thought might come in. handy. 
Finally, beneath my arms, close in-

side the armpits and held there with 
pieces of adhesive tape, were small 
wooden balls, one ball in each armpit. 
These balls had a most important place 
in my scheme of things. 

I inspected the workmanship of 
Gtenn Saunders. It was, as usual, per-
fect. No magician's stage ever was 
rigged up better, with concealed traps, 
mirrors, and ultra-violet lighting. On 
the bed in the bedroom was a special 
sheet, a double affair with flexible ribs 
of metal concealed inside. 

Robert Demarest was taken into the 
secret of the sheet and he knew exactly 
how it was to be used. 

In a rented room across the street 
from the Perkins place, Merry White 
waited for a signal from me. Joe Har-
per was not far distant, either. And 
in a closet in the hall between living 
room and kitchen in the Perkins house, 
were black robes and carefully con-
structed death masks. There was a 
death mask made with a photograph 
of the late Max Gerrich as a model, 
another made in the image of Leonard 
Van Sickle, a third modeled after 
Jonathan Marvin, a fourth made up to 
resemble the face of E. L. Long of 
Hoboken. A fifth mask was made from 
the dead face of David John Hurst. 
And a sixth mask had been modeled 
after the living face of Stephen Per-
kins, whom I was impersonating! 

And with all these preparations, 
nothing happened the first night that 
I was alone in the Perkins house. 

The next day came and went, and 
the night followed. Nothing happened. 
And the next day Commissioner Stand-
ish sent me a letter, for we didn't 
think it was smart to communicate by 
phone from the Perkins house. 

"Of all the brass-lined gtrts!" Standish's 
note read. "They're going to try and col-
lect on the Hurst killing. HaW of Hurstfs 
policies are payable to a man named Paget 
who is secretary of a beneficent society for 
the protection of oppressed children in the 
Far East. Paget, who' looks pious as a monk, 

has put through his claim. What's to be 
done?" 

OW that I was established in the 
identity of Perkins, living in Per-

kins' house, it would have been ex-
tremely risky for me to leave the house 
in any other identity. For all I knew, 
the criminals might be watching me 
twenty-four hours a day. So I left the 
house, walking as Stephen Perkins 
would have walked, looking like 
Stephen Perkins, my lips drooping 
dumbly as his drooped. I went to a 
nearby drugstore and into the phone 
booth at the back. I gave Ned Stand-
ish a ring and got him on the second 
trial. 

"Listen, Ned," I told him, "this is 
going to be okay. You just keep the 
chief suspects on tap where you can get 
them quickly. About this chap Paget, 
just keep an eye on him. Have Vickers 
let his check come through. And when 
Paget cashes, grab him. Hustle him 
and the money down to police head-
quarters. Just tell him you're checking 
on him to see that his charity is legiti-
mate. But you don't check on him. 
What you do is get the money away 
from him, see?" 

"No," Standish objected. 
"You will when I get through. Do 

you know what napbthionate is?" 
"No," Standish said, "unless it's 

something to clean clothes with." 
"It isn't. You t4lk to Demarest 

about it. It's a powder. All you have 
to do is get Demarest alone with that 
money for a little while. Have him 
dust every bill lightly with naphthi-
onate. When he gets that done, you 
pack up the money and return it to 
Paget with profuse apologies. Add 
Paget to your list of suspects, but don't 
watch him so close that he won't have 
a chance to pay the money over to his 
big boss. The napthionate won't come 
off. Once it gets on the hands, it's 
scarcely visible and mighty hard to 
wash o?ff. Now do what I say and stop 
worrying." 

That done, I bought a cigar and went 
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back to the Perkins house. The rest 
of the day I waited. All this watchful 
waiting was driving me batty, but 
there wasn't anything I could do about 
it. The move I had told Standish to 
make would convince the criminals 
that their plan was fool proof. They 
would certainly make an attempt to kill 
the man they thought was Perkins. 

Night came. At eight o'clock, the 
Perkins phone rang. I picked it up and 
answered in Perkins' voice. Elmer 
Tanko's voice came out of the receiver. 

"Mr. Perkins, if you've got some 
time tonight, I'd like to talk over our 
little plan with you. A few matters to 
settle. When will it be convenient?" 

"About ten o'clock," I said. "I'll be 
expecting you." 

He didn't know how much I'd be ex-
pecting him! 

I hung up and went at once to the 
front of the house where I stood in the 
window and lighted a cigarette. In the 
house across the street, where Merry 
White waited, a second story window-
shade went down. Everything was 
okay. Merry had my signal. I had 
dug my grave, but anybody who 
thought I was going to stay in it was 
wide off the mark. 

BY THE time Tanko arrived at the 
Perkins house, the p o l i c e had 

moved—not with the screaming of si-
rens and the thump of heavy feet, but 
with all the subtlety and silence of ap-
proaching shadows. 

It's a popular conception that the po-
lice of New York are dumb. They 
aren't. I've worked with them and I 
know. I know of no more efficient 
group of men in the country than the 
New York police. 

Tanko came in smiling. He shook 
hands with me, and there wasn't a 
shadow of a doubt but that he thought 
I was Perkins. I took him into the liv-
ing room and pointed put a chair for 
him near the only lamp in the room 
that was lighted. I took my place in a 
chair opposite him. 

In the floor at my feet was the clev-
erly concealed trap door which Glenn 
Saunders had arranged at my instruc-
tion. At my side was a table and on 
it the magician's Foo cup from which I 
intended to "drink" poison, if that was 
the design that had been arranged for 
my death. 

In the dim light, Tanko's face was, as 
evil as Satan's. That scar on his skin 
stood out lividly like a second mouth 
on some sort of a pagan idol. His 
close-set dark eyes glowed like polished 
lumps of jet. 

"All set, Perkins, for the cleverest 
swindle of the age?" he said. 

"I—I'd rather you wouldn't refer to 
it as a swindle," I said in Perkins' timid 
voice. "It makes me feel like a crimi-
nal." 

Tanko laughed. "You're nothing of 
the sort. It's about time these insur-
ance companies got some sort of a trim-
ming. They've fattened enough. To-
morrow you'll be seventy-five thousand 
dollars richer. You have your suicide 
note all ready?" 

I nodded. Tanko told me to get it 
for him. I went to Perkins' desk and 
got out the suicide note I had seen be-
fore. When I turned around, Tanko 
had an automatic in his hand. At least, 
it appeared to be an automatic. He 
was holding it with the muzzle against 
his right eye and Was pulling the trig-
ger with his thumb. The gun emitted 
a buzzing sound. I hadn't looked for 
anything like this. I asked him what 
he was doing. 

"The damndest thing I've ever seen," 
Tanko said, laughing. "I got it in a 
novelty shop this afternoon." He 
dropped the gun into his pocket. "You 
look into the barrel and pull the trig-
ger. There's a battery in the handle 
which illuminates the picture of a bub-
ble dancer. And does she danee!" 

Tanko gave me a significant wink. 
My heart beat a little faster. If I 

asked to s^e the gun, he would switch 
the toy in his pocket for a real gun. I 
would put it to my eye, pull the trigger, 
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and then what? If I didn't ask to see 
k, or express some curiosity, Tanko's 
suspicions would be aroused. So I 
said: 

""Let's see the gun. Some of these 
novelties are pretty clever.'' 

TANKO smiled, put his hand into 
has pocket. My left hand went to 

my own coat pocket and palmed a hol-
low rubber ball. Tanko passed me the 
gun. 

"Just put the muzzle to your eye," 
he said, "pull the trigger and keep your 
eye open. Boy, oh boy, what a kick 
you'll geti" 

I took the gun in my right hand, 
muzzle toward me. My thumb slipped 
into the trigger guard. 

"It has the feel of a real gun, doesn't 
it?" I said. 

Tanko admitted that it did. And I 
knew damned well it was a real gun. 
I was supposed to put it to my eye and 
pull the trigger. 1 stood up. Holding 
the gun with muzzle toward me, I 
raised it slowly, „ , . 

CHAPTER XXVI 

Death of a Ghost 

V TO my heart the 
gun was when I "ac-
cidentally" pulled the 
trigger. The crash of 
the shot, the stab of 
gun flame, and I am 
certain that a look of 
surprise and pain 
passed over my fea-
tures. 

The look wasn't counterfeited. Up 
to that timev I had the impression that 
getting shot by a .32 caliber bullet 
while wearing a bullet proof vest 
would be something like getting hit 
with a paper wad. It was more like 
taking the kick of a mule. For just an 
instant, I thought I was knocked out. 
And I didn't dare go unconscious, be-
cause thts^show 'had to go on. 

I twisted sideways. My right hand 
still clutched the gun. My left came 
up to my chest, squeezing on the hol-
low rubber ball. The rubber ball was 
filled with red stain closely resembling 
blood, and as I pressed it close to the 
hole the bullet had made in my coat, 
"blood" squeezed out between my fin-
ger. I fell to the floor, writhed over 
onto my back, getting rid of the rub-
ber ball in the upper breast pocket of 
my coat. 

I let my eyelids sag a little, rolled 
up my eyeballs. Tanko dropped to his 
knee beside me. 

"That wasn't the way it was sup-
posed to go," he whispered. "But jost 
so's you're dead . . . just so's I don't 
have to put another bullet in you." He 
laughed. "You damned dumb cluck!" 

Tanko got the Perkins suicide note 
out of my coat pocket after he had 
pulled a silk glove over bis hand. He 
put the note on the table beside the 
chair. Then he took my left wrist in 
his hand. 

A smile of satisfaction spread slowly 
across his face. He could actually feel 
ray pulse ebbing away into something 
imperceptible. It was one of the old-
est tricks of the Hindu fakirs, who 
claim to be able to control the beat of 
their heart. Remember that under 
each armpit I had attached a small, 
hard ball. All I had to do to stop off 
the flow of blood through the artery 
that leads down through the arm, was 
to press the upper arm against my side 
so that the baft in the armpk cut off the 
flow of blood in that artery. 

Tanko stood up. He was satisfied. 
I was dead. He quietly left the house. 
Though he didn't know it at the time, 
he was quietly walking ihto the arms 
of the waiting police. 

Tanko's career as a criminal was just 
about Over, 

I suppose I didn't alter my position 
for twenty minutes* Someone from 
the family m the upper part of the du-
plex summoned up enough courage af-
ter hearing the shot, came down> dis-
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covered my "corpse", took one look, 
called the police. 

A group of homicide men came in an-
swer to the man's call, and with them 
Robert Demarest to off icially pro-
nounce me dead. Demarest was nerv-
ous about the job. Maybe I looked too 
realistically dead with my eyes rolled 
back, fake blood all over the front of 
me, my jaw hanging open. 

Demarest stood up after a bit of pok-
ing at me. And then the front door of 
the house opened and Commissioner 
Standish came in. He wasn't alone. 
Quietly, he had gone about rounding 
up our suspects and they filed in be-
hind Standish, escorted by a uniformed 
cop. 

HUGO WAYNE, the shady invest-
ment broker, was directly behind 

Standish. Following Wayne came Lu-
cretia Kurtzner, as lovely and as per-
fectly possessed as ever. Behind Mrs. 
Kurtzner was Ken Vickers, a some-
what puzzled frown on his ordinarily 
smooth forehead. Taylor Owens, his 
face white, his potato-shaped nose pur-
ple, followed Vickers, his stubby pipe 
cold but gripped tightly between his 
teeth, his derby hat in his hand. Theo 
Quinn, fat, bald, pompous, followed 
Owens, and Quinn was mightily indig-
nant about the whole thing. 

"Nothing but a farce!" Quinn ex-
claimed. "A damned farce, Commis-
sioner. I'll break you for this!" 

And then he saw me, the corpse, and 
decided that it wasn't such a farce. 

Behind Quinn was the blonde and 
beautiful Miss Rice, Taylor Owens' 
secretary. Arnold Smock, the insig-
nificant looking man who raised pig-
eons, followed. And Elmer Tanko, 
handcuffs on his wrists, brought up the 
rear somewhat involuntarily. 

Standish and his men placed chairs 
for the suspects at one end of the room, 
facing the door of the hall that con-
nected the living room and kitchen. 
The blonde Miss Rice sobbed into her 
handkerchief. Taylor Owens wriggled 

into his chair and groped in his pocket 
for matcfies which he didn't find. He 
sucked his cold pipe and it bubbled 
noisily. 

"What's the meaning of all this?" 
Quinn demanded. 

"This," Standish said, "is murder. 
One of you killed Stephen Perkins. 
Elmer Tanko may have been the in-
strument of murder, but another per-
son planned it—the same person who 
plotted the deaths of Max Gerrich, 
Leonard Van Sickle, Jonathan Marvin, 
David Hurst. We're here to find out 
the truth." 

"Commissioner," Hugo Wayne ven-
tured, "you got me all wrong. I didn't 
have anything to do with this." 

"Do—do we have to sit here and 
1—look at that—that on the floor?" 
sobbed the blonde Miss Rice. 

Taylor Owens reached over and pat-
ted her head in a fatherly manner. 

"Demarest, you might cover the 
corpse with a sheet," Standish said. 

Demarest went into the bedroom, 
came out with the gimmicked sheet. 
He spread it out over me, pressed it 
over my body from head to heels. I 
had chosen my place to "die" carefully. 
Because of the concealed ribs in the 
sheet, now bent to conform with my 
body, I could drop out from beneath 
the sheet and still it would appear that 
a human body was beneath the white 
cover. 

Under the sheet, I tapped gently on 
the floor. It was a signal to Joe Har-
per, who had entered the basement of 
the house at the same time the police 
and the suspects had come in the front 
door. The trap beneath me opened 
swiftly and silently. I fell through to a 
soft mattress on the basement floor. I 
sat up, looked up through the trap. The 
mound of white sheet was undisturbed. 
In the dark basement, Jee Harper 
helped me to my feet. 

"All set upstairs?" I whispered. 
"All set," Joe answered. He, too, 

felt the tensity of the situation. He 
clipped words short in his nasal voice. 
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"Glenn and Merry are up there waiting 
for us. We're timed like a radio show. 
Let's get moving." 

E WENT quickly and quietly 
up the steps leading from the 

basement. Joe Harper was wearing a 
hlack robe that reached to his ankles. 
Merry and Glenn would be dressed the 
same way. There was a similar robe 
waiting for me on the kitchen table. 
While I was getting into it, no easy 
job in the darkness even with the help 
of Merry and Joe, I could hear Com-
missioner Standish talking to the sus-
pects in the living room. 

"You who are innocent," Standish 
was saying, "may wonder how these 
murders were accomplished. For they 
were murders, even though there has 
been every appearance of suicide. The 
whole idea behind the plot was to con-
vince the victims that they would bene-
fit by an insurance swindle, that a fake 
suicide would be arranged. In other 
words, the victims were convinced that 
their suicide would be accomplished by 
proxy so that they might collect on 
their own insurance and go on living 
under assumed names in some other 
part of the world. 

"But this was no hoax on the insur-
ance company. The joke was on those 
foolish men who sought to profit by 
agreeing to assist the criminals in the 
scheme. For at some convenient time 
after the victims had written their sui-
cide notes, which they believed would 
fool the insurance company and the po-
lice into believing that they had killed 
themselves, the victims were either 
murdered by the criminals, or baited 
into unknowingly killing themselves. 

"The beneficiary clause in their life 
insurance policies had been changed so 
that the criminals could collect after 
the victim's death. Not changed by 
any criminal means, understand, but 
the changes were made voluntarily by 
the victims themselves, who were led 
to believe that at least half of the en-
tire amount paid on the policies would 

be returned into their hands after the 
faked death. 

"Sometimes," Standish went on, 
"the criminals employed an attractive 
woman to lure the victims into making 
such an agreement — an agreement 
which amounted to a death warrant. 
We know that Mrs. Kurtzner worked 
such a scheme on Leonard Van Sic-
kle." 

"That's not true," Mrs. Kurtzner's 
voice said. 

But you could tell she was much less 
calm than before. 

Standish went on talking, and I 
stepped across the kitchen, opened a 
cupboard. In it Glenn Saunders had 
installed a small switchboard and a 
microphone. The switchboard operated 
lights in the living room. The micro-
phone was connected with a loud-
speaker concealed beneath the daven-
port in the living room. 

This cupboard was not far from the 
hall which led from the kitchen to the 
living room. In this hall, Glenn had 
installed a full length mirror, so placed 
that anyone standing in the haH and in 
front of the mirror, would appear to be 
standing directly in the door connect-
ing living room and hall. 

IN THE closet in the hall, not far 
from where the mirror was, the 

death masks of the murder victims 
were waiting, so placed that they could 
be readily found in the dark. The 
masks had been treated with ultra-vio-
let paint so that in darkness they would 
not be visible. This same ultra-violet 
paint, when subjected to ultra-violet 
light, is clearly visible. Needless to 
say, ultra-violet lamps had been in-
stalled in the little hall and also in the 
living room and could be controlled 
from the cupboard switchboard. 

Merry, Glenn, and Joe, dressed in 
their dark robes, had crowded into the 
hall closet. Each waited his cue. And 
I was at the microphone, one hand on 
the switchboard. 

In the middle of a sentence uttered 
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by Commissioner Standish, I turned 
out every ligfet in the house. Mrs. 
kurtzner arid Miss Rice streamed. 
Mfen cursed. 

A copper warned: "Don't move, 
anybody. Every exit is covered. Try 
td get out and youll be shot. Some-
thing must have gone wrong with the 
fights." 

"That's true police reasoning for 
you," Thea Qufcm said gruffly. "Some-
thing has gone wrong with the lights!" 

Muscles in my throat tightened. I 
raised the microphone, uttered the 
ghoulish laugh that the criminal world 
has learned to recognize as that of the 
Ghost. 

"My God!" Hugo Wayne said 
hoarsely. "The Ghost!" 

And "My God!" Ken Vickers echoed 
in an awed whisper. 

CHAPTER XXVII 

Dead Men's Tales 

AWPING into the 
m i c r o p h o n e , m y 
voice was charged 
with mockery. 

"Don't bother to 
look behind you, Mr. 
Vickers. You couldn't 
see me* You don't 
want to see me, do 
yOu?'* I laughed 

again. ,<Hello, Tanko. How do you 
and your boss like to be alone in the 

dark—with the Ghost? And alone 
with the spirits of the men you have 
murdered? They are here." 

"Remember Max Gerrich, the old 
actor? He was too did to 'earn a liv-
ing, but not too old to enjoy living. 
Not too old to be enticed into ydur in-
surance swindle with the hope of fin-
ishing his file in a bed of roses which 
you promised him* Bed of roses? 
That's a laugh. Bed of cold, clinging 
clay, shared with the worms. Take a 
look at him now/" 

And that was Joe Harper's signal. 
Wearing the death mask of Max Ger-
rich, he stepped from the closet. As 
he did so, I pressed the switch that 
turned on the ultra-violet light in ihe 
hall. Black light, it is sometimes called, 
because ordinary objects cannot be 
seen in it. But the ghastly mask that 
Joe wore could be seen, because it had 
been treated with ultra-violet paint, 
used in many magical effects. 

To those in the living room, it must 
have appeared that the dead Getfich's 
face was floating in the air between the 
doorposts of the living room door, 
thanks to the angle at which Glenn 
Saunders had placed the mirror. Actu-
ally, Joe was in Use hall, safely beyond 
the reach of bullets. 

The object of all this was to strain 
the killer's nerves to the breaking 
point. Quickly, I changed my voice to 
something which I hoped would re-
semble the voice of Max Gerrich. I 

[Turn page] 

" I T A L K E D W I T H G O D " 
(Yes, I Did—Actually and Literally} 
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had never heard Gerrich speak, but I 
thought that in the voice of a "spirit" 
this wouldn't make much difference. 

"I was Max Gerrich," I said. "You, 
murderer, came to me with a plan by 
which I could appear to die and yet go 
on living to enjoy at least half of the 
life insurance money which would be 
paid at my death. The other half was 
to go to you by ^n indirect route, in 
payment for inventing the plan. I was 
a little terrified at the Whole idea of be-
coming involved in a crooked scheme. 
You asked me to write a note explain-
ing my suicide, and I was so nervous I 
didn't know what to say. But you 
dictated what I was to write, and I 
wrote words which I ordinarily would 
not have used. Had it not been for 
those words, my murder would have 
gone undiscovered. 

"For you murdered me. You took me 
by force to the railroad, threw my body 
in front of a midnight train. You are 
the man who plotted my death." 

I switched off the ultra-violet light 
and this gave Joe a chance to vanish. 
Merry White stepped from the closet 
and she was wearing the death mask 
which had been molded from the face 
of E. L. Long. I turned on the ultra-
violet and gave the Ghost's laugh into 
the microphone. 

EMEMBER this man, Tanko? 
He landed in the morgue. 

He died resisting arrest because you 
involved him in your murder scheme. 

"Long was the man presented to 
Van Sickle as a supposed proxy for 
Van Sickle's suicide. Van Sickle was 
cranky about details. When you told 
him you had found a man who would 
kill himself in Van Sickle's place, 
whose body could easily be mistaken 
for Van Sickle's, so that Van Sickle 
might collect on his own insurance, 
Van Sickle insisted upon seeing that 
proxy. Since the proxy was merely 
a fiction in the mind of your boss, you, 
Tanko, had to find some criminal friend 
of yours who resembled Van Sickle in 

some way. So you brought Long to 
Van Sickle and told Van Sickle that 
this man was the proxy. 

"Van Sickle insisted upon Long 
wearing one of his suits—a suit later 
found in Long's house in Hoboken. 
Van Sickle also noted that Long didn't 
have any teeth. So in order that there 
would be no hitches in identifying 
Long's body as that of Van Sickle, 
Van Sickle had his own teeth pulled. 

"Poor Van Sickle! All that un-
necessary preparation, when all you 
really intended to do was to murder 
him as soon as he had written his sui-
cide note and transferred his insurance 
so that two agents of the murder ma-
chine could collect. Those agents were 
Patsy Moore and Mrs. Kurtzner!" 

I switched off the ultra-violet light, 
and Merry, with her death mask, dis-
appeared. Out of the closet came Glenn 
Saunders, and he was wearing a mask 
which closely resembled the face of 
Van Sickle as it had been in life. When 
I turned on the ultra-violet this time, 
Theo Quinn uttered a harsh cry. 

"This has gone far enough!" he 
shouted. "I—I'm not going to stand 
for any more of it." 

"You'll stand for it, Quinn," I whis-
pered into the mike in the Ghost's 
voice. "You'll listen to the story of 
Leonard Van Sickle. Because it's the 
Van Sickle case that upsets the crim-
inal apple cart. Van Sickle believed 
what the criminals told him so com-
pletely that he prepared every detail 
for his future life after death—or after 
the death of his proxy. He and Mrs. 
Kurtzner were going to Europe, Van 
Sickle thought. He even bought the 
steamship tickets—bought them in the 
name of Fabian Deeming. And so sure 
was he of the sincerity of the plan you 
murderers put before him, that he had 
certain stocks of his, which he thought 
were due to boom, transferred to the 
name of Fabian Deeming. Hugo 
Wayne knows all about that, isn't that 
so, Wayne?" 

"I—I tell you you got me all wrong," 
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Wayne gasped. "I'll come clean. Sure, 
I took the stocks out of Van Sickle's 
safe after I heard that he had died. 
Since there wasn't any real Fabian 
Deeming so far as I know, I thought 
I could cash in on the stocks. But I 
didn't have anything to do with Van 
Sickle's suicide—or murder, which-
ever it was." 

"Shut up, Wayne," I went on. 
"Listen to what the spirit of Van 
Sickle has to say. He will tell you all 
the truth. He will tell you how he was 
murdered, after he had been led to 
believe that someone was to take his 
place in death." 

I PAUSED briefly, changed my 
voice, impersonating that of Van 

Sickle as closely as possible. 
"They came to me that night, thoth 

killerth, to talk over the complete plan, 
tho they thaid. They thought up an 
excuth to get me to the window, when 
they knew that I had tranthferred the 
inthurance polithies so that they could 
collect. I had written the thuithide 
note at their requetht. Onth near the 
window, they threw me out. It wath 
murder." 

I switched lights, vanishing Van 
Sidde. Again I spoke in the voice of 
the Ghost. 

"The master criminal helped with 
the murder of Van Sickle. He was in 
the Cronner Hotel that night. And 
he was also in Van Sickle's suite. I 
know that because he left behind him 
a little spiral of wire which served to 
identify him. I picked this piece of 
wire out of the ash tray and carried it 
away. When the master mind found 
that the spiral was gone, he sent Tanko 
to look for it. But I had taken the 
spiral from Van Sickle's room. Tanko 
followed me down into the lobby of the 
hotel. He cornered me with his gun. 
Tanko said: The grill, Ghost,' and I 
naturally thought he wanted me to go 
to the grill room of the hotel. But 
Tanko was talking about the spiral of 
wire. That spiral of wire is a grid 

which might be called a grill, I suppose. 
"But," I went on, "it was something 

that occurred just before the murder of 
Jonathan Marvin that gave me my 
final clue." 

Again I switched on the ultra-violet 
light, and Joe Harper, wearing the 
mask of Jonathan Marvin was stand-
ing in front of the mirror so that the 
reflection of the ghastly mask could be 
seen in the living room. 

I spoke into the mike in the voice of 
Jonathan Marvin as I had heard it over 
the phone in Taylor Owens' office: 

"I fell for the criminal plot, too. I 
didn't know I was to be murdered. I 
simply thought that I was to be in-
volved in a swindle. That bothered 
my conscience, for I was ah honest 
man. As the time for what I supposed 
to be my faked death approached, I 
became more worried until finally I 
decided to call my friend Taylor 
Owens and tell him the entire truth. I 
called Owens at his office. That is, I 
thought I was talking to Owens. But 
it was the Ghost, impersonating 
Owens. I knew—" 

In the living room, a shot crashed 
out. The mirror that reflected my 
"spirits" was shattered, for the man 
with the gun was simply firing at a re-
flection. I jammed the third switch on 
my switch board. This turned on the 
ultra-violet lamps in the living room, 
and, I hoped, marked the murderer. I 
sprang into the living room, dark, of 
course, because the ultra-violet lamps 
shed only black light. But in that 
black light, I hoped something would 
be illuminated. 

As I sprang into the room filled with 
confused and frightened people, I saw 
the hands of the murderer, glov/ing in 
the darkness! The trap had worked! 
Here was complete proof of guilt, for, 
acting on my instructions, Standish 
had treated the money the criminals 
had collected from the Hurst murder 
with naphthionate powder. Naphthi-
onate glows in ultra-violet light just as 
ultra-violet paint does. The glowing 
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hands proved that here was a man who 
had handled the money! 

BECAUSE of the glowing hands, I 
marked the master criminal eas-

ily in the darkness, and in another mo-
ment I had him by the throat with one 
hand while the other hand twisted the 
gun from his grasp. The man was 
broken. He had tried to kill Jonathan 
Marvin's "spirit" with a gun! 

"Lights I" I shouted. 
Back in the kitchen, Glenn Saunders 

heard the cry, turned on the switch that 
brought on the regular living room 
lights. The murderer was struggling 
in my hands, trying to break that hold 
on his throat, gurgling out his denials. 
But when he saw my face close to his 
in the light, saw that it was the face 
of the very man he supposed he had 
had Tanko kill that night, fear made 
him submissively limp. 

Still holding on to Taylor Owens' 
neck, I thrust him into the hands of 
the police. "Take your killer," I said, 
"with the compliments of the Ghost." 

All eyes in the room were upon me. 
For here I must have appeared as 
Stephen Perkins, and they had just 
seen me, a little while before, to all ap-
pearances dead. Theo Quinn, pom-
pous in spite of his fright, shouted: 

"I won't stand for it! You're dead! 
I'll sue you. My health will never be 
the same. You ought to be under that 
sheet!" 

I backed toward the door. 
"What sheet?" I asked. 
For in all the confusion, it had been 

very easy for Glenn Saunders to go 
down the basement, pull the gim-
micked sheet through the trap in the 
floor, close the trap. There wasn't even 
so much as an "X" on the spot where 
the "body" had been. I laughed at the 
gasps of astonishment, and as I went 
through the door, I said: 

"You see, there's a tfick to it!" 
I ran across the front lawn, the black 

garb I wore fluttering out behind. In 
the car parked at the curb, Merry 

White, Joe Harper, and my double, 
Glenn Saunders, waited for me. 

CHAPTER XXVIII 

Three Questions 

UIET reigned. Merry 
White and I were 
alone in the Ghost's 
rectory. The clock 
was well around to-
w a r d o n e i n t h e 
morning. We were 
just enjoying being 
together, Merry cud-
dled up in my arms, 

When the back door opened and Ned 
Standish came down the basement 
steps. He looked haggard and older 
than his years, but the bright fight of 
triumph glowed in his eyes. Merry got 
out of my arms to go and fix him a 
drink. Standish sat down slowly. 

"My congratulations," he said. "And 
you'll be glad to know that Taylor 
Owens confessed. We haven't calcu-
lated the exact amount the criminals 
collected through their several agents, 
but Owens says his lion's share is well 
over a million. He seemed to want to 
drag all the others in after him, too." 

"How were my reconstructions of 
the crimes?" I asked. 

"Perfect. You'd have probably got 
the Marvin killing all right, too, if 
Owens hadn't broken and spoiled your 
show. Owens simply walked in on 
Marvin, offered him a friendly drink 
which Owens poured out of his own 
flask. The drink contained poison. 
Marvin died almost at once. He had 
already written his suicide note, and 
Owens placed it beside the body to-
gether with a bottle of the poison 
which had been in the drink. But what 
I want to know—" 

Merry skipped across the room and 
tickled Standish pa ei the chin. 

"You want to know how my sweet 
man figured it all out." 

Standish stroked his black square of 
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mustache and blinked. 
"That's it, I guess. He said that he 

based his case on three points. The 
first was the question: what was that 
wire spiral found in the ash tray at 
Van Sickle's." 

"It was," I said, "just about what 
Tanko called it when he tried to get 
it from me in the lobby of the Cronner. 
Tanko was asking me for the grill, not 
telling me to go to the hotel grill. He 
really meant the grid. I got the idea 
from Merry, though I don't suppose 
she knows it. I had heard of a pipe 
grid, and had Tanko asked for the 
grid instead of the grill, I might have 
recognized the wire spiral as a pipe 
grid. This particular one was a kind I 
had never seen before, hence I didn't 
identify it for what it was when I first 
saw it. Owens probably brought it 
back from his last trip to Europe." 

"What's a pipe grid?" Merry asked, 
sitting on the arm of Standish's chair. 

"It's a wire screen or grid made to 
fit into the bottom of a tobacco pipe. 
I double-checked with my tobacconist 
over on East Forty-Fifth. With a pipe 
grid in your pipe, your tobacco smokes 
dry right down to the bottom, leaving 
a dry gray ash. Without a grid, you 
have something pipe smokers don't 
like—a wet, soggy heel." 

"But," Standish objected, "some 
other smoker might have had one." 

"True," I said. "But I knew Owens 
had one. When he visited me the 
night of the Van Sickle job, the ashes 
he knocked into my ash tray were gray 
and dry. At the time, that fact meant 
nothing. But it was to mean some-
thing later, looking back. 

"Every time I saw him after the Van 
Sickle job, he was digging soggy, wet 
tobacco from the bottom of his pipe. 
So it looked as though he might have 
lost it at the scene of the murder. 
Which he did. Knocking out his pipe 
into Van Sickle's ash tray, he lost the 
grid." 

"The second point," Standish said, 
"was that you knew the murderer was 

in the Cronner hotel that night. How 
did you know that Owens was in the 
hotel?" 

"Because at the dinner Ken Vickers 
gave at Charles' Restaurant the follow-
ing night, Owens asked for Braumier 
Pilsner beer, an imported brand which 
made its debut in this country for the 
first time at the Sky Room of the Cron-
ner the night that Van Sickle was 
killed! 

"I checked on that, too, and learned 
that the Cronner had a sample ship-
ment, just large enough to try one 
night at the Sky Room. Evidently 
Owens was there, drank some of the 
beer, and liked it enough to ask for it 
at a place where he couldn't get it the 
next night. But that second point only 
became significant in the light of the 
first—the grid." 

"THk/flTERRY giggled. "Isn't my man 
XTJa. bright? Question three coming 
up*'* 

"Yes," Standish said. "How did 
Tanko know that Dr. Stacey and the 
Ghost were one and the same person?" 

"Nobody but Owens could have told 
him," I said. "That's why Owens went 
haywire at that spot in our show to-
night. You see, I was in Owens' office 
disguised as Dr. Stacey when Marvifi 
called, to spill the whole plot to 
Owens. I got Miss Rice, Owens' sec-
retary, out of the office, called Marvin 
back, impersonating Owens' voice. I 
was trying to get some information out 
of Marvin. Marvin was talking to me, 
addressing me as Owens, and suddenly 
he stopped. He said: 'This is impos-
sible' and hung up. Why? Simply 
because the real Taylor Owens called 
at Marvin's at that time, probably to 
arrange for Marvin's death! There 
Marvin was, thinking he was talking to 
Owens, and suddenly he sees Owens! 

"Marvin saw something was wrong, 
but he still thought Owens was his 
friend. He didn't know Owens was 
mixed up in the insurance swindle at 
all. Owens, having heard Marvin ad-
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dress someone on the phone as Owens, 
asked questions. Marvin told him that 
he was calling Owens' office. There-
fore someone was impersonating 
Owens from the other end of the line. 

"Owens simply called Tanko, who 
was hiding out in the building across 
from his murder partner, 6wens. Tan-
ko used field glasses, looked into 
Owens' office, saw me, as Dr. Stacey. 
Since Dr. Stacey was doing the im-
personating, Dr. Stacey was probably 
the Ghost. And the Ghost had to die 
because he had the wire spiral which 
could incriminate Owens." 

"And then," Ned concluded, "after 
he had put Tanko on your trail, Owens 
knew he had to kill Marvin at once. 
He offered him a friendly drink of 
poison." 

*Nice man," Merry said. 
"And goodnight," I said. 

Standish looked puzzled. "Good-
night, who?" 

"You," I said. 
Standish looked at Merry. He 

grinned and took the hint. 
"I'm so glad you're George Chance 

again," Merry Said when Standish had 
gone. 

"I'm glad too," I said. "Even a 
ghost gets tired." / 

"And yet," Merry murmured, her 
lips close to mine, "if Ned Standish 
were to caii you up ten minutes from 
now with another case for the Ghost, 
you would go." 

"Wouldn't you want me to?" 
Merry sighed, then laughed. 
"I'd go with you," she said. 
"Well worry about the next time if 

the next time comes," I said. 
"It will," Merry said. "It will." 
And I knew it would . . . . 
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Three Hundred Grand Is Worth Fighting for-But the Odds 

Against Terry Black Are Tremendous! 

He fired from the hip 

PAYOFF IN LEAD 
By JOHN S. ENDICOTT 

Author of "Marked for Evidence," "No Way to Die," etc. 

THE man behind the wheel of the 
sedan drew up about a hundred 
yards from the entrance to the 

State Penitentiary for Women. At 
precisely seven o'clock the big gates 
swung open and a woman walked out. 
She had a cheap suitcase in her hand. 
She paused only a moment, spotted 
the car and walked briskly toward it. 
Now and then she turned her head as 
if she expected to see someone she 

feared. 
The car door opened. The girl 

peered inside and made sure it was oc-
cupied by only one man. 

"Are you Terry Black?" she asked 
in a hoarse whisper. 

"That's me. Hop in and let's get 
away from this joint. I don't like 
prisons." 

She got in beside him, studying his 
rather good-looking features, though 
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his hard-boiled tagmark was pretty 
plain. He was, she judged, about 
twenty-eight or nine, slender and well 
dressed. 

"Neither do I like prisons," she 
said, with a smile as they sped away. 
"You ought to spend three years in 
one. Then you'd really hate 'em." 

He took a quick look at her. Joan 
Powers was not hard to look at—not 
even after three years of prison work. 
Her blond hair needed a permanent, 
but she had arranged it attractively 
enough. Her features were regular 
and her lips vivid. 

"This is great," she sighed, "riding 
in a car again. Three years is a long 
time. I'm glad you got my letter. I 
worried about that, with the prison 
censors." 

Terry Black shrugged. "They're a 
bunch of dopes. I got it okay and I 
knew what you meant. Tell me the 
rest of it." 

SHE looked at him steadily, won-
dering if she could trust this man. 

Private detectives were usually not 
above taking everything they could 
lay hands on. Yet she had to chance 
it. 

"Three years ago, as you know, I 
drove a car that was used in a stickup. 
The boys grabbed three hundred thou-
sand dollars, tossed it in the car and 
we made a run for it. But the fools 
had killed two people in the bank and 
the cops came like a swarm of bees. 
The boys got out, trusted me with the 
money and separated." 

"Then you drove somewhere, hid 
the dough and tried a getaway that 
didn't work," Terry Black said with-
out turning his head. "You refused 
to squeal—said the boys must have 
hidden the money, and you took a 
three year rap. A dame like you would 
have got six months at the most if 
you'd talked." 

"You're psychic," she said, and 
smiled. "Tell me more." 

"The dough is safely cached. No-

body but you knows where it is and 
you want me to protect you until you 
can lay your hands on it. Which means 
the cops will be watching you—and 
so will the boys of the mob. What's 
there in it for me if we grab the stuff 
and get clear?" 

"Ten percent," she replied. "That's 
not bad—because you're only half 
right. The cops think I told the truth 
about the rest of the mob having the 
money. I got the stretch because I 
wouldn't tell who they were." 

Terry Black, hard-bitten private de-
tective looked down at the girl and 
smiled. 

"It takes nerve to go through with a 
thing like that," he said, admiring-
ly. "I'm on your side, Joan. Where 
do we go from here?" 

"I like the way you handle things 
and I trust you—Terry Black. Maybe 
we can really do some business with 
that money. Three hundred thousand 
isn't so bad. Or is it?" 

Black stepped on the brakes and 
pulled off the road. 

"You didn't answer my question," 
he said flatly. "What's the next 
move? So far as I'm concerned, we're 
partners in a deal. My take is ten per-
cent—as usual. I'm no hijacker." 

He reached for the brake and 
tensed. A car was slipping up behind 
them—a small car with only one man 
in it. He was already climbing out 
and a gun glistened in his fist. Terry 
Black moved fast. He reached down 
beside the wheel and grabbed a gun 
from a spring holster fastened under 
the dash. With the same motion he 
flipped off the safety, pushed open the 
door and vaulted out. A gun cracked 
and the bullet smashed into the fender 
of the car. 

Black fired—three rapid shots. The 
approaching gunman spun on his heel, 
swayed a little and then plunged to 
the road. 

"Wh-who is he?" Joan asked breath-
lessly. "Wait! I'll come out." 

Black reached out his hand to help 
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her out of the car. They made certain 
no other traffic was coming along the 
lonesome road and then stepped cau-
tiously toward the man who lay on his 
face in the dirt. Black kept his gun 
ready, taking no chances. He turned 
the man over and grunted as he slid 
a hand under the fallen man's shirt. 

Joan drew back a step with a little 
cry of fear. 

"Know him?" Black asked her. 
"He's dead, so don't worry about him 
if he's one of the mob." 

"I—I never saw him before in my 
life!" Joan cried. "I—I don't think 
he's one of the boys." 

BLACK placed his gun on the dead 
man's chest and began searching 

the body. He grunted again and 
straightened up, taking the gun along. 

"You dope," he growled at the girl. 
"This guy was a copper. See the 
badge? A detective-sergeant. Now 
we're in for it! Hfe must have tailed 
us, and how do we know he didn't re-
port the car—or me too, for that mat-
ter? We've got to get out of here." 

"And—and leave him there—like 
that?" Joan pointed a trembling 
finger. 

"What do you want me to do?" 
Black demanded irascibly. "Lift him 
up and do a Lambeth Walk? He's 
dead, I tell you, and there'll be more 
of his breed along any minute. Get in 
that bus." 

She popped into the car and they 
drove off with a clashing of gears. 
For two miles neither said a word. 
Then Joan eyed Terry Black with a 
cunning look. 

"How does it feel to be a cop 
killer?" she asked pointedly. 

"I don't feel any different. And 
what are you asking crazy questions 
for?" 

Joan pushed blond hair up under 
her hat. 

"Maybe you'll do just as I say—or 
the cops flight get a nice little phone 
call. You going to play ball?" 

Black grimaced. "Did I say I 
wouldn't? But listen, Joan, don't 
ta.ke me for any sucker. You're a pa-
roled convict. Any crime you commit 
isn't petty and because you were in 
this car with me, you'll burn, too—if 
they land us. Swallow that and shut 
up." 

Joan's hand shook enough to extin-
guish the match she had raised to a 
cigarette. 

"I was only kidding, Terry. I—I 
wanted to see how you'd react. Listen! 
You and I have three hundred thou-
sand dollars—three hundred grand! 
We can get it and jump the country. 
How does that sound?" 

"Until the dough is in my hands 
and we're on a boat five hundred 
miles from port, it sounds crazy. I . .. 
Duck!" Black ground out the last 
word. "There's a bus pulling out of 
a side road. I might have known those 
mugs would lay in wait for us." 

Joan all but swallowed her cigarette 
as she slid beneath the dash. Terry 
Black laid his gun on the seat beside 
him, grasped the wheel with both 
hands and gave the car every ounce of 
speed she had. The car following 
rolled along, losing little ground. 

Ahead of them city lights created a 
rosy glow against the cloudy sky. 
Black wet his lips, took the next cor-
ner on two wheels, zigzagged madly 
and tramped on the brake. He turned 
sharply, drove up on a newly mowed 
lawn, made a complete sweep and 
headed out again. 

The pursuing car swept around the 
corner at full speed. It rocked dan-
gerously, landed back on all four 
wheels and the brakes began to 
screech. Terry Black shot away from 
that yard, headed toward the city. He 
turned out of the side street and be-
fore the pursuers' car could turn, he 
was within the limits and making 
fancy turns to throw anyone off his 
trail. 

"Boy!" Joan said fervently. "That 
was driving. We steered 'em off all 
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right. That was Mar—" She bit her 
lip in exasperation. "That was the 
boys. They're after me and they'll 
stick. What are we going to do, 
Terry?" 

"Run for it to a neat little hideout 
I've picked. I figured this might hap-
pen, so I rented an apartment." 

"You think of everything, don't 
you? If s all right with me. We need 
a hideout." 

And Black added grimly: "One 
error now means either the chair for 
both of us, or a blast of lead from the 
guns of your former pals. You pos-
itive you know where that dough is 
hidden? Nobody could have grabbed 
it during those three years you were 
cooped up?" 

"I'm positive I know where it is 
and I'm ten times more positive that 
it hasn't been found," she answered 
quickly. 

TERRY BLACK spoke without 
looking at her. 

"Another thing. We can't visit 
this hiding place where you put the 
money until we're certain we're not 
watched. It's going to be tough fight-
ing the cops and those hoods too. 
Trouble is, somebody may have 
snitched. Did you talk in prison?" 

"Not much. A girl's got to talk, 
Terry, I only said I was getting a 
good private detective to protect me. 
Maybe I mentioned your name once 
or twice." 

Black groaned. "Then we're in for 
it. They'll have checked on me, per-
haps found I rented this apartment. 
They'll pay us a visit if that's the case. 
But with three hundred grand wait-
ing, I'll leave those birds, far behind. 
Here we are." 

He parked the car in a dark section 
of the street, helped Joan out and led 
her toward a large, fifteen-story apart-
ment building. He started her through 
the revolving doors, paused outside a 
moment and looked around carefully. 
Then he went in. 

When they reached the apartment, 
Joan surveyed it with wide eyes. It 
was nice! Terry Black had a reputa-
tion for doing things the whole way. 
Furnishings were new and of the best. 
There was food enough in the kitchen 
for a month. 

Joan studied the private detective 
a moment. "Terry—you're worried. 
Do you think things are as bad as 
that?" 

"Worried?" Black grimaced. "Not 
me. Not after having just knocked off 
a cop and taken a powder from three 
or four of your old playmates. Now 
let's get down to business." 

"What's the hurry?" she asked. 
He reached up and took her hand. 

"We've got to make a try for the 
dough. This hideout is only in case 
we can't connect right away. Why 
not get started now?" 

Joan stood up. "What's the rush?" 
she asked idly. "I've thought it all 
out. When you have three years to 
concentrate on one subject, you gen-
erally get it straight. If we don't 
make a move, the boys will think I got 
the money and escaped. After awhile 
they'll relax. The cops will stop look-
ing for you and we can walk out, pick 
up the money and get away clean. 
Meanwhile this is a perfect spot. You 
don't know how perfect because you 
haven't spent thirty-six long months 
in an eight-foot cell. And stop wor-
rying. The wrinkles are half an inch 
deep in your forehead." 

He began pacing the floor. 
"I can see your side of it," he mum-

bled, "and I give you credit for being 
smooth enough to think it up. But 
me—I've got to have action. I just 
can't wait around. If the cops ever 
track down this place, our number is 
up. I'm worrying about you, too. 
They won't give you the slightest 
break. When I got this place, I didn't 
figure on killing a cop. How about it? 
Let's get going." 

She shook her head and lit a 
cigarette. 
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"No, Terry. I've been cooped up 
too long not to enjoy this place. We're 
perfectly safe here and we'll stay— 
until I give the word. I'll promise 
you this: If anything happens, 111 
take you to the hiding place in thirty 
or forty minutes." 

He glared at her and then shrugged. 
"You hold all the cards. I'm nothing 
but a stooge for a blonde." 

"But a beautiful blonde," she 
purred and smiled up at him. 

He laughed at that one as he walked 
over to the window and stood staring 
down at the street through a slit in 
the curtains. 

JOAN flung her cigarette down an-
grily and arose. 

"Anybody would think I was poi-
son !" she raged. "Stop worrying, will 
you, or you'll have me wearing out a 
path in the rug." 

"Quiet!" He held up his hand, 
checking any further flow of irate 
words. "There's a bus just pulled up 

—a big black one just like the sedan 
we got away from. Joan, when you 
talked in prison, yota spilled too much. 
Those hobds checked on me—found 
I'd hired this place. Now they've 
spotted my car. We've got to—" 

"Turn around and grab yourself a 
chunk of ceiling," a voice rasped from 
behind them. 

They turned swiftly. Two men were 
inside the room. They had opened 
the door with some kind of a pass key 
and accomplished it so noiselessly 
that neither Terry nor Joan had even 
heard the scrape of metal against 
metal. 

The larger man was a huge fellow 
with bristling eyebrows and thick, 
wide lips. His companion was small, 
seemed almost shriveled besi<ie him. 
His mouth was a gash cut through 
milk-white flesh. There was absolutely 
no color to his lips. 

Terry and Joan raised their hands. 
"Marco!" Joan cried with forced 

(Continued on Page 104) 



GUNS DON'T LIE 
By OWEN FOX JEROME 
Author of "The Golf Club Murder."Doubling for Deaths etc 

MARTIN KEBLER, BALLISTICS 

expert, adjusted the light 
above his binocular micro-

scope. His face was grim as he sur-
veyed the little row of fired bullets 
with their anonymously identifying 
tags, He smiled bleakly as he picked 
up the fourth pellet, the one at the end, 
marked "death bullet." 

He hefted it in his palm before plac-

Martiu Kebler 

ing under the microscope. "Jowls" 
Rittner, killed by that bullet, had been 
a king of rats. He had richly deserved 
to die. But the law couldn't look at 
things that way. So—if Homicide 
had grabbed the right suspects—the 
owner of one of those guns whose test 
bullets were marked so simply from 
one to three, was doomed to pay what-
ever penalty the court meted out. 

Kebler knew all about the case. Who 
didn't? The slaying of the wealthy 
night-club owner, Rittner, had been 

plastered all over the tabloids for three 
days. The ballistics expert had be-
come acquainted with the roue in the 
old days when Kay Lamarr sang torch 
songs in his Zero Club. Kay was a 
swell girl. She had been fond of Mar-
tin, too—before she met his kid brother, 
George Kebler, the lad Martin had been 
putting through college. 

Kebler sighed as he placed number-
one bullet in position to compare the 
markings with the death bullet. It 
seemed a century ago, but it had only 
been five short years. Nothing had 
happened at first; things like that came 
about gradually. It had just been a 
few months ago that Kay told him she 
was in love with George, and there 
wasn't anything she could do about it. 
There wasn't anything Martin could 
do, either. George was a good kid— 
one of the best—and he was already 
making a name for himself at textile 
designing. 

After a lapse of time Kay had gone 
back to work for Jowls Rittner in his 
new Crystal Slipper. And that was 
when trouble started. Martin recalled 
his last conversation with Kay. 

"Mart, I can't stand it any longer," 
she had said. "If that overstuffed saus-
age doesn't quit pestering me, IH—I'll 
—blow up." 

"Why don't you quit, Kay?" he had 
suggested. "You don't have to work, 
you know. George will soon be on his 
feet, and—I'll help." 

"You're such a dear, Mart," she had 
responded, "I feel like a dog already. 
And Rittner has me under contract. I'm 
not a quitter." 

"I know that," Kebler had assured 
her. "I'll speak to Rittner for you" 

"No, don't! George has done so. 
They—they had a bad quarrel last 
night in Rittner's office. Maybe things 
will be all right now." 

Martin Kebler, Master Bullet-Reader, Traces 
a Death Weapon to an Unexpected Source I 
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But they hadn't been all right. Jowls 
Hittner had been found on the floor 
beside his desk, his b l a c k blood 
raining his Turklstan rug from a hole 
in his shirt front directly over his heart. 
Gripped in his right hand was his 
own .38 automatic, from which one 
bullet had been fired. The paraffin 
test proved that he had fired that shot 
himself. But the slug was never found. 
Either his killer had carried it away, or 
j& had ricocheted out the open window. 

Martin Kebler stiffened slightly and 
began re-counting the minute rifling 
marks on the second specimen. It 
matched perfectly with the slug ex-
tracted from Rittner's heart. Number 
two, therefore was from the death gun! 
Nevertheless, Kebler methodically re-
moved it and inserted bullet number 
three for a check. 

One gun, Kebler knew, had been Rit-
tner's. One had been that of "Slats" 
Delaney, Rittner's plug-ugly body-
guard. The third had been a .38 auto-
matic the detectives had found in— 
Kay Lamarr's handbag. 

The third bullet didn't check, and the 
ballistics expert slowly removed it. He 
was alone in the laboratory, and ;now 
his face was suddenly old and drawn 
and gray, 

He got up and went to another table 
where three .38 automatics laid, all 
tagged and numbered. Number one 
was Rittner's gun. Number three be-
longed to Delaney, who languished in 
a detention cell, awaiting vindication 
or condemnation. Number two—was 
the gun taken from Kay Lamarr. 

It was the gun he had given George 
a couple of years ago when he had 
purchased a pair of Colts. Kay had got 
that gun from George. Before or after 
the killing? 

Kebler's actions then became pecu-
liar. He went back to his workbench 
and opened a drawer. From this he 
dre\y an automatic, the twin to the 
death gun. 

Carefully he changed the barrels of 
the two weapons. It took all of his 
skill with weapons to make both of 
them function properly, but he was 
something of a gunsmith as well as a 
ballistics expert. 

This having been done, he put 
the incriminating barrel in its new 
housing back into the drawer. The 
death gun, with his own barrel, he 
loaded with one cartridge and calmly 
fired it into a huge bar of compound. 

Digging out the bullet, he cleansed it 
and substituted it for number two. 
This done, he took the telephone and 
called for the captain in charge of the 
Homicide Squad. Captain Richards 
came in almost at once, his face beam-
ing with expectancy. 

"Well, Kebler," he asked briskly, 
"what's the verdict?" 

The ballistics expert indicated the 
three guns and the four bullets. 

"Nothing, Richards," he said in an 
even tone. "You've drawn blanks." 
Then, as the captain's face registered 
incredulous disappointment, he went 
on. "There's no use holding out any 
longer. You'd finally get around to me, 
anyway. Here's the death gun. Check 
it yourself." 

^
E pulled open his drawer and took 
out his own weapon. 

"Yours?" demanded Richards in dis-
belief. 

"Mine," answered Kebler in a weary 
voice. 

"Hell!" said Richards. "I would 
have sworn it was going to be the 
dame's gun. But—but, you t Why did 
you do it—if you did do it?" 

"Ballistics don't lie, Richards." 
"But—but why? The woman would 

have got off on a manslaughter charge. 
I knew you knew her, that she was go-
ing to marry your brother—but what 
made you tangle with Rittner?" 

"She is my wife/ Martin Kebler 
said simply. 

THE GHOST STRIKES AGAIN 
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eagerness. "Am I 
Terry Black has been trying to find 
you for the last week. I wanted 
things to be all set when I got out, 
so we could get the money. Gosh, 
Marco, it's good to see you again." 

"Yes it is/' Marco drawled sarcas-
tically. "You'd rather see anybody in 
the world but me. And don't try the 
hokum, Joan. You pulled that plenty 
when you ran with my boys. You 
two-timed us and it's going to get you 
one nice hot wad of lead—unless you 
talk." 

Terry Black stepped forward and 
Marco slugged him with the barrel of 
his gun. Black calmly wiped blood 
off his face. 

"You and your gunnie are a pair 
of fools>" he told Marco. "Joan's on 
the level. We even had to knock off 
a copper so there wouldn't be a trail 
for 'em to follow. The dough is safe 
and ready for a split. How many ways 
I don't know, because Joan hasn't told 
me how many of your boys were in 
that stickup." 

"Nice little place you got here, 
Joan." Marco disregarded Terry's 
words and looked around approv-
ingly. Then he snarled: "Come on, 
Black, spill it! Where's the dough 
hidden?" 

The detective shrugged. They were 
getting careless now. Only that flour-
faced mug by the door worried him. 
Terry Black had a hunch that hood 
would shoot and would glory in the 
sight of his victim slumping to the 
floor. Marco was too busy watching 
Joan to be as great an immediate dan-
ger as White Face. 

"Well?" Marco demanded of Black. 
"Do you talk or do I let Smalley blow 
your damned head off ?" 

"I don't know where the stuff is," 
Black said steadily. "Joan didn't tell 
me. In fact, she refused pointblank. 
Said she wouldn't talk until you got 
here. This is a fine way to show your 
appreciation, Marco. We could have 
lammed after we left you high and 
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glad to see you! dry down that side street." 
"Why didn't you stop then?" Mar-

co snapped. 
"Smart guy," Black derided. "In 

the first place I had just bumped a 
copper. How'd I know that car wasn't 
filled with more cops? And you 
wouldn't have listened to reason then 
anyway." 

Marco relaxed still more but Smal-
ley, by the door, just listened with a 
scornful expression. Terry Black 
leaned against a table, putting the flat 
of his hand on its smooth surface. 
Three inches from his fingers was a 
plaster statuette of a giraffe, a crazy 
monstrous caricature, but heavy and 
easy to grab. 

MARCO 
Joan. 

was standing close to 
Smalley was looking 

their way now and Black went into 
action. The giraffe went sailing 
across the room. Before it landed 
against Smalley's startled face, Ter-
ry Black was lunging for Marco. 

Marco tried to get his gun up. 
Black kept it down, pointed at the 
floor. He brought up his right fist 
in a beautiful arc. It clipped Marco 
on the chin and the big man reeled 
backward. Black snatched the gun 
from his hand, seized Joan's arm and 
propelled her toward the door. 

Smalley was trying to get up off 
the floor and fumbling for his gun, 
which had dropped from his limp 
hand. The private detective stopped 
long enough to kick him under the 
chin. Then he and the blonde girl 
raced into the hallway. Footsteps on 
the stairs warned them others were 
coming. Joan peered down. 

"Two more of Marco's mob!" she 
whispered. "We can't go that way." 

"Up!" Black urged her. "Up the 
steps. Never mind the elevator. 
There'll be a man in each one. We've 
got to reach the roof. It's our only 
chance." 

They ran up the stairs until they 
reached the top floor, panting. A nar-
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row stairway leading to the skylight 
wad fully exposed and a man was half-
way dow$ the steps. Marco had 
blocked every exit! 

The guard on the steps saw Black 
and Joan instantly. A gun in his fist 
exploded and the bullet tore a chunk 
of plaster out of the wall. Black fired 
from the hip. The gunman dropped 
off the steps and landed with a hard 
thump. 

Black was at his side in a moment. 
His quick eyes had already noted an 
empty apartment door open and he 
dragged the man inside. He was quite 
dead. 

Below, they could hear the others 
running up while Marco's voice urged 
them on. Someone stepped out of an 
apartment to register a protect at the 
racket. A gun banged and a man 
screamed. Marco was not stopping at 
anything now. 

"Get into that closet, Joan!" Terry 
Black ppinted across the empty apart-
ment. "Stay there until I tell you to 
come out." 

Joan obeyed and Terry was rip-
ping the necktie from his collar be- , 
fore she had closed the closet dogr. 
Ripping off his tie he knotted it to 
the cravat of the dead man, pushed 
the apartment door half closed and 
stepped behind it. pe held the end > 
of the necktie in one hand, his gain in 
the other. 

Marco barged by the door, skidded 
to a halt and came back, Jerry 2|lack 
tugged on the necktie and the dead 
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(Continued from Page 10S) 
nan's body rose slightly, as though 
le was resting on one elbow. It was 
m astonishingly real tableau in the 
emi-darkness. 
"Roof !" Black croaked. "Got away 

-over—roof. I'm—all right." 
"Okay, Joe," Marco answered. 

We'll be back for you." 
The rest of the mob followed Mar-

io to the roof steps. Black sped 
tcross the room, motioned to Joan and 
hey ran lightly into the hallway. The 
levator was on the floor level, the 
loor open. Apparently one of Mar-
io's boys had taken care of the oper-
ttor. Joan clung to Terry's arm as 
hey shot toward the street level. 

"That was wonderful!" she told 
lim. "Only you should have plugged 
tfarco. Then we'd have no more trou-
>le." 

There were several people in the 
obby, but none paid any attention to 
Slack and Joan as they hurried to 
he door. One minute after they 
•tepped to the sidewalk, a policeman 
an by them. He looked over his shoul-
ler queerly, but dashed on into the 
milding. 

rERRY BLACK jumped behind 
the wheel of his car and Joan 

ilambered into the seat beside him. 
They pulled away from the curb, took 
he next corner, straightened out af-
er they hit an avenue and the hard-
toiled private detective let her roll. 

"Did you see the way that copper 
ooked at me?" he asked. "One more 
econd and he'd have recognized me. 
They're wise. Now do you see we 
nust get the money and run for it?" 

"I—I saw him." Joan shivered. 
'I'm sure he knew you. They'll have 
tn alarm out in a minute. We got 
iway from Marco all right, hut I don't 
ike cops any more than you do. Okay, 
Terry, follow my directions and we'll 
lave the dough in a few minutes." 

He headed for the outskirts under 
ler orders. Joan talked, mostly to 
teep her nerves composed. 
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"The day of the stickup Marco had 
me drive the car because a good-look-
ing blonde at the wheel of a car 
parked outside a bank isn't as suspi-
cious as some ratty-looking mobster. 
It was my idea, but Marco thinks it 
was his. We made our getaway, but 
those radio cars got on the job almost 
at once, and they began to cut us off. 
Marco and the boys got out, one by 
one, and slipped away. Soon as I was 
alone, I knew I had to hide the money. 
So I kept looking for a likely spot 
and luck was with me. I found the 
best little safe deposit vault in the 
world. Cops and Marco's boys have 
searched three years to find the stuff 
and I'll bet they were only two feet 
away more than once." 

Black grunted something unintel-
ligible. Joan gripped his arm. 

"If you don't stop worrying," she 
chided, "you'll have me in a stew too. 
See that cemetery? Park outside the 
gates. The dough is right there." 

"In a grave?" Black asked thunder-
struck. 

"No, you fool! They'd have looked 
into any graves that were newly dug 
the day of the stickup. The cops knew 
I had been around the cemetery. That 
fence is made of cement, Terry. It's 
two and a half feet thick. The day I 
rode by, workmen had just dumped 
fresh cement to make that wall. I 
buried the bag of money in the soft 
cement. Next day they poured some 
more on it and after it had hardened, 
they took away all that wooden frame-
work—and there was my dough, nice 
as could be." 

Terry Black grinned at her. "Boy, 
was that smart! But we've got to work 
fast now. Once I thought a car was 
tailing us, but it disappeared. I'll bust 
the lock on the gate, duck inside and 
swipe a sledge hammer or a pick. You 
find the section of wall where you 
buried the stuff and I'll dig it out." 

He left her there so she could exam-
ine the wall and determine the exact 
hiding place. Inside the cemetery, he 
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(Continued from Page 107) 
ran across the lawns, skirted tomb-
stones and located the tool shed. He 
broke the lock easily, took out a pick 
and a heavy hammer. When he re-
turned, Joan was waiting, watching 
the road nervously. 

"It's right here." She pointed to a 
section of the wall. "Hurry! I—I'm 
afraid, too. You've got me as worried 
as yourself." 

Terry Black hefted the sledge ham-
mer and let go. But the cement was 
adamant. He used the pick, swinging 
mighty blows for they were necessary. 

They were far from any house and 
the noise he made meant little. Twen-
ty minutes passed before the pick 
sank through a layer of cement and 
cut fhe sides of a leather bag. Joan 
gave a cry of exultation. 

THE detective dug faster until he 
had cut away the whole section. 

But the bag was imbedded fast. He 
slit the sides of the leather container, 
scooped out sheafs of bills and Joan 
picked them up from the ground. She 
made two trips to the car with her 
arms full of cash. She was picking 
up another load when Marco's voice 
startled them. 

He and four of his men had slipped 
quietly through the cemetery gates. 
They were lined up now, guns cover-
ing Black and Joan. 

"Nice work," Marco gloated. "Keep 
going, Black. Soon as you get every 
bill out of that wall, we'll pay you off 
—in lead." 

Terry Black raised his hands. Joan 
shivered and babbled something. In 
her mind revolved only the thought 
that three years of silence had served 
her nothing. At the moment when 
safety and success seemed nearest, de-
feat had come like a bombshell. 

"You fooled me once," Marco told 
Black. "I give you credit—only you 
weren't so smart on the getaway. We 
had a guy parked in a car outside. He 
saw you leave, trailed you here and 
then phoned me. We slipped into the 
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cemetery by climbing the fence down 
the street. You were so busy hacking 
away at the wall that you didn't see 
or hear us. Come on—use the pick 
some more. Be sure there ain't any 
dough left in that wall." 

Black bent down, grasped the pick 
and estimated his chances of hurling 
it. There just were not any chances. 
Not when five guns covered him and 
the men behind them were extremely 
watchful now that they had recog-
nized the detective's slippery nature. 

Marco walked up to Joan and 
grasped her arm roughly. She gave 
a little cry of pain. Marco laughed. 

"Aw, don't be so scared. If it wasn't 
I liked you, Joan, I'd line you up 
against the wall with that rat and 
blast you down. That's his finish. You 
going to behave?" 

Joan did not reply. She could not, 
for her lips were paralyzed with ter-
ror. She knew, too well, that her own 
life would pay for the run around she 
had given the gang. 

"It's all out," Terry Black said 
calmly. "Every bill." 

"Walk ten paces to the left," Marco 
ordered. "Then stand like you're made 
of cement too. Smalley, grab the 
dough. Put it all in our buggy. Snap 
it up before somebody comes along 
and we have to do some more killing." 

Smalley obeyed promptly. Then 
Marco signaled his men. They drew 
close together in one line. The detec-
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(Continued from Page 109) 
tive, his back agairtst the cement wall, 
found beads of sweat running down 
his face. Marcd laughed raucously. 

"Just like they do in war, huh, 
Black? Stick you up against a wall 
—and blooey, you're dead! Ready to 
take it, sucker? Boys, shoot all at 
once and then lam. Five guns will 
make a heti of a lot of noise. Keep 
squeezing thfc trigger until you've 
fired three or four times. We want to 
be sure this guy is stone dead." 

The five guns came up and centered. 
Joan, still gripped by Marco's brawny 
arm, thrust her face into his coat and 
began to scream. 

"If you're making it look like the 
Shooting of a spy," Black Said, forc-
ing calm into his voice, "why not do 
it all the way through? They give a 
man about to be shot a cigarette, or a 
drink, or at least a blindfold. I don't 
want any of those. All I ask is half 
a minute with Joan. I—£ fell for her, 
see? I—I just want to—kiss her— 
good-by." 

THE drama of that appealed to 
Marco's warped s e n s e s . He 

clucked his tongue in mock sympathy, 
gave Joan a hard shove and sent her 
reeling toward Black. She could 
hardly stand and her makeup shone 
like gaudy paint on a white canvas. 

Terry Black took her into his arms. 
She put her own about his neck. He 
moved his lips toward hers and then 
spoke in a whisper. 

"When I say 'duck,' drop flat. Hear 
me? It's the only way." 

He kissed her then and slowly 
turned her around until his back was 
toward the gang. Marto and his four 
men eyed the proceedings with relish. 
It made them feel as though they were 
great humanitarians, giving the con-
demned a last moment with his be-
loved. It was like the movies and they 
gloried in it for, after all, they were 
the foremost participants. Then, too, 
the car was loaded with three hundred 
thousand dollars worth of currency 
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that could be spent freely, for none of 
the bills had been listed. 

"Okay," Marco growled. "Joan, 
come back here." 

"Duck," Terry ground out and put 
all his weight against Joan. 

They dropped to the ground and a 
second later the night silence was 
filled with the din of exploding guns. 
Marco seemed to be almost cut in half 
as he pitched to the ground. Smatley's 
body jerked as bullets tore into him. 
The others merely slumped sideward. 

From the cemetery gate streamed a 
horde of blue-uniformed men, led by 
a captain. 

"Man, that was close!" The police 
captain wiped the sweat from his face. 
"I thought we'd have to let the girl 
have it too." 

Joan was staring at the score of 
police. Her eyes ran along the top 
of the cemetery wall to the gate where 
eight men with rapid-fire rifles had 
watched the proceedings. Other 
policemen were examining the firing 
squad. 

"Smalley's dead—so's Marco," a 
sergeant reported. "The other three 
are wounded, but I'm afraid they'll 
live." 

"Here come the ambulances," the 
captain said and sirens shrieked closer 
and closer. 

The first car to stop was a coupe. 
A man jumped out. 

"Hey, Tommy, it's a boy! Eight 
and a half pounds. A boy!" 

Terry Black gave a whoop of de-
light. He kissed Joan, almost kissed 
the captain and threw both arms into 
the air. 

"Wow!" he shouted. "A boy! 
That's swell! Ain't that swell, Cap-
tain?" 

Joan suddenly seized both of Terry 
Black's arms and looked up at him. 

"You're a stool pigeon," she 
snapped. "You're nothing but a rot-
ten, low-down squealer." 

Terry Black, alias Tommy Dolan, 
did not ltfse his wide grin. 
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(Continued from Page 111) 
"No I'm not. I'm a cop—a detec-

tive-sergeant. Your letter was picked 
up by the censors* We stowed the 
real Terry Black away and I took his 
place. Joan, did you hear that? It's 
a boy! Hot dog!" 

"Terry—or whatever your name is," 
—Joan shook him—"have you forgot-
ten—the cop! The one we left in the 
road?" 

A husky-looking man laughed 
loudly and moved forward. Joan saw 
him in the light of many flashlights. 
She gave a little cry and wilted. 

"It—it's—him," she moaned and 
pointed a shivering finger. Then her 
eyes were clear again. "So it was a 
plant! You didn't plug him at all. 
Terry, you're still a rat." 

THE e r t s w h i l e Terry Black 
laughed. 

"That was just to make you hurry 
things along. I figured if you thought 
you were in on a cop kill, you'd want 
to get the dough as quickly as pos-
sible. The apartment was just a spot 
for us to go for a few minutes while 
the rest of the boys picked up our 
trail. I didn't figure on Marco, al-
though we wanted him, too. We never 
were sure who pulled that stickup*" 

Joan sighed deeply. "Okay. I know 
when I'm licked. I know why you 
were so worried, too. Your wife in 
the hospital and a kid coming and all." 
She reached up and patted his cheek. 
"Never mind. I'm only jealous of that 
woman who is the mother of your son. 
And Terry—or whatever your name is 
—thanks for saving me. I know now 
that it was jUst a trick, that saying 
good-by, so I'd be clear when your 
men started to shoot." 

Terry Black lost his smile for a 
moment. She was just a woman who 
stood before him. A woman still 
beautiful and brave in defeat. 

"Sorry, kid," he said gently. "You'll 
have to go back to prison, but not for 
too long, I hope. So far as the mur-
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ders during the stickup are concerned, 
the D. A. won't press that now—if 
you'll talk. I'm sorry I had to fool 
you." 

She threw both hands into the air 
and laughed a little hysterically. Then 
she walked up to the captain. 

"Okay, skipper, take me away. Put 
me behind bars where there are no 
men. Me—who kept the boys on a 
string for years and years—getting 
taken for a nice little ride by a new 
papa. Prison will look good to me." 
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